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't PREFACE. 11%

Mathematics and LiNin hints repreaents an extension of the series of

units designated Mathethatics Through Stience which the School-Mathematics Study

orbup prepared in Summer 1963 and revised, on the basis of teacher-evaluations

'from classroom tfse in the school year 063,196, during a .summer period of 1964.

,,Mathematics and.Liying Things-is designed for grade eight to enrich and supple-
,.

merit 'tbe 'usual courses of instrue;tieh. MALT utilizes exercises in biological
\

science to derive data through, which mathematical concepts and principles may

be introduced and expanded:

h

In addition to the waiting teen of summers 1964 and 1965, SMSG wishes to

acknowledge the assistance extended the MALT writers by Ronald A. Kroman, Assist-

ant Professor of Biologx, California State College at Long Beach, and John 11.

'Huffman, San Diego .County Department of Educatior. In part:.cular, John HuffMan

read the final manuscritt"Copy of the eight.chapters in the preliminary version.

Mr. Frank Lindsay of'California Department of Education served as chairman

of the writiing groups and coordinated their use and the evaluation of the pre-

liminary.text.
..";

. SMSG also wants to thank those classes and'teachers which used the.,:prelimi-
4e

nary version and whose disceining 'comments furnished the necesaary information

to rewrite MALT. Selected teachers in California, DV.awarq,_Texas and Washing-

ton tried the preliminary edition. They annotated thLr texts and commentaries

, and dent these tc SMSG to aid the writers of the revised edition. Several

,`Veachers were exceptionally helpful ir furnishing very critical comments, test

itWls, samples of student work and editorial remarks: Conrad Sa=prn and

Maxine Williams of Fresno, California; Clyde Garwood of Garden drove; and

/ Betty Beaumont of San Antonio, Texas
/

This excursion into biological science was initiated at the suggestion of

an ad hoc committee of biological scientists assembled in March, 1964, consist-

ing of Charles Brokaw (California Institute of Technology), Allan H. Brown

(University of Pennsylvania), Eiden T. Cox (California State College at Long

'Beach), Ralph W. Gerard (University of California, Irvine), J. Lee Kavanau

(University of California, Berkeley). The waiting team has Irawn fromtheir

many suggestions a few thoughts appropriate for units to eighth grade mathematics.

i
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It kept in mind that junior high school mathetatics 4achers do not have labora-

tory facilities in their classrooms andT may not4 have recent acquaintanCe with

modern biology.

The attemkpf the writers of Mathematics and Living Things has been to
,

`introduce through simple activities in biology not only basiO processes which

underlie the liVing'.world but also to teach a logical structure of mathematies

that arises naturall,r'frbm the-data students accumulate. This may prole wel-

come change to teachers and students who havd hitherto only experienced conven-
,

tional sequence of topi-s. Effort has been made to identify basic elements of

the structure of mathematics, to acquaint the student with a tore precise .

mathematical language, and to present a grade placement of concepts appropriate

' to his maturity. The writers sincerely hope that the following chapters will

be a rewarding and exciting experience for the teacher as well as students.

The writers who prepared the Mathematios_arid Living'Things series offer
- "

the following,informal suggestions. Each concept should be covered to the

degfee that the -student's mathematical background justifies. For example,

some students will be familiar with ideas of,accuracy, prdcision and greatest

possible error. For these, those sections may be employed as a brief review..

Other topics will require Careful expl4pation by the teacher. Sometimes an
.

activity may not need an entire class period -to complete. Then the regular
.

textbook can be turned to for add,itional problem materials. In short,; do not

-bog down.' Help the class move along. Skim when desirable; enrich when neces-

sary. Fit MA ,T to the class.

The following notations are offered teachers who may not be familiar With

the current hilosophy of-science teaching:

1. To the extent that mathematical computations and analysis have

entered into biological investigations, biology has become quantita-

tive eind more precise.

2. Since living things are so variable, too fey measurements may mislead

students in arrivin6 at generalizations. For greater validity the

data of an entire class should to pooled.

3. Activities with living things do not always yield expected results.

Yet there is no such thing as failure in science, No scientist

"throws out" data. because it is not as anticipated. It may lead to

a new or more refined hypothesis. Hence the results of any. student!s.

(or team's) observations should be treated with respect.

ii r3



Table d: Equipment and Supplies Listed bi Chapter.

01

Chapter and Activity, Equipment and Supplies

Chapter 1, Activity 1 ruler.(metric), pencil, .paper, graph paper, leaves

Activity 2 container (small paper milk carton, 'paper cup,

Petri dish')

Chromotography paper (commercial or white paper towel)

!Pencil, paper, graph paper, ruler (metric),

'Food coloring or war sAuble ink such as Parker ink

Watches or clock with second hand

Chapter 2, Activity 1 Wrapping paper (30 or 36" width) 60 ft.
, .. . 2.

/ 'Tape measure calibrated in
, 7 inches (6-10 ft.)

Foot ruler for each student

Mending (or =rising) tape

Pencil, paper and graph paper J
Manila tagboard

Optionel
Activity, Bean, pumpkin or watermelon seeds__?

Milk cartons

Plant food

Labeling tape

Medium heavy acetate (outdated X-ray film)

Paper towels

Soda striaNtss.

Chapter 3, Activity 1 Bags, plaStic (blanket bags approximately 27" X 36")

1 per team

Access to a treg

Graduated cylinder (or similar to measure ml. (cc.))

Graph paper (10 X 10 to 1 inch), ruler, string or

rubber bands, 'Tencil, paper
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Table A: EquiPmeht and Supplies Listed 1)x Chapter (Continuedl 0

Chapter and ActiyitE Equipment and Supplies

Chapter 4, Activity 1 Watches. or crotks with second hand

Paper, pencil, graph paper
o ,

Activity ,2 :(Same)

Chapter 5, Activity 1' Syringe, plastic, without needle--1.ppr ttam

Tubing, plastic, transparent (e.g., plastic tubing

used in aquarium or disposable L V. tubing

froaehispital), 18 inches per team

Ruler, metric (preferably plastic with center groove)

1 per team

Yeast--package dry or cake--1 per class

Sugar, food colo4ng, Scotch tape

Block (or book) covered with white paper--2 per team'

Watchesor clock with second hand .

Paper, pencil, graph paper

o

Chapter 6, Activity 1 Tin, aluminum, 9" (cake or pie)--1 per team

Gelatin--2 packages per class

-Bouillon cubes (preferably beef)--2 per class

Sara, wrap, I package

Graph paper, 10 X 10 to the inch--2 per team plus

8 per student

Rubber bands or mending tape--1 per team

Scissors-leveral per class

Paper, pencils, rulers

Optional
Activities 'Laandry bluing

Household ammonia

Table salt

Milk cartons

Paper towels

Cotton string (10-12 ft.) meaitml diameter

Aluminum pie tins

Charcbal briquets-1 per team" '

Heavy acetate (outdated X-ray per team

iv

8
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Table A: Equipment and EuppliesListedWhapterjCantinued)
:

Chapter and Activity Equipment M1$1,TPlie

Chapter 6 contdt

Optional
Activities

Chapter 7, Activity 1

Chapter 8, Activity 1

t

.;;;:. .

Graph paper, 10 x 10,to the inch--1 per team

Pirpes'of brick, coal or cinders 7,(--1

Eye dropper (or soda straws)

Plastic ruler (mealC)

Manila tag or.construction paper (for construction

of poly )

Protractor, ruler d pencil-,1 each per student

Paper, (newspaper and smaller) large supply

Tape measure (25 to. 101 feet)

Yard or Meter &ticks..

Piper, pencil, ruler

$

4

1

1.1
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Table II: Summarized - Equipment and Supplies List .

umber
or supply' needed

s' ruler, mm. 1 per
, and inch student

Pdacils 1 per
student

Paper

'Paper'

Paper,

graph .40 per
10 x 1Q to student
finch.

Cups, ox -2'perf
beakers ft team

4 per
student

j. - 1 strip
Itography- ::*per
paper student

Poop.

coloring

4 -

Seedg.

Plant
food

Tins,
aluminum team

9"

Tape, label
or Scotch

Meter
sticks

2 or 3
dras per

, st506it

* 5 Per 74

° team

tablet;

v. per team

2 per

I per"

team

Bags, \ lifer
plastic tpam

.27" R 36"
!

Grdauated./ 2 or more
cylinder . per class

1.

4^.
4.

Chapters where
needed in order
of appearance Sour
.in text

In all activities' Cl
0.10 each

P7

Cost
(Approximate)

in, all activities

in all activities

1,

1;

1

411,, vi

School
Supplies

2,

2

4,',

1
pint milk cartons

2

.4"

1, .5'
,;

2

1'

2

2,6

2, 5, 6

2, 8

3

3

vi

from c4feteria

white paper towel
from stoA
Commercial paper,

fUm suppl

Grocery store 0.30 tackage
of 4

Grocery stdre 0.27 or less
(blackteyed beans, per package
pumplan oriwate*
ltelon)

many stores 0.39 per pkg.

many stores - 0.49 per pkg.
(esp. variety of 6 .

stores)

many sources varies

supply house
school supply

Variety store 0.69 per pkg.
) of 4

cience,supply,-,0.30 +
.11Obby shop



table B:

Equ4ment
0.r supply

Syrihge,

plastic

Tubi\ng, 18" per

plastic. tea.

.

pent and Supplies List (Continued')Summarized - Equi

'Number

needed

1 per
team

Yerigt 1....KF
" -S class

Sugar .f

Gelatin

Bouillon
cubes

Siren wrap

Scissors

Small
amount

1 pkg.

1 pkg.

Chapters here

needed.in 1Perlo
of appearance
in text

5

-5

5

6

l' pkg. 6-
several 6

Bluing. 1 bottle 6
per class ,

Table salt 1 lb. per 6
class

Household 1 small 6

Cost

Source (Approximate)

Hospital or
doctor's office
(disposable)

Hospital,
doctU1s
or pet -Store,

Grocery (school -8-,10/pkg.

cafeteria) e

Cafeteria
or ho,le

Grocery (maybe 0.25/pkg.
school cafeteria)

Grocery 0.10

Grocery 0.30/100 ft.

I

Usually supplied
by school

Grocer store 0.35

' Grocery 'store 0.15

GroNry store -0.19

ammonia, bottle per
class.

. . Manila 4 sq.-ft, 7
tag per student

Protrac- 1 pe 7
tors dent

.

'Tape ." 1 per
measure room

.

0

From school
supplies

From school
supplies

From P.E. dept.
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'Chapter

1. MEASDBMENT

OF LEAVES

Preliminary Preparations

Pre-prepatation suggestions

The area should be "su;veyedn'several days -in

advance and certain types of trees pr shrubs

suggested to the students.

2. ADDITION OF The beans must be, planted five or six before

MEASUREKENT measurement is to begin.

Containers must bt ready at the time of planting.

Having the student bring milk cartons to clica a

week or two in advance is one suggestion.

3. LEAF'SURFACE AREA. I Again, the trees or shrubs to be used should be

AND WATER LOSS chosen well in advgnce of the day planned for the:

,activity. If the microscope exercise suggeSted in

1.11.6 commentary is to be used, a relatively thi

leaf is recommed'ed in order that epidermal sue

may be obtained more easily.

4'. MUSCLE FATIGUE No special advance preparation, 'except the timing

device.

5. YEAST METABOLISM . If at all possible, this should be tried by the

teacher in advance, help the teacher to

anticipate problems involved in setting up the

exercise.

Plastic, syringes and I. V. tubing should be re-
,
quested from doctors or nurses three or four weeks

". before the adtivity'is planned, 1?6 there will be

time for them to accumulate the necessary quantity.

6. GROWTH OF MOLD If students are to bring the aluminum cake ti's

suggested for this-actiViiy, they should be warned

h week or,two before, so `that all will-be ready at

4 the prop4r timer.

S., 1
4111,



7. SURFACE AREA AND

VOLUME RIZATIONSKIPS

Pre-prepatation suggestions

The second activitysuggoted, "Growth of
e 't°

Crygtals," requires a variety ofcontainers. The

solution can be mixed in the classroola during the

class period. This is an eXtiting activity aka
I

will interest most students .

Since this does not involve an activity that is

biological in nature, no advance preparation is

necessary except for hailing on'hand the Manila tag-

board for building the models.

4

Suitable trees should be selected by the teacher

several days in advance.

L.
1"
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Chapter 1

LEAVES AND NATURAL VARIATION:

MEASUREMENT OF LENGTH, METRIC SYF 34, RATIO, AND GRAPHING

1.1 introduction

Much has been written and said about the scientific method, scientific

approach, and scientific reasoning to the point that one is led to believe theft-

this is a process limited to the exclusive use of practicing scientists. The

brief discussion in the introduction isdone purposely to point out that every-
-

one, at some time, uses a similar process, though maybe not quite so refined,

in solving everyday problems. Students should understand that a single ap-

proach (or process) will not "fit" every investigation. It is important to

first define the problem (often a question) and then devise a plan to follow.

It is just as important to recognize that the first plan may not work and will

have to be revised. The following exercises are designed to give students

experience in this kind of planning.

1:2__-Measure and Units

In Chapter -1 basic concepts of measurement and ratio are.introduced.

No attempt is. made at this point to cover completely the concept of measure-

ment. It is felt that students can best became acquainted with systems of

measuremeht by actually using measuring devices in fairly easy to do exercises.

It should be emphasized that measurements can be only as exact as the unit in

which the student is measuring. For example; in Ecercise 4 the student is

instructed to measure to the nearest centimeter and therefore should Rot at-

tempt to divide centimeters into smaller units.

Exercise 171

1. Measure the length of this line to the nearest .

Answer: 5 an

2. Measure to :.he nearest an the distance from A 'to B.

A
Ansyer: ( dm

3. ' Measure to the nearest an the shortest distance 1,etween C and D.

C
Answer: 7 an



enure to the nearest an the distance between points x and y.

Answer: 7 am

5. J

Measure to the nearest millimeter each of the problems above.

0

Answer ram ,--r(11-

68 mm, 66 ram

How do the cm apd the mm measurements of Problem 1 compare in

exactness? Which is closer-to the exact measurement?

Answer: mm is more exact '.

the mm measure

7. How do the am arid the mm measurements of Problem 3 compare in

. exactness? Answer: mm more exact

Which answer is closest to the '`actual" measure?

Answer: !1

Is your answer exact? Is any measure exact?

Answer: no, no

Answer: This is meant as a challenge to the student. '"EXactness" is

4iicussed in Section 1-5.

8. Measur4 the length of 1 inch in millimeters, About how many milli-

meters are there in 1 inch?

Answer: 25



1.4

Measurement:6T Leaves

Answer to questidh

Are these expressions mathethatical or scientific?

Neither of the two statements about corn would be considered mathematical

or scientific because these are not precise criteria. Both knees and elephant

eyes vary in-height,

- Preliminary Preparation

Materials Needed

Metric rulers

Leaves

Graph paper

Data ,I;mac (see Procedure)

When instructing the stu ent concerning the obtaining of leaves for

measurement, 6e following things should'he considered:

elof leaf \
.

Any type ilar to the illustration in Fig. 1-4a will.

work as long as its outline is relatively even.

It is extremely important that all leaves used"by one

student or pair of students be from the same or the .

same kind of tree, bush) or vine (the same species).

It would be more scientific if,the teacher could obtain

perml:,sion for students to get all their leaves from the

same species on the school, grounds. The advantage of

this is to Point out the relatiye validity ofldata ob-

tained from a large sample, in comparison to the small

sample which would result from each student bringing

his own. If all could use the same, a large chart'where

students could pool their data would be helpful. Special

emphasis should be placed on not raiding neighbor's,

yards or collecting on the way to school without per-

mission. It is suggested that the teacher have avail-

able a supply of leaves or branches for those who for-

get.

3

18-
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- Procedure

,-This is an activity which could be done either individually or in
i, i .pairs, with one

4-
nerson measuring, while the otherrecords.

,Points to'fahasi41

Review the importance of the measurement of width et the mid-
.,

poilt of the length measurement, not the widest point of the

lea , since this often is a difficult thing to determine. ;

The table has been set U _with width in the first column and

length in the second bece e the first number of the ordered

pair (the domain) has by tradition always been the horizontal .
.

distance fruili the origin a the second number (the range) has

traditionally been the-vert cal distance from the origin. 'If
,

we had reversed the positio of length and width on our graph,

then the ratio:J.1W, would not represent a slipe of the function

(see Section 1.12).

0

It is suggested that some sort of seftii-permanent device be used

for recording data. If the texts are not to-be reused, data

could be recorded directly in the tables provided. If 'this is-'

not feasible, then students could construct their own tables in

a notebook kept especially for this purpose, in which case each

tale should be appropriately and Completely labelled, In sqmp

cases, including this activity, the data recorded at this time

will be used later in the texttto help'develop or illtarate,

other mathematical.principles (mean, frequency histogram,

sampling):

.)

41 9



Exercise 2.:2

Measures andkiThits

. Pick out the measures and the units in each of the following measurements.

Measures

Answers

Units

(A) 21 feet ?1 feet

'(B)' 7' yards 7 yard

(C) 10 hands 10 hand

(D) 15 centimeters 15 centimeter

If a fi'sh tank were filled by emptying a gallon bucket into it J8 times,

what would be the volumeof the tank? What is the measure? What is the

unit?
Ans,:iers: 8 gallons, 8, gallon

-.The fish tank of problem 2 is filled 1q using a quart container rather

than a gallon container.

34* What is the measure/ 32

(B) what is the unit? quart

(C) Does the volume remain

the sape?

(D) Is the measurement the same?

.

Yes, since 32 qts = 8 gal

No, in one base the measure is 8

gal., in the other 32 qts.

4. Change each of the following measurements to an equal measurement having

5

a different- measure and unit..

(A) 2 hours

(B) 2 minutes

(C) 3 square feet

There are several possible answers

to each of these.

(D) 1 square yard 1

Change the foll!oWing leaf measurements to centimeters.

(A),25r min = 25
'.:(B) 70 mm = 7..O

an.

cm

t

(C) 4 mm = .4 am,

(D) 7 cm, 3 mm = 7.3 cm

5

20
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1.6 Measurement of Length: General

The milltieter is the most suitable metric unit for measuring this size

of leaf. The point to stress here is that althoua other units could be used'l'

under other circumstances, this,is the m ost useful one for this exercise- -in

our time, in'our society, and:with present 'practices.

;

Exercise

Ideas of Accuracy.

_Suggest.commonly used units for the following measurements.

Answers

(A)' the altitude of an airplane; Feet or Miles

(B) the length of a ear; Inches or Feet

(C) the depth of the ocean; Feet or Fathoms

(D) the length of an arm; Inches

(E) the height of a'tree; Feet

(4. the heights of a truck Inches

0
Other rftsponsed might be equally-acceptable. Discuss them.

.

2. What unit of measure would be commonly used,when measdring the width of a

window for drape rods.?

,finches

What unit of measure would be commonly used when measuring the width of a

Window to fit glass?
quarter inches

(considerable tolerance.-
..

!
covered with putty)

4. What statement concerning cholce of units of Measurement is demonstrated

by your answers to the questions above?

Answer: The purpose of the measurement will usually suggest the most

_sultable unit.

o
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1.8 .NaturaX Variation

The table of leaf measurements should rhow very nearly a "normal curve"

if their leaves were chosen as instructed. in any case, a variation will ap-

pear, which illustrates the-point. The same Vv of distribution should appear

in the average class. An interesting discussion can arise, however), if the

class is not average. Is there a preponderan' numbef of large people? Some

facto's that Might account for this might be age, or race (Scandinavian, for

instance)...

The students should be able to suggest a number of examples of natural

variation--pnd literally almost "dnything goes" !

Viruses and minute insects such as gnats and mosquitoes are other exam-.

pleS of "successful, even though not big.''

Insects are the most diversified of all animals. There are at least

600,000 different species known--arid more are being discovered constantly.

Same of their adaptations are truly ratharkable. The "leaf mantis'''. of South

Eastern Asia is perhaps one of the most startling. Equally dramatic are the

'walking stick and the leaf moth. Ah excellent reference for this chapter is

Nature's yus, by Roy Chapman Andrews, Crown Publishers, New York. Fine ma-

terial is also available in the Life Magazine Nature Library.
11'

The discussion of internal variation, is a brief introduction to the

threade metabolism which runs through the re t of the chapters.

N)

1.9 Ratio

this portion should be just a quick review of "ratio." Stress the im-

portance of the order:fma ratio relationship. In the case o' all definitions

be sure thet student forms a good habit and refers to the entire definition.

d'i 0 is necessary in the definition. For example, the ratio has no

meaning.

d
The ratio of the number '"d" to the number "c" would be c 0.

( is the symbol for "not equal o")

You may need to review just why a number divided ly,zero has no meaning.

6 6
For example, if = 3, then 6 = 2 3. If = something, then

6
/ 6 . something 0. We know that 0 times any number = 0, therefore ?I-

7.



cannot equal anythi d,certainly not 0 (as 0 0 jI 6)

,

0 0
An analogous sit4atin occurb with 15- . If -- .= something, then

0 0 = something. Ncw we Have too many possibilities because 0 any num-

ber equals O.

The Numbers

Ebce: cise

:
/31-'ri:de"

ot

.

(1st by 2nd) '

Add Subtrict Multiply . Record answer in
sImpiitied fpnm

0(2nd from 1st).

, . 5

.

2 7

.

. 10. 2 c.4.,....

2. 90 36 126 54 324o . 2:5

3. 65 26 91 39 1690 2.5 .

4. 162 34 136 68 .
3468 300

5. 27 9( 36 18 243 3.60,

6. .: 39 13 52 26 . 507 . 3.00

7. 51. rik 68 '34 . 867 3.00

111111 72 16 88 *, 56 452 -.. 4.50,

162. 36
.

.198
.

126 ,

4
5832 4.5.

10. 9 2. 11 7 18, .
,' 4.5,

.1



1.10 Ratio:- Length to Width o

If we ar e comparing the measure of the lehgthsio the measure of the

vidth, the ratio would be : with length as tht numerator.

This demonstration is a good exercise in approximation. Thelength

and are 119th hardtto determine on a 111114' and the deasure, at best, is to

the nearest mm.

131
When we compare.or "order" two numbers such as ,34-. and

813
the

process ,auggested in the text is but one of several ways. However, it is the
.A 1 100goat common. You could show that' = 1.492537313 . but' the ratio

07
'-100 1.4225171L3=2

The
.

denominator does not disappear; it just

2
is usually not shown just as 2 is seldom written T. .

,-_ Mother common way'of ordering rational numbers is to change both ;to
100

...

equivalent erections with. cmon denominator. Thus 7 and '
. .

have a

common denominator of 67 c1,8 or 5896. The equivalent fractions then would

100 -- 880o .17k e800 eo m ,
be --rr and 8,

131
5 !--,.5 .. Thus: >

lwand
Fr > -V.

., 4. - -----.-/-44.-.

When changing from a fractional nunibe to an equivalent decimal, the

un.t or units of comparison are the units ust in the decimal stn, tens,
i
ones, tenths, hundredths, etc.

"Rounding -off7 might need to be review

Rounding. off Is useful in estimating results. For instance, suppose

we have to find the,product: 1.34 x 3.56. This would be approximately 1 x 4

= 4, or, if we wanted a little closer estimate, wee'couladpute :

1.3 x1.6 ..4.7 approximately.

.
Rounding off is also useful when we are considering approximations in

percents. For instance, if it-turned out to be true that about 2 out of 7

families have dogs, it would be foolish to carry this out to many decimal

places in order to get an answer in percent. We would usually just use two

places and say that about 29 percent of all families-have dogs, or we could

round this still further and refer to 3o percent.
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A special problem arises when the number to be rounded occurs exactly

half-wdy between the two approximating numbers. For instance, how does one ,

round 3.1215 to three decimal places? The two approximating numbers are
. -

3.121 and 3.122 .and one is just as accurate an approximation as the othe?

Often 1.t-makes litle difference which decimal is used. However, if for '

several numbers of a sum one always roundeA to.the lower figure, the answer
. .

Would pkobably be too small. For this reason, we shall agree to choose the

decimal whose last digitis even. Thus in the above case, we could thoodv%

3.122 since its4st digit is even; this number is largeithah:the given

number. But it the given number were 3.1425 we would chooser 3.142 as the

approximating number since the given number flee-between 3.142 and 3.143
,

and it is the decimal 3.142 whose last digit Is even; here we have chosen

the smaller of the two approximating numbers.

3,.11N Arse Ratio

v
.

'

Leaves piel.t:d from the same tree or bush will 1.1Aually have approxi-

mately the same ratio of 1 . However, the rnti of the very small young

leaf and the very mature large leaf quite often difftrs from the mean. Ibis,

of course, is to be expected and would sh Licely on a .frequency

bution. 1?

The s(udents should all;avi their d to tables and graphs. The datd

on average ratios could he used later after frequency distribution has.been

introduced. You may even decide to make a lass frequency distribution based

upon each individual ratio. A sample of '600-800 leaves could give a nicely

formed normal curve.

-

1.12 'Graph

A gopd commercialFgraph paper available in e schodl store or 3upply

would be an advantage to4the construction cf y graphs in this unit. A

choice of papers would be even better. 10 x 10 to the i inch, 10 X 19

to the inch, centimeter scivares, and inch squares are aii)handy types of

graph paper to have. , V'

The concept of ordered pairs is very informally introddeel'here.

Ratio, with its emilasis on the order, leads into ordered pairs. loUever,^ire

run-Into a problem here in this demonstration. If wi graph //w as ( ,
then the length is the horizontal,distance from the origin, andthe iiidth is

the vertical distance frog the origin. This would be all right except'for

i.co 5

0
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the Conflict with the "slope" of the line. Line slope is AIX lamount OfAx
.- "y" .change aver the amount of "x" change.) A ratio of

.. .

= - = 1.8,

;.: means that length iritrOSIft -Le 'units for every ,1 Olt width increase. -On .

:i:: . , . --1- -
.

**a graph the slope of 1.8, (line Ai wouldtbe,"steepee'than a'slope of 1 (line
,

.

'.;-

B)- . See Figure 1-12a. But if graphed it " / " fortabscissa (first term -

.-horizonialdistance). and w for ordinate, the') the graph would be a line .4 .
- .

(line 0) whiqh appears as a slcpe less than
.

1. This is the reason students

were instructed to record widths in the left c..umn and lengths in the right, '

column of thelx data tables. Ordered pairs of the form
i

(w, 1 ) give a lineav

graph whose slope is the same as their ;average ratio
w

. The writers felt
.

.-

RS

',that-this consistency was important.

OI

I
4

1

30

)8

slope of
A-t

1.8

mit"-

(10,18) .

(30,30)

30
slops of I r.

IQ 20 30 40 50 60
Figure 1 -12a

Exercise 1-12

AI%

ID

Problems Usinliatio

1. A tree in front of a fraternity house on the campus of Stanford University

gave an average ratio of of laves as 1.4 for the leaves measured.

*If a leaf had a width of 50 mm what would be its length?

70 mm"

11

I



e,same iree as-in Problei.1

1pe 41leaf were 65 mm in width, what would be

the length?
="1

. .

. A. width of 20 mm would give a length of .

40'

a. If the length of a leaf from the same tree was

.47 mm, whatzwould be the expected. Width?

b. From a lea of 65 matt, cnie would expect

a width of .

'4.. a. Desctibe a leaf which had a ratio *of .65.

91 ma

28 mm

33 ram

46 mm

b: Draw what you think such a leaf would reseable. Short andyi e

5. If a.leaf had a of .65 and a widthof7

. 35 "mm, what would be the'exOected length?

6. With a jr. ratio of .72 and a length of.

67 mm, what would be the expected width?

7. a. Given a of
1,4

. Find the expected
1.0

'length of a leaf which has width meaEp

8. a.
1.4 'IN

Given the same ratio of v17 / what

Would be the mathematical expectation of

the length measure if the width measure

were 35 meters?

b. Would such a leaf be found on Earth?

12

54' mm
ol

48 ram

1.4 mm

1.45.LitLtttl.-

not likely
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Afe of these are inserted "just for fun." Don't tell the answers,

t 414.1.-who. figure them otep have all of the pleasure.

If"a brick weighs 9 pounds and a half, what is the weight of-a-briek

Answer:" 27 lbs.

iLet x = weight,of a brick, then x = 9 lbs. +
2

is an equation.

.Solve for x 2x = 2 ..9 + 20) multiply terms by 2
2

2x = 18 + x another name fi:a. 1

x =

Therefore, if a brick veigbd 18 lbs. then 11 bricks weigh .274 lbs.
. 2

/

"BeekgroUnd Information

A Little Bit About Leaves

Leaves in general perform for the total plant the:fUnction of food man-

ufacture, called ph;tosynthesis (building with light). S4Veral characteristics

which contribute to tb& carrying out of this function are immediately auvarent.

Most leaves contain chloz'Ophyll, a grean pigmenkwhose purpose is to

utilize light energy (it need not necessarily be sunlight) to producethrough

asspries.of chemiCal reactions--food for the plant, and incidentally, for all

animals as well. Some leaves are variegated, haVing either light areas con-,

-

taining little chlorophyll, or dark red or brown areas consisting of darker

pigments covering the chlorpphyll, but not-hindering its-operation. There are

other pigments as well in most leaves--chlorophyll bi xanthophyll, and c,.%ro

tene for example, each serving a supporting role in photosynthesis.

Leaves, except i,dr a few with siecial adaptations, some of which are

described below, are almost universally flat.

Food manufacture requires, in addition to chlorophyll and light, the

raw materials water from the soil and carbon dioxide from the air.. Time

*titer is carried through specl3lized tubes from the roots via the stem, petioles,

.."

13
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if weient, to the leaf blades where the tubes can be seen clustered together

in veins. The veins spread over a leaf in a pattern, the type of pattern de-

pending on the type of plant. In general, these plants can bc divided into

two categories: those with parallel-veined leaves as illustrated by the lily

family or corn, and those with netted-veined leaves, as shoi'm in the text.

Another important function of Ieaves is the control of water loss) Tbe

.tiny openings in leaf surfaces arecalled
^

stomatet--or stomata, to use the

Latin term. (These are invisitle except with a microscope.) Stomates open

sand close by reacting to several factors in the cells and the atmosphere, such

as water pressure, light, and temperature. Most leaves also have'added pro-

;tection fran water loss, for example, a waxy or hairy,coating, or modification

into spines.

; The stamates also control the exchange of gases betVeen the cells of the

.

leaf and the environment. Carbon dioxide is essential for photosynthesis and

oxygen is released as a by-product, aprocess occurring only in the presence

of light. At the,same time, oxygen is needed for respiration (release of

energy) and carbon dioxide is the by-product. This prOcess is going on con:7

stantly, whether light is present or not.

Some unusual adaPtations among leaves:

Sweet Pea tendrils.are modified leaves used for clinging.

',Pitcher Plant and Venus Fl:V Trap, are both modified to capture in-

sects. They grow in bogs where essential nitrogen is scarce and

apparently.obtain'thenitrogen fromthle animal ,protein.

Water Lilies have broad flat leaves adapted for floating.

Cactus "leaves" are modified into spines for vIter conservation.

The broad structures arestems.

Conifers (cone-bearing trees) have needles or scale-like leaves.

Some amazing facts:

It has been estimated that annually 200 billion tons of carbon

from carbon dioxide is converted into starch by plants! The pro-

gess itself (not the qtrantity) is equivalent to a gar being able

to convert its own exhaust gases into fuel.

The.process of photosynthesis has often been quoted as the single

mostimportant chemical reaction in the world, Once the entire

supply and nearly all the total fuel supply (woad, 'coal, oil)

i) 0

^



so.:4ipen1ent upon it. The food of all living things is ultimately traceable

to plants, even though the so-called "food chain" may include many ani-
...e

V.

Ekample: grain mouse snake hawk.

'ChlorophyLl. is organized into tiny chloroplaats, averaging between 5 and 10A

long.
1

(A micron (IA) is 1655 of a mm.) "100 chloroplasts paced end

:to and:I/Mild form a link sausage that would just stretch across the diameter of

the period at the end of this sentence," states J. Van Overbeek in The-Lore

'ofsLiVing Plants, McGraw Hill, 1:964.

1413", Activity 2 Paper Chromatography

No attempt is made to use scientific terminology pertaining to Chrome-

topaphy. Although this technique is commonly used as an aid in Chemical anal-

jpis, it is used here only as a means of collecting data that can be used to

further develop mathematical concepts. It should be pointed out that the ma-

terials and techniques used in the experiment only demonstrate the method and

will not result in data that can be used for precision analysis. It his been

found that easily obtainable materials give results that are satisfactory. The

chromatography paparguaed in triakruns here strips cut fran white absorbent r

japer towels (either roll or folded). The water ,container vas made by cutting

the bottan from a,paper milk carton '(paper cup will do) leaving sides approx-

imately one-half inch high. The substances _fox color separation could be such

things tic water soluble inks, food coloring, cloth dyes, etc. (Parker fountain
a

pen ink or blue food coloring is good.) More uniform data will result if

"students are cautioned' not to let the over-hanging paper strip touch the con-
.

'tainer or desk edge. Also-the rate of travel by the water is affected by

evaporation so care should be taken to set up apparatus in areas as free from

air currents or drafts as possible. In several trials using white absorbent

paper towel and blue food coloring the data resulted in a graph similar to the

, two shown in Figure' 1-13 below.

In some cases where regular Chromatography paper is available, it is

recommended that it be used. (Try the local chemistry teacher.)

15 3 0



distance
(d)

in cm

`distance_
(d)

in am

/time (t) in min

Figure 1-13

time (t) in min'

Materials needed for each student:.

1. 'Substance to be tested. (Ink or food coloring)

2. Shallow container for water (solvent). Bottom of a small paper milk

container or paper cup;

3. Paper (chromatography or;white paper towel).

4. Paper clip

5. Water

object6. Pointed object such as toothpick

7. Ruler (prqerably metric)

8. Crock or watch .-

9. Graph paper

Procedure

Some students may question the marks placed on the Paper strip. If they

think that the pencil mark is hindering the movement of solvent then have

than try the same size strip but change the pencil Mark to a "dot" along

one side.

The amount of test substance placed on the chromatography paper should 'be

sems11,clot,itppsai,ble... Tehminutesshould be adequate time

to give results for both determining Rf values ancrgraphing.

16 31
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Chromatography Data

Table II

Distance
Traveled

. . .

'Ratio Front
(Rf)

d'istance traveled by water 12.5 an 1.00

diatancetraveled,by brown
.,

11.7 am
.

.94

-distance traveled by'blue 9.90 an .79

distance traveled by red 5.50 an .44

1:14 tf Value -

Table ... 1 -13b

The dada can be used to determine .Rf values by finding the ratio of

distances traveled.

DiStance traveled by colorRf =
'Distance traveled by water (solvent)

It is important to point out that standard,tables of Rf. values.include in-

formation on type of paper, solvent used, temperature, and time. In.other

words, a given substance could have a different set of ',values for each

variable. The Rf values given as exar-les in the student text,do not state

the conditions.

aercise 1:4

Rf Values

1. Interpret the following Rf values with respect to distance traveled by

water and colors.

Problem Answer

a. Rf = 0.1

b. Rf = '0.5

c. Rf = 0.8

d. Rf = 0.25

e. Rf = 0.33

f. Rf = 1.0

17

Color travels 0.1 X water distance
1

Color travels
2

x water

Color travels .8 x water

Co'or travels .25 X water

Color travels .33 x water

Water and color travel same

1



2. a. A chromatogrr.).: produced the following data. Identify as A:, B, C, etc.

)

the. compounds in the mixture. (Data in student text)

dis:tance traveled by water

--"--.-"4 ."-, *--,--"-til;tanbe traveled- by-Color ,;I

distance traveled. by Color YI

distance traveled by Color 'III

Answer:, CompOhnds E, B, H. ,

1

= 25 an

= 25 an

= 10 am

= 4 an

b. (Data in student text:

distance traveled by water = 18. an

'distance traveled by Color I = 12 an

distance traveled by Color II = 16.6 an

distance traveled byColOr III = 54 am

Answer: _Compounds C, A, G.

1.15 Graphing Chromotography Data

Students are instructed to :refer to Section 1.12 if a review of grhph

making is necessary.

Questions are asked about ease of interpretation (data table versus

graph) and in this ease they may "see" an easy interpretation from dhta table.

Point out, however,: :gat this is not always the case. Generally, it is easier

to make a general, statement of interpretation when readihg a graph.

/
Ekercise 1-15

Interpreting Graph Data

1. What is the measure of the ditan e that the mixtureAtraveled during the

first minute?

Apswer.: Will vary

2. Fiiid the measure of the distance traveled by the mixture dhring the

second minute.

Answer: Will vary

' 18



'Did the mixture travel the same distance each minute?

Answer: No

How far did the mixture travel during.the fifth'minute?

Answeri Will vary

What is the ratio of the distance traveled during the,second minute to

distance traveled during the first minute?

Answer: Will vary

6. What is the ratio of the distance traveled during t e fifth minute, to

distance traveled durbig the first minute?

Answer: Will vary

7. Approximately how many mm did the-mixture travel during the last

Answer:, Will vary but probably less than 2 mm

8. E,cpress as a ratio the distance traveled during orthe last minute to the

distance traveled the first minute.

AnsIter: Will /arx

minute?

9. At that time interval does the "slowing down" process first become
<

really noticeable?

Answer:,. About the fifth minute

10. Given a paper of infinite length and conditions the same as in your class-

room, coo you think the prdeess would ever stop completely? Why?
I

Wer: Yes. As surface area becomes greater, evaporation becomes

greater and ecialibrium between capillary action and eve-

poration would exist.

Sample Test Items,

Measurement items

1. Measure the length of the following segments to the nearest centimeter.

( 8- )(a)

(b),



:1.-

41 -
:Measure the.segmelits.in the problem above to the nearest millimeier.

(a) 77 am

...(b) 74 run

3. Using the methrAs of the last few weeks, measure the length and-the width

of the following leaf to the nearest millimeter.

- = 20 am

w = 29 ma

4. Name the following quantities using a different unit of measure.
e

(a)3-2a. hours

(b) 12 minutes

' (c) 2 yd

(d) 4 an
e.

(210 minutes)
,

k 3 hr or 720 sec)

( 6 ft )

(40 mm)

5. The term that we use to explain the fact that some people of the same

age are taller than others, is itt (natural variation)

6. What would be a logical unit to use in the following Measurenents?

(a) The height of a telephone pole (feet)

(b) The width of a desk (inches)

(c) Depth of your aquarium (inchesf'

,(d) Length of your car's wheelbase (inches)

7,.
What measurement of length can we use and be exact?

(none)

Ratio Items

8.

9.

10.

ir.

Ekpress4he ratio of 9

What is the ratio of 5

What is the. ratio of w

Which number is greater,

to

to

to

5

9

5 as a fraction.

9 ?

q ?

or

(

(

(

20

33
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, 32. 4
of the class at Johnny Fink High School are

boys. The total enrollment is 791. How many

boys are there in the high school?

13. A leaf had a ratio of 1.1. If its

widta is 1 cm, what is its length in mm ?

14. With a ratio of .95; what would be tie

width of a, leaf 15 cm long? Ans*er in mm.

154 Draw a leaf with an approximate 1 of 1.9.

0

'Chromatography Items

&planation of Experiment 1:

(452)

(11)

(142;.5 mm)

A small drop of brown food coloring was placed on point A of the

following paper towel strip:

point A

lines are
1

cm. apart

As, chromatography experiments, the towel strip was placed in,a

shallowcontainer of water for the purpose of observing the mov7ement of the

brown food coloring down the strip. The following illustratesthe results of

our experiments:
n.

21



movement at end

of 1st minute

3rd minute

0

5th minute

10, / 20

2nd minute \-itth minute

30

I

1,

The experiment was stopped at the end of 5 minutes.

'Question! on Experiment 1:

1. How many mm apgrt are the parallel lines on

the paper towel strip?

2. Prepare a time in minutes -- distance in mm

table.

Answers

.

1. 2 =a

2: time dist.

in in

min. mm

0 0

1 1

. 2. . 4

3 9

4 .16

5 25

3. How many mm did the food coloring travel

during the 4th minute? 3. 7 mm

4. Hoif many mm did the food coloring travel

.during the 1st minute? 4.. 1 ran

What is the ratio'of the distance traveled

during the 3rd minute to the distance traveled
11,

during the lst minute? (deciiial notation) 5. ,5:0



6L What is the ratio of the distance traveled

during the 2nd minute u.) the distance

traveled duringthe 5th minute? (decimal

notation)

7. At what time interval doesfthe olor begin

to slow down?

8. Graph the data of the table of question No. 2

using the-horizontal axis for units of time and

the vertical axis for units of distance traveled,

Draw, a curve that best fits.the points you

have plotted.

pc periment 2

6. .33

7. hasn't yet

8.

25

20

,15

10

S
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1 3 4 5

One drop each of blue, orange, and, pink food coloring are placed on point

A. The following paper strip illustrated the distance_traveled by each color

at the end of 2 minutes.
4

point A
Blue
anti

Water)

10 20 30

23
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°Queatrons on Bcpeitent

Z. What is the Ratio Front for the color gink? .

2: Nhet.is the Ratio Front for the color blue?
!it

3. What is the Ratio Front for the color orange?

Titted,below are same Rf values:

Bubstance Rf

A 1,2

B. 0.5
=

0.4

D 1.0

Substance Rf

B 0.7

F 0.J2

G 0.9

.H '0.3 ,

A chroma3togram produced the following data:

1 Distance traveled by water = 35 cm

Distance traveled by Color I = 14 an

Distance traveled by Color II = 7 an

Distance traveled by Color III = 35 cm

4. Color I is the same as Substance '4.

5. Color II is the same as Substance 5. E

. 6. -Color Ig is the same as Substance 6. D

Another chromatogram produced:

I Li,
Distance traveled by water "D:- 16 am

Distance traveled by Color IV = 19.2 an

Distance traveled by Color V = 11.2 an

Distance colred by Color VI = 4.8 'an

7. Color IV is the same as Substance 7: A

8. Color V is the same as Substance 8. ;444'.

9. Color' VII` is the same as Substance 9. H

2l
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.Chapter 2

1

NATURAL VARIATION - "US":,

ADDrTION*6F MENAIREAENT AND 9REATEST POSSIBLE ERROR

2.1 Introdtfation

. It is the hope of the Writers that by using a biological activity and

the presentation of a biological problem at the outset; thereby.showing the

nerd for understanding of 'Certain mathematical pAcedures, a higher degree of

motivation might be realized.

Asin Chapter 1, the mathematical concepts dealt with are not developed

to their fullest potential, but are treated only sufficiently to enable the

N, student to solye the problem at hand.

In this chapter measurement is expanded to include addition of measure-

ments and the concept of greatest possible error in measurement, approached

through addition, as Well as determination of averages.

2.2 Preliminary Preparation

The. teacher must plan well ahead for this activity, snce some advance

work.trast be done. Students are instructed to read all f Sections 2.2 and

2.3 before starting this activity.

Pt 14
Materials: .

1. About. 60' of wrapping paper (30 - 36" width).

op 2. A 6- or 10-foot tape measure, calibrated.in A - inches..

3. . A foot ruler for each student.

we' 4. .Masking tape (Scotch is one brani) to hold the ..apping paper secure.

In serecting the location in the room for the measurements, the teacher

should point out to the students the difficulties of measuring over chalk
. .

rails or,any other objects which extend from the wall. The '..thors found

fthat the wall extending from a corner ras an easy place to measure reach 4

having the students touch the adjacent wall with their finger tips. (Figure

2-4b.) The wrapping paper should be long enough so that no stud_nt's reach,

or height, would extend beyond the papei.6

25
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Some students will have a 6-, 8-, or 10-foot steel tape measure at home

''. that they wp Id be willing to bring for the measuring. It is important that

the foot m asure they'first measure each individual foot'lefigth and then
-

`take a'gingle asure with the tape to show their difference in error. The

single Measurrl together with its G. P. E. should fall well within theallow-

-able, range. The range is thi.sum of the individual measures 1ith their

G. F. E.tS.

; 2.3 Greateat-Possible Error

the main reason for introducing G. P. E. to the student is to acquaint,

him With the fact that all measures are approximate and yet when made with

care, they lo have a maximum or greatest possible error. In everyday living

"the-ability to measure as-well as to compute is very important.

Computations with exact numbers give exact answers, e.g., 62 x 4947

306,7:4; bit computations with approximate numbers give only approximate

answers,. e.g., 62" x 4947" could give a great variance in area answer depend-

ing upon the size of the unit of measure. If measured in whole inches, then'

the area collie. vary from 294,316.75 sq in to 309,218.75 sq in , a difference

of 14,902 sq in.

1
To be consistent, G. P. E. has been defiried as -f the smallest unit of

measure used in the measurement. This is a mathematical definition. Of

course, students can make much greater errors if they do not know how to meas-

(.ie carefully The G. P. E. does not guarantee accuracy. Students must :Ail)

learn how to measure.

Filure 2-3a

A

0

In-IFigure 2-3a:

(A) To the nearest inch

1
(B) To the nearest

2

(C) To the nearest .-

(D) To the nearest u

AB

inch

inch

inch

---
measures

AB

AB

AB

3 inches

measures
1

22 inches

measures 2i inches

measures inches
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044iiAtits text states the measurement to the city limits sign.

Distance between towns on-road maps is from City Hall to City Hall. This was

to'''eliminate confusion on the part of the student., -

Measurement

1. 35 yds., 2 ft.

2.. 14 ft.

14' ft., 3 in.

3 meters

Exercise 2-3

Smallest Unit

1 ft.

1 ft.

1 in.

1 dm.

Measurement with
G.P.E. Expressed

35 yds., 2 ft. ± -g ft.

1
14 ft. I.

2
ft.

1
14 ft., 3 in. -g in.

1
3 meters ,± 7 dm. or 5 cm.

m.
ft

5 km., 270 m. 1 m. 5 km., 270 m. t
or ; dm.

1
cm.

. 7 km., 395 m., 47 cm. 1 cm. 7 km., 395 m., 47 cm., * or ma:

5 yds.
. 38 miles, 560 yds. 10,yds. 38 mi., 560 yds. or 15 ft.

I 2

8. 93,562,000 miles 1000 miles 93,562,000 mi.. i500 mi.

2.4 Measuring Height, Reach and Length of Foot

In choosing the groups the size 4 not too important, lint if a fair com-

parison of the groups is to be made, there should be, as nearly as possible,

the same number in each groupr'---.

This could be the student's first exposure to the concept of G. P. E.

The activity was purposely kept simple. The authors found that even adults

will cooperate when asked,to join in the e-pertment. All seemed interested

in their own and their friends' ratio of reach to height.

All student groups need not measure at the same time unless it is con-

venient to do so in your room. Some could be marking and measuring While

ethers who have finished could be doing the. necessary,computation.

2.5 Recording the Data 47

Each student ina group should have a table prepared similar to Table 2-5b.

The'decimal equivalents were..furnished to aid Computingjthe ratio.

27
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2'.6 Computing Ratio ,

Thy class might find it interesting to compute the average ratio of
.

reach to height fdr their group or for the class. The more ratios-you average,

the closer it might approach 1.00. The foot size has a greater variation

ani it probably would gain little if the class average of foot'to height were

colputed.

2.7 Graphin:f:Activity '

If the measures of reach and height are rounded of to the nearest inch,

graphing -the data will be simpler and a closer approximation to a linear

function.

If this data is retained by the student or teacher, it will furnish

interesting additional material for a class histogram after Chapter 4 is

atudied.

Exercise 2-7

1. Did the boys or the girls in your row have a closer ratio of reach to

height? (Answer will vary.)

2. If you used the smallest. and the largest ratio of reach to height in

your group, what would be the shortest and longest reach you could

expect for a boy 10 feet tell?

(Answers will vary; should be 9'7""and 1016".)

31. A basketball player is 7 feet 3 inches tall. His shoulders are 13

inches from the top of his head, and his arms are 9 inches from the

center of his back. How high would you expect him to be able to reach`[

(87" - 13" + (V" - 9) = 101i or .)

4. About.hoW large of a tree trunk (circumference) could the fourth person

in Table12-5b reach around and touch his finger tips? (Answers vary.)

5. If all tie students in your row would extend their arms around a larger

tree trunk, what would be the largest circumference that they could

measure if all fingers were just touching. (Answers vary.)

6. A students foot measures 10.25 inches from heel to toe. If he walked

heel-to-toe for one mile, how Many steps would he take? Can this be
I

used as a useful measuring unit? ( Pi 61o1--
2

steps; 6181.4634+ ; yes,

but probably less accurate than some other devices.)

28



Ifs clock strikes 4 times in 3 seconds, how ma4Sr Mmes will it strike

in 9 sdcorie? (10 - one every second, e.g., 4 in 3 seqonds
5 in 4 seconds

> 6 in 5 seconds
etc.

.10 in 9 sec ndn)

C

-,,

2.8 Addition of Measures - r

Computation with enominate numbers (a number wncse uni represents a

unit of Measure) can be beth interesting and confusing to students. Since

1

all Measurements-are approximate, we are continuing to sugge t that students

maintain the idea of precision and greatest possible error._

This section suggests to the student that the idea of t e distributive

property will also work to explain the addition and subtra ion of measures.

Sometimes the fact that lOy + 5y = 15y is explai d by saying

10 hares + 5 hares = 15 hares. This is satisfactory .til we come to 10y/ 'X 5y.
'

theft is 10 hares multiplied by 5 hares equal to 50 r hares? Or even

worse, does 5 birds X 7 dogs = 35 bird dogs? If we stick to the mathematical

properties of numbers only to justify our positio we are usually on safe

ground.

You might want to review the distributive property with the class.

Remember, for any numbers A, b and c it is true that a(b + c) = ab + ac

and conversely.

2.81. Greatest Possible Error: Addition ofMeasurement

The greatest possible error of a sum is the sum of the greatest possible

errors, and the G. P. E. of a difference is still the sum of the greatest

possible errors.

Rules dealing with greatest possible error will cause philosophic prob-
,

lame along with your mathematical-Problems. The foliccing is just to warn

you of the problems, not to cause new ones. Let's use an example. Add 37lo ,

61"
2

and 3". Assume the precision is the least unit used in any one measure.

One way to add would be as folloirs:



If we round off to the

i lit
3r ±
1"6-

- 3
+

r
1,,

7or a rangeofiltW to 1*12$
7t

unit of leatt'precision before we add,-then

3"

6"

3"
u712" ± g or a range of

1"

S118 to .127fl

.

If we add and then round off to the unit of least precision, we have

(Rule suggested in text) 1"
3 g
eln 111

2 V

3

u ,_12v 7 = u
z

7u or a ranee of

14" to 14".

If we add, round off the sum to the unit of least precision, and use for the

G. P. E. of the sum the number of addens times the G. P. E. of the unit used

in the sum, we haw:

31v +
" 1"

"D"

1"

12 1, ± g = 13" ± or a range of

to 14,
2

On a number line the ranges would appear as

30 .



cu hill recognize that "C".fits the rules we have chosen to use. "A" might

be considered "safer" but does not allow us to use the sum of the G. P. E.

The rules we have suggested in the text seem the most consistent with

the rules deilimg with significant digits which the student will study in

Chapter 3.

4;
Exercise 2-81

1. Perform the following computations:

(A) 37 dn.+ .5 =I.

+ l3 mm.± .5 mm.

(D) 3 yds. 2 ft. +
1

9 yds.1 ft.+
1

in.

50 m m . + 1.0 =

.

13 yds. + 1 in,.

(B) 41 cm.± .5 cm. (E) 19 nin.± .5 nun.

+ 39 cm.± .5 cm. -17 mm. + .5 mm.

80 cm. + 1.0 cm. 2 mm.±1.0 mm.

(c) 64 ft.
1 (F) 39 cm.± .5 cm.

1+ 32 ft. t'2 in. - 38 cm.± .5 cm.51
2

96 ft,. + 1 in. 1 cm.+ 1.0 cm.-

Be sure to caution students that-even in a subtraction problem (like

and F above) the G. P. E. is added, not
.
subtracted. This might be a

good time-to take a problem like F and show. the various ways it could come

out.

(1) 39 cm. + .5 cm.

- 38 cm. + .5 cm.

1 cm.'+ 1.0 cm.

or 2 cm.

(3)' 39 cm.- .5 cm.

- 38 cm.- .12E.

f cm. - 1.6 cm.

or 0 ,cm.

(2)- 39 cm.+0.5 cm.

- 38 cm. - .5 cm.

1 cm. (+ 0)

or 1 cm.

(4) 39 cm. - .5 cm.

- 38 cm. + .5 cm.

1 cm. (-4: 0)

or 1. cm.

2. Find the greatest possible error for the sums of the measurements in

each of the following. (Assume that the unit of measurement is the
1

least unit used in any one measure, e.g., 5.g
"
measurement - least

unit is , G. P. E.,E .)



-4

(A) '1/2 in., 622'- in., 3..(21 in., G. P. E. of sum is ±. 4- in.
3

(B) 3,in.

(C)" 4;2.in., 5.03 in.

(D) 42.5 in., 36.0 in., 49.8 in.

(B) 0.004 in., 2.1 in., 6.135 in.

5 3in., 1r6 in., 3s in.

3. Add the following measures:

(A) 42.36, 578.1, 73.4, 37.285, 0.62

(B) 65.42,,,,7.301, 16.015, 36.4

(C) 9.36, 0.345, 1713.06, 35.27

4. Subtract the following measures:

(A) 7.3 - 6.28

(B) 735 - 0.73

(C) 5430 - 647

2.82 Greatest Possible Error - 'Sum of-computer"

Answer: inch

7
Answer:. 13.inch

Answer: .055 in.

Answer: .15 inch

Answer:* .0510 in.

7Answer:
32

inch'

Answer: 731.7

Answer: 145.1

Answer: 1,758.04

AnsWer: 1.0

Answer: 734

sAnswerf 4780

In a subtraction problel of measurements it is possible of course that

the G. P. E. may exceed the measure. The idea of the greatest possible error

must stress the word greatest. It is the limit'of the error. 'Most errors

would be less. The probabilities are rather complex. Students can appreciate

the gr2ateat part of the expression if reminded,

In the example in the text,

61 mm. ± .;*mm.

- 47

14 urn. ±. 1.0 mm.

the greatest possible error of + 1 may cause some discussion. Many students

will want to subtract, the errors and arrive at zero for the G. D. E. This

would be increasing the precision of the Measures beyond either of the original

measures by a mathematical compUtation. It is hard to show broperly all of

the possibilities of combining ± 1 and + 1 becuase these are only the

upper and lower limits. All.values in between must also be considered.

A makelhift slide rule mightoilliistrate the idea. See Figure 2-7a in the

student text.

32
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a.

1- 1

-1
+

2 +1

4
1. 1

-1 0 +1.

Sliding one,past the other and noting the sum of the oppoising valueL

Would demonstrate some values other than the limits. Construct by covering

grcks or miler sticks with paper marked as in Figure 2-7a. Using
1 1'

Marks for '-1 to +1 with 7 'land marked on it, we can,gain an idea

of the frequency with which various error combinations might appear.

Sum of 2
G:

Tallies

Per cent
of Total

2 li 4 1 1 i 2 0

1 1,11 11 ill ill 1111 1111 Illi.

1 1 .2 2 3 3 4 4 5

4% 4% 8% 8% ,12% 12% 16% 16% 20%

Table 2-d2a

Teta?. Number

of Tallies
25

If the sum computer were completed for values of +2 to -2 by units, the

.- percentages would of course change. However, the concept of "0" being the

most prevalent value as against the extremes still holds up.

2.9 Shoes; shoet, shoes ...,

The important part of this activity is that the students uae several

measurements and add them. The sum is checked with one single measurement.

If all measurements are made with care, the sum of tne measured with the

sum of the G. P. E.'s should make a range which includes the single measure

together with its G. P. E.

33
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'2.10 Recordini Data

The Table 2-10 should be prepared by each member of the group. Its

intent is to illustrate the compounding of errors in measurements.

2.11 Suppla

Here "growth" is introduced for the first time. Growth curves are dealt

with in much greater detail in Chapter 6, where a mold population is used as

the activity. Also included in Chapter 6 are-data tables to illustrate the

J

uniformity of such "curves" of growth., It is suggested, however; that the

drama this biological phenomenon be saved for that chailper.

Mentioned here are the two concepts of growth: division (multiplication!)

of cells acid cell specialization. It might be interesting to, the students to

explain that when cell division takes place in an uncontrolled fashion, cancer

\ results.

An emphdsis is ' placed here on the dynamism f cellular activity. Activ-,
ity-. ehemical reactions, division of the DNA molecules, building of protein

molecules, even a flame--like action of the cell membrane is going on con-

)stoutly. Too often as a result oiseeing'pictures or even when living cells

are observed through a microscope, the cells seem to be static, so students

think of
I

them as relatively still objects.

Energy is treated more fully in some of the later chapters.

2.12 Optional Activity - Growth from Seeds

This activity is based upon seeds germinating and then showing some

growth in both root and stem. In the preliminary version of this text,

Chapter 2 was based upon bean plants acid their growth, to teach addition of

measurement, greatest possible error and levers. From the reports of the

teachers who used the preliminary version during the test year, beans planted

i21pontainers (milk cartons fillg with vermiculite) justdlo not grow in the

wintertime. Schools get cold at night, sunlight is at a minimum and the

beans act as,though they know it is not spring. For.this reason, another

activity was chosen to teach the math of addition of measures and G. P. E.

The authors tried the suggested activity of 2.11 during the revision,

and we feel that it might work any place. Therefore, it is included as an

optional abtivity' which uses the math taught in this chapter.

34
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'Preliminary Preparation

Maack-eyed peas (cheap if bought by bulk), pumpkin seeds, and watermelon

seeds were used in the trial activities. If placed betweep two wet paper

towels in a pie plate for,24 - 48 hours, gerMination is aided.

Ths acetate and paper toweling may be cut ahead of time with a paper

cutter. Razor blades are best for cutting the milk cartons so you may

.ko do thiS yourself or have it done by a selected group.
\\

The straws are glued to the toweling in order to force the plants to

grow in 3 parallel

If the seeds are too close to file water (less than 10 cm.), they don't

seem to germinate. .

The plastic should be cut so that it fits inside, the milk carton when

placed on the diagonal. Outdated X-ray film may be purchased in packages of

1000 sheets. Your local "chest X-ray" facility may be able to furnish you

with some film free.

When all pieces of equipment'are ready, the "wafers" may be prepared in

class and placed in the containers.

The plant growth will require sevral weeks. Thus you should plan on

continuing on in this or another math book. Have the class check daily for

needed water and any plant activity. If the growth is slow, you may want

to measure only on the even days.

When the roots have developed and the stems started, a small amoui.t of

plant food may be added to the water. It dm, rot take much. Don't overfeel.

The question of root and stem dIrectton is as!red of the student. The

way the seedis placed does . affect, the direeln of the growth. This"

action which requires, all rots to go down and the stem up is called geotro-

pism (geo--from the G.,ek word for the earth). :t refers to the response of

the parts. of the plant *co the pull of the eurth's gravity.

If the apparatus were turned end for endafter a few days of ,growth,

the roots and stem would turn and again grow down and up, respectively.

Ekperiments have been done with plants &owing on a turntable (such as

a phonograph) and noting their reaction to the added force. The stems grow

' against the extra force and lean in, while the roots grow in the,Oirection

of the added force.

"Late comers" may be measured but would not ordinarily be considered in

a scientific experiment. Science would try to exclude ad many variables as

35
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is

. "

possible and therefore would only include those plants germinating at approxi-

mately the same time under tke same conditions.

We would hope for caref4l measurements, but again this aoti"ity should

emphasize that all measures are approximate.

Exercise 2-12a

1. Which day showed the greatest total growth? Answer will Mary; that's

"life".

2. On which day did your ratio of stem to root change from zero? Answer

will vary.

.:. 3.
stem

Did the ratio ---- ever equal one? Probab
root

ly Exceed one? Eventually.

4. Do you think this ratiaexceeds 2, for any plant? Yes, some trees,

bushes, etc.

5. Is the total growth at a constant rate, that is, the same amount each

day? Doubtful.

6. If you had different typespof seeds, did each type show the same growth

pattern? Doubtful.

7. On which day did you first notice any green coloring?' A r will vary.

8. What does the presene of the green color signify? Answer The plant tZ

ti
now contains chlor6phyll and is producing food for its own nourishm.

(photosynthesis). For more detailed explanation check tht biology or

bbtany texts; also notict Chapter 3 ofstildent text. .

9. if we u d weight rather than length for our measures, what do you think

the p
stem

root
ra,tio would be for a carrot, potato and pine,tree? nswer.

Lar
root

stem
rot and potato would probably have a ratio less than 1, while

a pine tree, probably greater than 1.

)

10. Where do the tem and root get their nourishment to grow before the

plant foot is added? Answer: From the cotyledon.'
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Sample Test Items

Chapter 2

Oto

1. The in a measurement is of

the smallest unit of measure used in the measurement. Answer: greatest

possible error;
1

1 1
2. If a box is 23v in. ± in. in length, we know the measure is between

1 3inches and inches. Answer: 23g inches; 23g inches.

3. The more precise of two measurements is the one with the

possible error. Answer: smaller.

4.. A4d-the following measures:

It, 1 II

3 E IE44

.21 II 1 tit

. '7 ±

'
Q 9 t,

T.b

0
Answer: 327 in. ± in.

(A) What would be the smallest possible measure?' Answer: 317 in.

(B) What would be the greatest possible measure? Answer: 32 in.

5. Subtract the following measures:

78.7 cm. )(--
- 71.2 gm. Answer! 7.5 cm. ± .1 cm.

(A) what would be the smallest possible measure? Answer: 7.4 cp.

(B) What would be the greatest possible measure? Answer: 7.6 cm.

6. It Tom is 5Afeet 6 inches tall and has a reach', of 5 feet 8 inches,

what is the ratio of his height to his reach? Answer: 1.03.

7. Betty measured four books and found the following me es:

.1 3fli 3u I.67 , 57 , and

(A) What was the total measure? Answer: . 3.

-± 7

Dave put the same books on a table and measured them with his steel tape
1

that had 4-inch markings. His answer was 30 inches.. L.

(B) Could Betty and Dave both have been right? Explaln your answer.

p
5 2,



2 3r .1
Answer: Yes, Betty.had 294- in. ± in. and Dave had 30 in. 1E inc

7 '
Betty's greatest measure was 295, inches and Dave's smallest measure

. 7
Jas 291, inches.

8. In an eighth grade class there are 28 students of whom 16 are girls.

(A) What is the ratio of girls to the number in the class?

'(3)

(C)

4
Answer: 7 or .57

What is the. ratio of the number of girls to the number of boys?,
4

Answer: or 1.33

What is the ratio of boys to the number of students in the class?

Answer: 3 or .43

If yDur height is 64 inches and your shadow is 48 inches long, what is

3the ratio of your shado to your height? Answer: 4 or .75

1
14. What is the ratio of a 12-inch ruler to a yardstick? Answer: 3 or .33

11. The biological terirusedi
\

in this chapter to explain the 'differences

in height, resell, and shoe size is . Answer:

natural variation.

38
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Chapter 3

LEAF SURFACE AREA AND WATER LOSS:

AREA, SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS, SCIENTIFIC NOTATION

341 Intoãuçtion

Since photosynthesis is discussed here, it might be pertinent to point

nut a few interesting facts. Light is strongly emphasized (since it is ne-
,4..

eessarY for photosynthesis to take place), However, alquaugh the usual source

.af light is the sun, it need not necessarily be sunlight. Many laboratories

use prtifieisI light for their experiments, but intensits important. Ordi-

nary roam light is not usually sufficient. As mentionedi in the teacher's cam-
.

mentary of chapter 1, Photosynthesis is the only source of food for living

things in the world. Photosynthesis is Aso the source of most of the oxygen

in the air, thereby providing the oxygen needed for respiration (see Chapter

Teacher's Commentary

5).

The writers have deliberately avoided being specific in the number of

tomates per area of lei f surface, because the leaves used will very depending

oil availability. However, if the teacher has access to a microscope, superb

,-addition to this chapter could be interwoven. See Section 3-8 at the end of

the Chapter in the teacher cammentary.

Answers to alls5222..

No, this will not be an accurate measure of the water loss by the entire

Plant, because any calculations based upon estimates cannot be exact.

3.2 Atlyilc. Leaf Surface and Water Loss

*aerials, Needed

Large plastic bags (blanket bags), approximately 27" X 36", available

in variety stares.

f-
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Number needed will depend upon the teacher's deCission regarding orga-.

nization of the class.

This exercise can best be done in teams of three, although it should work

if only two bags per class are used, each bag covering a different number

bf leaves,;

In a trial run, the authors chose one branch with 36 leaves and another

with 18 leaves. 165' mi of water was collected from the first; while

the second yielded 76 al. This will, of course, be dependent upon the

factors indicated in the text. The teacher should survey the school

grounds beforehand and carefully select the appropriate tree or trees.

`Generally, the larger the leaves the better the results. (It is possible'

that the bags may be disturbed by other students. This activity Ea be

done at the student's home.)

It is also wise to select a fairly young tree becauseof the mechanics

of estimating the number of leaves. This involves counting the leaves in

a particular cluster and estimating how'many times this site cluster is
t .

duplicated on the entire tree. It is suggested that the teacher estimate

the number of leaves on the tree before the activity begins.-

Procedure

1. Labeling tags should,in:lude Team number (if teams are used), crass

name or number, number of leaves enclosed, date, and hour of placing

the bag. Names of teem members would be a good idea in case somebody

"goofs."

2. Locating branches - see above under materials needed.

3. PlaQing the bags: A word of caation here to the students about in-

jury to the branch would not be out of order. The bag itself will

not harm the tree in the 24 hour period of time.

4 and s. No comment needed.

6. Reiterating the instructions Chapter 1 - redording of data for

future reference is extremely important.

7. Some caution is needed here that the tree not be denuded.
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:dl6sed-curveAs discussed in Section 3.3 of the text.

, Seeond 10122.

It is suggested that the student store the collected water 21,4-11.2.x

ldbeled Until some.concept of volume can be developed.

3-3, Simple Closed Curves

2..

1. ,Understandings

(a) Broken-line figures such as those we see in statistical graphs,

triangles, rectariples, as well as circles, and figure eights

are curves:

(b) A simple closed curve in the plane separates the plane into 2

sets1-- the points in the interior df the curve'and the points in

the exterior of the curve. The curve itself is contained in

neither set (and is itself a third set of points in thejplane).

(c) The curve is called, the boundary of the interior (or the ex-

terior).
.

(d) If a pbint A .is in the interior of a curve and a point B is

is in the exterior of the curve, then the intersection of AD

and the curve contains at least one element.

2. Teaching Suggestions

D_aw some curves on the chalkboard, bringing out the idea that we

call them "curves" and that a segment is just one kind of curve.

We. use the word "curve" in a special way in mathematics.

Note that t. simple closed curve separates a.plane into two sets and

that the curve itself is the boundary of the two secs. Also, that

any quadrilateral, parallelogram or rectangle is a simple closed

curve. Identify some of the mcny curves which are suggested in the

,room, such as boundary of chalkboard, ...otal boundary of floor sur-

face, etc.
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Students may enjoy draining elaborate 'curves which may still be clas-

sified as simple closed curves. 'Encourage their drawing a few simple

closed curves for a bulletin board exhibit.

Area of the Region of a simple closed curve (Rectangles)

In developing the method for computing areas of rectangles from the

length and width it is noted that different ways of counting the unit areas

illustrate the comm4ative property of multiplication.

It is hoped that class discussion will bring out the advantages of

having a unit of area which is a closed square region, one unit of length on a

side% In C.e case of the illustration of the rectangle G units by 3 units,

notice the effect of using, as unit of area, a closed square region 1-
2

units

on aside. There is no trouble about covering the closed rectangular region

with these units as shown below.

4 (12 units)

3 x 6 = 18 Lq. units 6 units

2
units)

1
4 x

2
x 2 x = 18 sq.

unfits

However, the number of squares in each row is no longer the number of linear

units, in the length (6), and the number of rows is no longer the number of

linear units in the width (3). Thus we would lose the relationship of finding

the number of square units of area by multip:ying .the numbers of linear units

in the length and width. It certainly would be possible to devise methods

of computing th,,, number of these new square units of area, but it would also

be more complicated.
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Exercise 3-3

Problams---1=6 are deVeIdpmental, leading to the method for computing

area of a closed curve.fram the numbers of linear units in the length and width

of rectangles added to an estimate of squares not idcluded in the rectangles.

Teacher: These a approximations. Your students may be expected to get

answers close to these but not necessarily these same answers.
.

1. .92 in
2

4. 1.68 it?

2. 2.20 in
2

'5. 1.91 in2

3. 2.56 in
2

6. 1.96 in
2

The tracings of the leaf outlines on the students, papers are printed on

10k 10 per in
2

grids. Hence, the answers are in hundredths in
2

=0.0-

Obviously there is no attempt made at this point to develop the mathe-

matics necessary for determining the area of an irregular closed curve region.

However, your pupils may 1;le interested to know that there are instruments which

can be run around the boundaries of a simple closed curve and give at once an

approlimate value for the area of the closed region. One such instrument is

the planimeter, an instrument used by draftsmen and engineers forgetting a

quick approximation of irregular areas. An important part of the study of cal-
..

culus, a mathematics course taught at the senior high school or college level,

is devoted to finding mathematically the areas or irregular regions to a great

degree of accuracy.

3.1 Conversion: Metric - English

The student usually finds` problems dealing with the conversion from metric

to Ebglish (or the reverse) boring and of no prdctical use. In this,,umit we

have attempted to limit discussion of such conversions to thoie areas necessary

for the solution of the problems without covering all posbible cases. Students

will undoubtedly raise qUestions about the number of approximations found in

these conversions and this may provide an opportunity to discuss the value of

More precise values In the conversions when the measurements they make are only

O
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approximations. It should be noted that one unit of English measure, the inch,

has been defined in terms of the metric system. One inch is exactly equal to

2.54 ms. Hence any calculations dewing with inches and centimeters !al be

exact and not approximate. (See Section 3-51.) Hopefully the correct signs

= or Ps are used on all of the conVersion tables in the student text.

The students are undoubtedly well aware that most of the world uses the

metric system. England determined to change to the metric system in 1965.

Canada has partially changed over. The reluctance of the U.S.A is almost

solely due to the cost of conversion. General Electric alone estimated a cost

of $ 200 million Po' convert from English to metric.

It seemed most logical to use scientific notation to emphasize the sim-

plicity of the relations involved in the metric system even though scientific

notation, as such, is not discussed until Section 3.6.

It is the opinion of the writers that the metric system is most meaning-
.

ful to the student when learned through usage rather than rote memorization,

and numerous exercises in measurements using metric units are encouraged.

j.41. Metric Units of Area

This section includes information used in determining the area of the

leaf. From the information given in this section the student should be able to

construct a conversion table as follows:

1. in
2

= 645.16 mm
2

= 6.4516 am
2

= ,0.064516 dm
2

= 0.00064516 m
2

.

These are exact equivalents, not approximates.

Students should te.instructed to justify the decimal placement in this

series and cqmpare it with that in the series in the end of Section 3.4.

Exercise .3-41

1. How many square millimeters are there in a square centimeter?

Answer: t 100 mm
2

or 10
2

mm
2

2. How many square centimeters are there in a square meter?
1.

Answer: 10,000 cm
2

or 10' and



Boit many square millimeters are there in a square meter?

Answer: 1,000,000 mm
2

or 10
6

mm

Draws 3" cm square. Draw also a rectangle whose area is 3 square

centimeters. .Which is larger?

=1.11m..

9cm2

3 cm

3 cm
2

3 cm

1 cm

Answer: the 3 cm square is larger.
, -

A rug is 2 meters by 3 meters. Find its perimeter and area.

Answer: + 2 m 3 m 3 m= 10 m= perimeter

2 m X 3 m
dit

= 6 m
2

area
4

6. The floor of a boy's room is in the shape of,a rectangle. J The length and

width are mea ed as 4 meters and 3 meters. There is a closet 1

meter sung and 1 meter wide built into one corner. What is the floor

,area of the room qoatside the closet) ?

Answer:

3m

--closet

Area = (3 m X 4 m) m2

11 m

7. Conversion of leaf outline areas from Ekercises 3-3 to dm
2

using

1 in
2

= ,064516 dm
2

:

1. .059.54(d dr.

2. .1419352 dm2

3. .16516096 dm2

4. le&P)0400 2
dm

.12322556 dM2,

6. .12645136 dm
2

Individual students) answers for their own leaf outlines.
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3.5 Volume - Metric Units

This unit uses the cubical solid as the'metric unit for measuring volume.

Using this concept as a beginning it is convenient to show the relationship be-
.

tween volume and capacity (i.e., 1 cc = 1 ml) .

Again scientific notation is used to show the simplicity of relationship.

The general property of multi:lying exponents may or may not be used at this

time .

Ekercises 3-5

1. Complete each of the following:

Example: There are (1000)3 or 1,000,000,000 m3 in i km3.

' (a) There are 10
3

or 1000 mm3 in a cc.

(b) There are ( 37-6 ) or
1 000 000

m
3

in a cc.
1 .3 1

......,L

1
(c) There ere ( ?:)3 or m

3
in a mm

3

1,000,000,000

,

(d) There are t10
6
)
3

or j0,LL:2100000000000000000 mm3 in a km3.

2. A rectangular solid has dimensions of 6 am, 7 am, and 80 mm.

Calculate the volume of V.,.! interior of this solid.

Answe: 6 am x I cm x 8 cm = 336 cm3

Recall that the volume of the interior of e rectangular solid :s equal to

the product of the measures of the length, width, and height, when the

measurements are expressed in the same unit.

3. What is the volume of the interior of a rectangular solid whose height

is 14 in and whose base hes an area nf. 36.5 sq cm ?

Answer: 36.5 cm x 1.4 am = 51.1 cm3
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3.51 Metric Units. of Mass and Capacity

You will notice that without additional comment we have referred to the,

gram as the unit of mass, not weight, in the metric system. It was thought

best not to involve the pupils in a full scale discussion of this point here.

An adequate treatment of tlifse ideas belongs in a science course. It is like-

however, that some of your pupils will ask questions about this terminology,

and you will want to know how to answer them correctly, if not in complete de,-
. .

tail. The f6llowing discussion Should be adequate for this purpose. Should

you wish more information on the, subject, you might refer to Physics, Volume I

prepared by the Physical Science Study Committee of Educational Services, Inc.

(This is the first volume of the so-called M.I.T. course forhigh school

physics students.)

What is the weight of an object? It is a measurement of the force or

"pull" of gravity on the object. An ordinary bathroom scale measures this

pull by the amount it stretches,, or twists, a spring. We think of weight as

measuring the "quantity of matter" in an d*eet, in some sense. A box of load

weighs more than the same box filled with feathers because the lead has a

greater "quantity of matter" packed into the given volume then do feathers..

There is another way to measure the "quantity of matter" of an object. This,

is to compare'the object with some standard, or unit, body on a balance. If

' we have a upply of identical objects ca4,1ed "g'rams4 we can determine the num-'
Px

ber of th ,"grams" it takes to balance trie box of lead. This number of

we call the mass of this much lead.

ese two different ways of measuring "quantity of matter" can be used

interchangeably. for most purposes in anyone fixed location, but they are not,

strictly speaking, measurements of the'same thing. Weight depends on the near-

ness to the center of the earth. The pull of the earth -.gravity I" one the box

of lead would be much smaller in a space ship as far from the earth as is, say,

the moon. The weight of the lead would be much smaller there. However, the

lead would balance the same number of "grams" on the space ship that it bal-

anced on the earth (the "grams" would themselves weigh correspondingly less)

so its mass would be unchanged. To summarize :

Weight is the measure of the pull of gravity on en object. It decreases

as the distance from the object to the center of the earth increases.

11,

Mass is a comparison of an object with a set of unit bodies. It does

not depend on ',he position in space 'whele it is measured.
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We humans are normally restricted to a very narrow rang of altitude

above sea level, gull, with that restriction, we can think of weight and mass

as hairing a definite fixed relationship. (It is tempting to predict that as

we enter the space age and are released from these restrictions, weight and

mass and the distinctions between them will become subjects, for houFPhold dis-

cussion.) In the English system weight it measured in pounds, mass in slugs.

An object which has a mess of 1 slag has a weight of approximately 32.2 lbs

at sea level". The weight in pounds of any object at sea level is approximately

3242 times mass in slugs. The more common unit in this dystem, of course,

..1.0 the pound. In the metric system, when mass is measured in grams, weight is

measured in Uynes; An object whose mass is one gram has 6 wc.ight of apkiroxi-

mately 980 dynes at sea level. The weight of this same object in the English

system would be approximately 0.0002 pounds. As you probably know, the more

familiar, unit in the metric system is the unit of mass, the gram;

, In the text we have introduced only the more familiar units, pound, end

gram. ,This has made it necessary to 41se both 'Words, mass And weight. You must

judge for yourself how much of the above discussion of the two ideag you will

use in your classroom. If the subject-does come up, however, be sure to malce

one point: both mass and weight can be measured in either of the systems of

units, Ehglish and metric. If you fail to point this out to the pupil, he may

interpret the distussion in the text to mean that weight is something measured

in the English system and mass something measured in the metric system.

The distinction between mass and weight has to be kept clearly in mind

in speaking of the definition of pound in terms of the metric standard kilogram.

We say a pound is defined to correspond to 0.45359237 kilograms - that is, the

-ound (weight) is the weight of a mass of 0.45359237 kilograms. Actually, it

is quite correct to speak of a 74.1) (mass) and a lb (weigi.t) so long as the

distinction is clearly made. Thus, one may, if he wishes, write

1 lb (mass) = 0.45359237 kg. We shall not do this here. In the unapridged.

dictionary, however, a pound is defined.es a unit of mass or of weight.

Your classes may be interested in the agreement which went into effect

on July 1, 1959, and created (for the first time) an international yard and

international pound. The six English-speaking nations (U.S.A., United Kingdom,

-Canada, Australia, Union of South Africa, New Zealand) agreed to standardize,

as of this date, their definitions of yard and pound. The definition of-

1 in = 2.54 cm dates from this agreement and so also does the at
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4
deflation for the-pound. Thus, we now have an international yard equal to

0.9144 meters and an international pound corresponding to 0.45359237 kilograms!

(i.e., the pound weight corresponds to the weight of a masa of 0.45359237

kilograms).'_ Prior to this agreement, the U.S. inch la 2.54005 andand the

British inch 2.539996 cm, as a result of shrinkage in the British proto-

type bar. The situation with the pound was even more confuald, since, prior

to l922,

1 U.S. lb ::. 453.5924277 gms,

1 British lb ez 453.59233 gm,

1 Canadian lb 03 453.59237 gms.

No agreement could be reached foram international gallon. Henoe, we

still have the U. R. .gallon defined as 231 cu in and theABritish Imperial

gallon = 1.20094 U.S. gallons.,
10

Although the metric and the English systems of measure are the major

systems, your pupils maybe interested in looking in the unabridged dictionary

under "measure" to see the great number of other measures used in countries

throughout the world.

Exercises

1. The volume of a jar is 352.8 cc. What is the,mass of the water it can

contain, expressedin:

(a) grams? Answer: 352.8 g

(b) kilograms? Answer: .3528 kg.

2. "(6) What is the capacity in milliliters of a rectangular tank of volume

673.5 cc? Answer: 673.5 ml.

(b) What is its capacity in liters? Answer: .6735 liters

3. A cubical tank measures 6 feet 9 inches each way and is filled with

water. (No allowance is made for the approximate nature of measures.)

(a) Find its vorume in in3. Answer: 531,41 in3

(b) Find^its volume in ft3. Recall thet 1728 in3 = 1 ft3.

Anawr: 307.5 ft3

(c) Find'the Weight of the water. 1 ft3 of water weighs about 62.4 lb.

Answer: 19,188 lb.
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. 4. The dimensions of the tank in Problem 3 arse about 2 meters each way.

(a) Find its volume in cubic meter*. Answer: 8.8 m3

(b) d'liad its contents in liters. Recall that there are 1000 liters in

a cubic meter. Answer: 8,0002 7

What is the mass of the water? Recall the 1 liter of water has a

mass of 1 kilogram, Answer: 2S 8,000 kg

5. How did the time needed to solve Problem 4 compare with the time needed

to solve Problem 3? What is the main advantage of comptiting in the metric

system? Answer: (a) Less time for Problem -4 (b) The decimal

relationship of units.

6. A tank has a volume of 2500 cc.

(a) What is the capacity of the tank in millimeters? Answer: 2500 ml

(b) How many kilograms of.water will the tank hoid'? Answer: 2.5 kg

How metric tons of water will the tank hold? Answer: .0025 metric

tons

7. A cubical box has edges of length 30 cm.

(a)

(b)

What is the volume of the box in cc?

Answer: 27,000 cc or 2.7 x 10
4

cc

What is the capacity in liters?

Answer: 27 Q or 2.7 x 101

(c) How many kilograms of water will the box hold?

Answe: *27 .kg or 2.7 x 10 kg

(assume that it is watertight, of course)

8. '''The vo-ume of the s.un is estimated to be about 337,000 million million

cubic miles or 3.37 x 1017 cu miles.

(a) Using the fact that 1 mile 27% 1.6 kilometers, express the volume

of the sun in cubic kilometers. (Simply indicate multiplications in

your answer 0. you wish.) Answer: 3.37 x 1.017 x (1.6)3 km3

(b) Express the sunts volume in cc, leaving your answer in the form of

an indicated multiplication.

n.121.: 3.37 X 1 d7 x 1.63 X 1015VC . 1.37 x 1.63 x 1032 cc

.
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9. The British Imperial gallon, used in Canada and Great Britain, is equiva-

lent to 1.20094' U.S. gallons, or

1 British Imperial gq,I. 1.2 U.S. ia/.

(a) When you buy 5 "gallons" of gasoline in Canada, how many U.S. gal-

lons do ya receive? Answer: 'As 6 U.S. gallons

(b) How-many Imperial gallons are required to fill a barrel which holds

72 Answer: %",% 60 Imperial gallons

I

3.6 Scientific Notation .

Definition: "A number is said to be expressed in scientific notation if

it is written Arthe product of a decimal numeral between 1 And 10 and the

proper cower of 10. If the number is a pbwer of 10, the first factor is 1

and need not be written." This definition may well need some explanatioh and

many'exampies. A student may forget and think of numbers between 1 and 10
jj

es onlyincfglg the counting numbers. Remind him that 1.1 is greater than

1 and can be used in scientific notation. .//

- ,

Exponential notation may need to be reviewed. Practice in changing..many

...large numbers into scientific notation will help all of the students.

u $ /

.
/,---------10 ExerciLe

>

.-)

1. (a) Is 1.5 10' scientific notation? Why, or why not?

f)§.;tri-e-r:} No, because 3. is not between 1 and 10.
. %

,7
. (b) Is 3.4 x 10' scientific notation? Why, or why not?

Answer: Yes, i4 fits the definition.
.....

, .
(c) Is 0.12 x 10' scientific nctatiQn? Why, or why not?

Answer': No, been :se 0.12 is not between 2 and 10,
.._

2, Write the Allowing in scientific notation;

,

L
(a). 5687 Answer: ..687 x 10

3

(b) ,14 Answer: 1.4 x 10

1
(c) 37 millIon Answer: x

1

(d). 13 Answer: x 10
2

(e) 114,60 Answer: 1.4.'..!" X 104
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(f) 35,000,000,000 Answer: 3.5 x 1010

(6) 71 billion Answer: 7.5 x 109'
2

(h) The product of 50 and 70 Answer: 3.5 x 103

3. Write the following in decimal notation:

(a) 3.7 x 106 Arqwer: 3,700,000

(b) 1,.7 X 105 Answer: 470,000

(c) 5.721 X 106 Answer: 5,721,000

(d) 2.25 x 107 Answer: 22,500,000

(e) 2.8 X 108 Answer: 280,000,000

(f) .653 X 1010 Answer: 6,530,000,000

(g) 14.75 X 10 Answer: 147,500

(h) 36.2 X 103 Answer: 36,200

(i) 386 X 105 Answer:, 38,600,000
- .

(j) .046 X 107 Answer: 460,000

(i) 6.821 x 103 Answer: 6,821

(1) .0038 X 103 Answer: 3.8

14. Since the earth does not travel n a circular path, the distance from the

earth to the sun varies with the time of the year. The average distance

has been calculated to be about 93,000,000 miles.

(a) Write the above number in scientific notation. The smellest.distance

,1°
from the earth to the sun would be about per cent less than the

-2

average; the largest distance would be about V. per cent more
-2

than average.

Answer: 9.3 x 107 miles

(b) Find 1-
1

per cent of 93,000,000. 1, '
2

Answer: 1,395,000 or 1.395 xi()
6

(c) Find approximately the smallest distance from earth to sun.

Ansuey: 91,605,000 miles or 9.1605 X 107 igil.s

(d) Find approximately the larg st distance from earth to sun.'

Answer: 94,395,000 miles . 9.4395 X 10
7

mile
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Soma of the more thoughtful students may worder why we do not write 93

million, for instance, as 93 x 106 where the exponent is used to indicate the

number of zeros in the numeral. There is no point in trying to hide the fact

that in MAny -caaes this is -eally a little simpler, and there is no.reason to

try to prevent students from Lsing it. But two things should be made clear:

in the first place, this is the notat-sn whicn the scientists use; and, second,
, -

in the use of logarithms and the slide rule, the scientific notation is certain-.

ly much more convenient to work with. The ease of making "order -of- magnitude"

estimates onen toe numsers are expressed in scientific notation is perhaps

worth slention.:g also. A good discussion of orders of magnitude may be found

in the PS SC Physics text published by D.C. Heath and Company.

3.7 Significant Digits

The ir.ustration probleL under this section is to emphasize the need for

some control on the numbers of digits used in a computation. Students are

trained through many years of mathematics, that all digits are important and

needed. For example, 17932 X 1457 = 261269244 if the digits are all s2.gnifi-

cant and not measures or computations taken from other measures.

It is very important for the student to aevelop an appreciation dt the

circumstances which warrant extreme accuracy and also when accuracy is less im-

po,tant. The circumference of a circle found by moving a straight ruler around

the perimeter, and then using this measurement divided b 3.1415 to find the

-diameter, :rrect'to 1 / 10,000 of an inch, would be idiculous4

Some concepts usually contained in a unit on significant dig &ts were not

included, nut because they were unimportant but because they did not relate di-

re_tly to the bie!llogical experiment. Be sure the student has an opportunity

later when circumstances permit to have an exposure to relative error, percent,

of error, and accuracy.

Continualiy remind the students that all measurements are approximate

regardless of the instruments used. We can refine the measurement, we can re-
.

dace the possible error, and we can increase the precision, but -e are still

approximating.

Any study on the proper use of significant digits always seems to have

some discrepancies. To further complicate it, different texts and math lec-

tures give different definitions for significant digits and their use. What

we can do in this study is just to agree with the students to see the need
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for some control and to be consistent in some set of "rules." Other rules have

been tried and they 411 seem to have as many problems as these proposed. Don't

suggest the difficulties to the students but be sure and work with the student

when and if they arrive.

Computations on approximate measurements cannot increase the accuracy.
1

The measurement' 5264 inches is not es precise as the measurement 1-
2

inches

1
because 2

the second measurement is to the nearest inch, a smaller unit. The
.

measurement 375 feet is more precise than the measurement 2 yards because

the first measurement is in the smaller units.

It.is possible that a measurement of 1950 feet might be significant

to four places, if the measurement was to `he nearest foot and not the nearest

10 feet as it seems to indicate. In this. case a small bar may be placed under

the zero to indicate that it is to be incladfd in the number of significant

digits. This bris not a vinculum which is a straight bar placed over quan-

tities to indicate the same operation as parentheses, brackets, or braces.

Exercise 11

(1) 8 1

(2) .01 1

(3) 457

3.32

(5) 3005 4

(6) 36.70

(7) 6700

(8) 23.000

(9) 620.03

(10) .0028 2

J.F.F. If a bottle and its c,,rk o.ost two, and a half cents, and the bottle

alone costs two cents more tnan the cork, what is the cost of the cork?

/Answer: 7 t Let X - cost of the cork; then X + 2 /

cost of bottle

Therefore, X + (X + 2 / ) = total cost or 2.5 /

2X + 2 / = 2. /

2X = .5f

X
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3.71 Multiplying and Dividing, Measurements

This section emphasites the need for some control.of numbers found in

measurements. Reasonableness must be used by the students. The guide for mul-

tiplying measures suggests that the product of two numbers should not contain

more significant digits than the number of significant digits in the less ac-

curate factor.

Some studentsmay well suggest, "If I measure a width of a section in

tenths of an inch, why cannot the area be correct to tenths of an inche Let's

*try one.

width: 50.6 " length: 70.3 " area:

If we multiply 50.6" X 70.3" we have 3557.18 sq in or to the

nearest tenth* 3557.2 sq in. This seems reasonable but -

using our information of G.P.E., we have

(50.6 + ) (70.3 + ) =

(50.6 + .05) (70.3 + 05) = maximum area of 3563+
1

sq in

(50.6 .05) (70.3 - :05) = minimum area of 3ff51+ sq in

.12 sq in difference which is a long way from the scant tenth of a inch.

20
evenly spread out along 70" is a lot of area.

Besure when two factors have an unequal number of significant digits

that the rounding off of greater one is done before the multiplication is

done. Then the product also must be rounded off to the same number of signifi-

cant digits as the factor having the least number of significant digits.

Exercise EVA

1. Multiply the following ppLLmate:aro) numbers:

(a) 4.1 X 36.9 . 'Answer: 150

(b) 3.6 x 4673 Answer: 17,000

(e) 3.76 x (2.9 X 104) Answer: 11 X 10
4

or 1.1 X 10
5

in scientific notation

2. Divide the following approximate numbers:

(a) 3.632 4. 0.83 Answey: 4.4

(b) 0.000344 4- 0.000301 Answer: 1.14

(c) (3.14 x 10
6)

+. 8.006 Answer: 3.92 x 105
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23. Suppose a rectangle is 2-
2

inches long and 1 inches wide. Make a

drawing of the rectangle. Show on the drawing that the length is

(
,l

)
1 1

)) inches And the width ( 1 + = ) inches. Find the
% 5- ....T 2 4

largest area possible and the smallest area possible, and find the

difference or uncertain part. Find the area using the measured dimen-
1

2

dimen-

sions, and find the results to the nearest square inch.

Answer:
13 1

Largest area = 4-- sq in in.
16

Smallest area= sq in

Difference = 2 sq in

Area is ( 3 sq in) or

4 sq in *(to the

nearest
2

sq in)

1
in.1.-

2

WZ,

4. Find the area of a rectangular field which is

305 rods wide. Answer: 2.55 x 10
5

rods
2

41.pr

1
2,- in

4

1

i

P. A

835.5

27 in.

rods long and

5. The circumference of a circle is stated C =,vd, in which d is the

diameter of the circle. If it is given as 3.141593, find the circum-

ferences of circles whose diameters have the following measurements:

(a) 3.5 in Answer: 11 in

(b) 46.36 ft Answer: ,1b5.6 ft

(c) 6 miles Answer: 20 miles

6. A machine stamps out parts.each weighing 0.625 lb. How much weight is

there in 75 of,these parts? Answer: 46.9 lbs

7. Assuming that water weighs about 62. lb per cu ft, what s the

volume of 15,610 lbS of water? Answer: 250 ft
3
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zrarJ. Suppose the distance around the equator is 25,000 miles and that the

surface is quite smooth and circular in section. If a steel band made

to fit tightly around it is then cut, and a piece eighteen feet long

welded into it; 'how loose will the ring be? In other words, what will

be the sine of the gaps all around between the inside_of the ring and

the earth's surface? Could you slip a piece of paper under it/ Crawl

under it?

Answer: Ap kimately 3' above the earth all the way around.

One solution C = ad or = = d
rt

q

000
Substitute the values.

25,
miles = diameter of the earth

25,000 miles + 18 ft
- diameter of the ring with addition

rt

25,000 miles 18 ft
= diameter of the ring

1(dia. of earth) + ft) = diameter of the' ring

The ring would be approximately 3' above the earth if

evenly spaced.

Exercises 3-71b

1. Take the leaf outline areas from Problem 7, Exercise 3-41 which you con-

verted to dm
2

units and round them off to the correct number of signifi-

cant digits.

Answers:
(1) 059 dm2 (4) .108 dm2

(2) .142 dm2 (5) .123 dm2

(3) .165 dm2 (6) .126 dm2

2. If the leaf outline enclosed approximately 180 squares on a graph paper

with inch *squares, calculate its area in square decimeters.'

80
Answer: 1-1 -. 11 in

Answer with two significant digits = 11 X .065 .72 dm2

3, (a) If the approximate area of a leaf were 210 quarter inch squares

what would be the area in square decLTIL'ers?

Answer: 2: .85 dm
2

(b) Express the answer to (a) in square centimeters.

Answer: 2: 85 ma
2
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(c) E5rpre'ss the answer to (a) in square millimeters.

Answer: It 8500 mm2

1
4. If a leaf were outlined on graph paper. with g inch squares and the ap-

proximate area was computed at 85 squares; what would be the approxi-

mate area in.square deoimeters? Answer: 2; 1.38 dm
2

5. These answers are dependent on the students individual leaf outlines.

Exercise 3-71c

In this exercise student& are given step-by-step instructions for finding

the theoretical amount of water transpired by the tree(s) selected for the

experiment. The calculation is based on the theoretical average of 9.6 g/gM
2

of water transpired in a 24 hour period. Next the students are instructed to

calculate the actual transpiration for a 24 hc.urxeriod and the calculation

is based on the measurements made by the students.

When comparing their answers (line 10 to line 5) they will probably

find a difference. To account for any difference they will have to recall the

discussion earlier i,n this chapter that explains some of the factors relating

to transpiration. The main factors that affect transpiration are (1) amount

of water in the soil, (2) the texperature, and (3) the amount of light

(sunlight) that strikes the tree in the 24 hour period.

Exercise 3-71d

A young, (2 year) .malberry tree was found to have approximately ,400

leaves with an average surface area of 1.3 square decimeters. One reference
P

gives the average number of stomates per am
2

(lower side only) on mulberry

leaves as 48,000. Let us assume that this tree has an average water loss of

.5 grams per dm
2

per hour. Solve the following. (express answers in scien-

tific notation.)

L. The number of stomates per dm . Answer: 4.8 x 10 stomatee

2. The number of stanates per average leaf.

Answer: 4.8 x 10
6

x 1.3 6.2 X 10
6

stomates

3. The approximate number of stomates on the tree.

Answer: 6.2 x 10
6

x 400 2.5 X 10
8

at dates
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4. The water loss per day from an average leaf.

Answer: .5 x 1.3 x 24 x 15.' g

5. The water loss per day by the. tree.

Answer: 15.6 x 400 6240 or 6.24 x 103 g

6. The water loss per year (305 days) by the tree '(in grams).

Answer: 6.24 X 103.X 3.65 x 10 2 2.28 X 10
6

g

7. The number of liters of water lost by the tree in oneyear.

Answer: Assume 1 ml weighs 1 g. Then:

2.28 x 10
6

g = 2.28 x 106 ml = 2280

8. The number of gallons of water lost by the tree in one yew,.

Answer: 1 gal RS. 3.785 liters; therefore:

2280 1 602 gal
.3,7t5 a / gal

3.8 An Optional Activity - Counting Stomates

If the teacher has a microscope available, the following technique could

be most effectively used. The area of.the field of the microscope can be read-

ily estimated ty placing a transparent metric ruler on the stage and manipu-

lating until the' approximate center of a mm mark is at the edge of the field,

then estimating the position of tne opposite edge of the field. Most commonly

used microscopes (Spencer or Bausch and Lomb) usually measure 1.5 mm (1500

microns) at 100 magnification. By counting the number of stomates 4eluded

4r-
in this area, the student should be able to estimate the actual total ,number of

stoma tes on his leaf, and use this figure in his calculations, instead of the

average given.

4
Another thing which could be done .. .1d be a further csIculation of the

actual amount of water 2211 stomate transpired by the leaves '.1.-,c1Aed in the

plastic-bag. This is an excellent opportunity for further ase of scientific

notation, since amounts migh'., yell range in the region of 10
6

to 10-9 .

Materials

Microscope

Slide

C;7er

Leaf from 1:,e ..ree being studied
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A leaf is opaque, and since light must be passed through any object

being studied by the usual light microscope, therefore a thin, transparent

piece of the tissue must be obtained.

41100.

Procedure

. Place a drop. of water in the center of the slide.

When one tears a leaf, usually one finds a very thin, transparent layer

of tissue extending from the main body of the underside of the leaf.

This need not be more than two mm on a side for use here.

Place this piece of epidermis in the drop of water on the slide.

Tilt the cover at an 'angle over the drop of ,water and allow it td

"frail" on ,the drop of water. The tissue is nOw ready for examination,.

The stomates will appear as tiny "mouths," (Two semi-circular celp

will be joined at both ends, resembling lips, with an opening between.)

Sample Test Items

Matching

ans.

1. (d) produced by photosynthesis

2. (h) means 1,000,000

3. (i) ten meters

. 4. (g) connects stem to root in bean plants

5. (c) green pigment in plants

6. (b) stem of a leaf

1
7. (j) means

1,000,000

8. (a) must have chlorophyll and light

9. (e) loss of water by a plant

10. '(f) openings in the leaves
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(a) photosynthesis

(b) petiole .

-4c) chlorophyll
-

(d) sugar

(e) transpiration

(f) stomees

(g) hypocotyl

(h) mega

(i) dekameter

(j) micro



A small tree has approximately 5000 leaves with an.average surface P,

area of 2.8 square decimeters. The average number of stomates per square

centimeter on leaves of this tree is 20,000. Answer the following questions

dm
2

per hour. (Giveif the tree has an average water loss of '.3 grams per

answers,iprscientific notation.)

1. The number of stomates per dm
2

.

2. The number of stamates per average leaf. )

The approximate number of stomates on the tre.

4. The water loss per day fr.= an average leaf.

5. The water loss per day by the tree.

6. The water loss per year (365 days) by the tree

(in grams).

7. The number of liters of water lost by the tree

in one year (1000 grams = 1

8. The number of gallons of water lost by the tree

in one year (1 gal 3.785 t)

(4

Answers

1. 2 X 10
6

2. ,.6 X 106

3. 2.8 X 1010

4. 1.21BEEILs-___--

5. 4.2 X 103 crams

6. a.533 .x 10 grams

7. 1.533 x 10
3

8. 405.019 gal
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If the simple closed curve shown above were drawn on graph paper

squaYes to the inch), what would I ne area of its interior?

AnswersChanging metric measures

1.

2.

3.

1

10
1

meter is

meter is

1 gram is

4. 385 millimeteis is

5. '11 dekameters is

decimeters.

centimeters.

milligrams,

meters.

centimeters.
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2. 100

-2 1000

4. .385
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r. 1. If one inch'is defined as exactly equal to 2.54 cm, 6.4516 an2

what is the exact metric equivalent of 1 in
2

?

2. How many square centimeters are in one square meter? 10,000 cm2

.3. There are 1,000,000 mm in qne square meter. Ex-

press the number in exponential form and in terms

of a meter. 10
-6
m or --6 m1

40 What is the area in meters of the following 10

diagram?. 22 m2
8 m'I`i

S

3 m

6m
5. The area of a large sycamore leaf is 270 cm

2
.

Express this area in dm
2

.

6. 'A rectangular solid has dimensions of 5 am,

50 cm, and 500 am. What is the volume in

an3 ?

2.70 dm
2

125,000 mn3

7. A rectangular solid has dimensions of 70 mm,

6.5 am, 1.7 dm. What.is the Volume in m
3

? .00007735 n
3

8. What is the mass in grams of the water contained

in a jar which will.hold 964.5 cc.? 964.5 g

9. Which weighs the most: 57 grams of water or

57 grams of lead? same

10. Which has the greater mass: 135 milliliters of

. gasoline or 135 milliliters of gold? gold

11. Is 13 x 107 a number expressed in scientific

notation? No

12.. Write the equivalent of 5%400 in scientific 524 x 104

notation.

13. Express the distance to the moon (238,000 miles) 2.38 x 105 miles

in scientific nota-Aon.

14. Express the distance of a round trip flight to Mars 6.9 X 107 mules

in scientific notation (assume straight lines and

enter Mars at its closest position to earth :

34,600,000 miles).
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15. If a rocket ship could travel at the average

speed of 25,000 miles per hour, how long

would it take it to make a round trip to Venus?

(Assume Venus is 26,000,000 miles from Earth.)

Give answer in terms of hours end-tn scientific

notation.

16. Express 2.93 X 10
6

in decimal notation.

17. (a) How mafiy significant digits are there

in 2973?

(b) How many significant digits in

(c) How many significant digits in

(d) How many significant digits in

(e) How many significant digits in

How many significant digits in

2.08 x 10
3

hrs .

2,930,000

4

.0038? 2

900.5? 4

94:00? 4

0.003? 1

9400 ? 3

18. 4.1 and 61.37 are approximate numbers.

Using our rules for multiplying approximate

numbers, find the answer and express in the

correct number of significant digits. 250

19 Let. n 3.1416 . Find the circumference

of a circle with a diameter of 2 ft. Give

the answer in the correct number of e.signifi-

cant digits. 6.2 ft

A
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A Chapter 4

MUSCLE FATICOE: PERCENT; man, MEDIAN AND MODE;

INFORMAL ECTRAPOLATIN; HISTOGRAM

- Teacher's Commentary

4.1 Introduction

A very brief introductory statement on muscle fatigue is used as a

reminder ofea fact that students will be well aware of. ,Hhat they may not-be

so aware,of is the fact that a simple exercise using only arm muscles, done

under the instructions as given, can rapidly tire the muscles used. Let

the students "discover" this.

0

4.2 Counting vs. Measurement

The teacher might well think of other examples to emphasize the differ-

ence between count Ni and measuring. Some excellent and historic examples

are described in SMSG's Mathematics for Junior High School, Volume 1, Part 1;

pages 21 and 67.

4.3 Actillty 1 - Muscle Fatigue

A watch or clock with a second hand is necessary foi timing purposes.

It is most important4 that the students be cautioned to follow instructions

exactly. Touching the table and the palm of the hand with the finger tips

every time is essential. St3me good-natured policing will undoubtedly_be

necespary. (It was,necessary even among adults!)

If a student shows an increase In number per 30 seconds, he is not doing

it properly. ob,

Be.sure the instructions are thoroughly preread and that the students

understand the activity before beginning.

The rest period should not allow complete "recovery", so the fourth time

period should read higher than the third but nos high as the first.
. -
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I.

The muscles fatIgued need not be identified by name They should,

however,'be identifiable by location in the arm. M'iscles on the anterior.

(palm) side of the forearm should be noticeably_ tired from closing the fingers,

While those on the back of:the arm are used to open the fingers: However,

during trial runs, noticeable fatigue was felt up to the shoulder, indicating

that a number of muscles are,4nvolved.

4.4 How dtdmuscles work?

Aniwers to quegtions:

If both ends of a muscle were attached to one.bonL no motion could take

place unless the strength were so great that the bone *q.ls broken. Muscles

Cannot "push ". They can only contract, then relax, thereby allowing the

opposing muscle to lengthen them again.

Flexing (bending) the elbow is done by. the bleeps muscle in the front of

the upper arm. Its points of attachment are at the upper end of the humerus

(upper arm bone) and just below the elbow on the upper end of the radius (one
Ns

of the two lower arm bones). Extending the elbow is accomplished by the'

triceps muscle at the back of th:e upper arm. Its points of attachment are

the shoulder blade and the ulna (thvother lower arm bone).

'Heart muscles ere not discussed he because of qeoe. Food and oxygen

are carried to the cells by the blood stream, and wastes are removed also by

the blood stream.

It is hoped that the students can reason the above answers from their

experiences. This inquiry (discovery) tecaquei the writers feel, is most
-

important in the encouragement of.logical reason

4.41 Interpreting Data

The graphs construAed from the sample data show a definite' fatigue in

muscles and a slight recovery with rest. The students' graphs will vary

considerably. If the exercise was dc.ne correctlys fatig,., will show and

probably recovery will riot. You will notice that the size and apparent

strength of the student dii not necessarily .correlat with the, data and

graph. Some girls may "outdo" the class athletes.
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4.5 Percent

The concepts of rercent are introduced briefly. The meaning of percent

1
is based on the idea that "x%" means 1-55. x x Tiou . Nctice that the sclu-

tions of all problems are set up in the form:

a x

b 100

The method of solving for x should be the method that the pupil ..nderstands.

Pupils should be encouraged to use any method they understand.

14

. In the exampleof the class of L. and 1.', boys, the\fraction
4

100

indicates percent easily because the denominator is 100. The sum of

11
.

414 56
-2-5 and -23 is 1. The sum of the ratios T.-0--0 and yo-0 Is .1, and the

sum of 414. and 56% is 1C06t or 1.

14

= 50
c

5 75
d

a=
56

12
In the proportion

25
- e

5 150 ' c = 28, d = 42,
100

= 70, f 4 84. r

Exercise 4_5

1. .., Write each of the following numbers as a percent.
'0.

1
(A) 7

1
(II) 27

1

(C) '--

Answers

(D)

(E)

(F)

(D)

(E)

F)

1
r
7
2
7..-

.4-

.

204

401

b01

\
\

(G) -f

(H)
2
2

(I) ii.

(G) ,1504

(H) 1004

(I) 10Q

(J)

(K)

(L)

(.7)

(K)

(L)

5

-?

2

x-

1,04.

2504.

(A) 50%

25%

(C) 75%

2. Consider the group cf students.

4
,S.;udent Hair C

11.18;.--, 11,nd

Lr

Mary

.a

:;:ttv Lr_wr,

?cy tl-Ld

Dcr. tr

Margaret 1-a

1,avla fr



(A) What percent are boys? 60%

(E) What percent are blonds? 30%

(C) What'percent are redheads? 20%

(D) What percent are not redheads? 80%

\(E) What percent are browh-haired girls? 20%

(F) What percent are redheaded boys? 10%

J.F.F: A man bough a,radio for $40, sold it for $60, purchased it back

fcr.$WO, and finally sold it for $90. How much money did he gain or .1

lose on the complete transaction?

Atilwer: Cost $40 +\$70 = $110. Income.$60 + $90 = $150. Difference'

$40 profit. \

'1

4.51 Applications of Percent\ Increase and Decrease

Solutions to percent are ,ased bn the fact:

ifs = c
,
then ad = bc.

(Multiply both sides by bd and reduce.) It may be necessary in some classes

to review this. Tf the students discover valid short cuts for themselves,

they should be encouraged to use them if they understand what they are doing.

A little space is given to checking by estimation. Some teachers may want

to stress these further.

Exercise ,4-51

Applications of Percent - Increase and Decrease

1. A Junior high school mathematics teacher had 176 pupils in his classes.

The semester grades of the pupils were 20 A's, 37 B's, 65 C's, 40 D's,

14 F's. Find, to the nearest tenth percent, the percent of grades that

were A's, the percent that were B's, and so on.

(A) A = 11.4% (c) PC = 36.9%.

(B) B = 21.0% (D) D = 22.7%

What is the sum of the answers in parts (A), (B), (C), (D), and (E)?

A,iswer: 100%. Does the sum help to check the answers? Yes. The

sum of percents must add up to 100.

2. Bob's weight increased during the school year from 72 pounds to 81

pounds. What was the iprcent of increase? Answer: 12.

(E) F = 8.0%
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3. During the,Same year, Bob's mother reduced her weight from 140 pounds

to 126 pounds. What was the percent of decrease? Answer: 10%.

4. On the first of September John's mother weighei 130 pounds. During the

next four months she decreased her weight by 15%. However, during the

first four months of the next year, her 'weight increased 15%. What

did she weigh on the first of May? Did the answer come out as you

expected?

Answer: A little over 127 pounds. .0ne should expect this, since the

15% which is added is computed bn a smaller amount than the 15% which

is subtracted.

130 pounds x 155 = 110.5 pounds 110.5 X L15 = 127.05 pounds ;.:t

127 pounds

4.6 Mean - Median - Mode -. Measures of Central Tendency

This section introduces the concept of average or'arithmetic mean to

...point out a problem often associated with tables of data that contain a large

number of items. Many scientific experiments require data from a large num-

ber of trials and then the finding of an average to represent the data of all

the trials. Median and mode are briefly discussed as a logical follow-up of

the discussion of mean.

Exercise 4-6

Find the mode of the following list of chapter test scores:

19, 85, 81, 74, 85, 91, 87, 69, 85, 83 Answer: 85

2. From the scores in Problem 1, find the

(A) Meat (tt),-; = 83) (B) Median (85)

3. The following annual salaries were received by a group of ten employees:

$4,063; $6,000; $12,500; $5,000; $7,000;

$5,500; $4,500; $ 5,000; $6,500; $5,000.

(A) Find the mean .7.,f the data. Answer: Itt6,100.

(B) How many salaries are greater than the mean? Answer: 3.

(C) How many salaries are less, than the mean? Answer: 7.

(D) Does the mean seem to be a fair way to describe the typical salary

for these employees? Answer: No! The mean is larger thin such

a large percentage of the salaries.

4'
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(E) Find the median of the set of data.

Answer:
$5,000 + 45,500

2 ' 45,25°

(F), Does the median seem td be a fair average to use for this data?

Answer: Median is better than mean, since the mean gives the

impression that the salaries are higher than they are.

4. Following are the'terperatures in degrees Fahrenheit,at 6 p.m. for a

two-week period in a certain city: 47, 68, 58, 80, 42, 43, 68,

74, 43, 46, 48, 76, 48, 50.

rind the (A) Mean, (B) Median.

Answer: Mean = 261; Median = 49.

4.7 Informal Extrapolation

Mathematical extrapolation of values can be rather sophisticated. The

intent in this section is to yea informal. The "idea" of extrapolation is

to be introduced, not the involved mathematics. Pupils uften'project or

extrapo_ate their mathematical ideas. Students also often interpolate and

may ask about the difference between in,erpolation and extrapolation. The

difference hetweA the two is: inter-polatiob is a process of finding

values inside the range af the function, while extra-polation is the process

of finding Vailkes greater than -or less than the known values of the furiction.

The first example in the student text sPts up the feeling of a sequence.

1st fibor 5',
I

2nd floor 15'
)

3rd floor '25

4th floor 12'
)

)

8th floor 75'

150th floor 4495'
)

diff. of 10' (2 x 10) - 5
.

diff. of 10' (3 if. 10) - 5

diff. of 10' (4 x (0) - 5

4 times 10' (8 x 10) - 5

142 ti -..es 10' (150 x 10) - 5

The series 2, 4, 6, a

t
8 would give a sixth term of 12. If a track-

man could run

Y

10C yards in 10 seconds

200,,yards in 22 seconds

300 yards in 36 sec6nds

400 yards in 52 seconds

500 yards in 70 'seconds

600 yards in 90 seconds

diff. of

diff. of

diff. of

of

diff. of

12

14

16

18

20

sec.

sec.

sec.

sec.

sec.

diff. of

diff. of

diff. of

diff. of

2

2

2

2

72

sec.

sec.

sec.

sec.



The Warning pertaining to too little data for extrapolation is important.

Using two terms, such as 2 and 4, is dangerous. Two such terms can lead.to

all kinds of third-terms.

The use of the log tables was just to illustrate that extrapolation can

at times be involved and might lead to misconceptions. The log ox 600 is

2.77815.

Chapter 5, Section 5.6, covers the subject of extrapolation and inter-

polation more completely.

Exercise 4-7

.
Solutions to Problems 1 through 12 in this exercise are based on data

in the itIdentes tables (Table 4-3a), and answers will vary.

13. What dbes your graph illustrate as an answer to our original question,

"Does exercise'cause fatigue and does one recoyer quickly?"

swer: The graph should show that exercise does cause fatigue and

rest gives some recovery.

14. Did you "recover" fully:in the 30-second'rest period?

Answer: Most of the students should not recover fully (achieve the same

number in the fourth time period as in the first) if they did the

exercise conscientiously.

15. What differences, if any, were apparent in the right and left hands?

How do you account for 'the differences?

Answer: The hand that is used most might show less fatigue. However,

many factors might influence results: carelessness, ambidexterity,

much practice at the piano, etc.

- 16.1 How might a physical therapist use data of this Itind to be able to

better help his patient? Class discussion.

Answer: Various exercises exert different muscles. A physical 'therapist

uses his knowledge of physiology to suggest activities which will

I.strengthen the piper muscles.

.111. Could you "feel" *here the muscles were located that contracted to Close
k
Ithe fingers? Open them?

Answer: The muscles which contract to close the fingers are located on

the palm side of the forearm. Those that open the fingers, on the back

side of the forearm. In this exercise muscles up to the shoulder are

used, so some students may complain Jf tiredness in the upper arm.

1
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18. If class time permits, or at home, "re -4o" the experiment, except do not

stop until you have completed six or more consecutive 30-second intervals.

Graph your results in another color on your present graph.

The suggestion that the experiment be repeated without a rest interval

.can be done at the teacher's discretion. Some will undoubtedly try at,home.

It would tend to lend credence to extrapolation.

4.8 A Histogram

This is a concept hard to define with simple words but not too difficult

to use.

To avoid embarrassment, you may desire to have each strident write his

"loss on a slip of paper. If this is not a problem, they may be read out

loud in the class by each student.

A histogram made of a large quantity of data will approximate a normal

distribution. One class may not offer enough different bits of information.

Data from several classes could be combined.

If the class tends toward several distinct occurreAces,Th second histo-

gram may be constructed, based on smaller counts on the horizontal reference

line. When a large number of students fall within the range 15 to 20, for

instance, the units may be as shown in Figure 4-8a below.

Number

of

Events

15 16 17 18 19, 20

of loss

Figure 4-8a

%

i 1

f .

An example of a histogram made from combined data may appear as the one

Below (Figure 4-8b), whe-,:e data from 14 individuals is entered. The percent

of students showing the same range of percent of losa is written at the top

of each frequency.
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If many problems are to be done with the same division, then the use of e

reciprocal will aid in the computation. Books of instruction accompanying

calculators will suggest such a process. Some of the electronic computers
. i

change divisi n problems into multiplication problemf by the use of

reciprocals.
I

Percent of Fatigue

An easy way for

top of each rangin

number of students.

studenti is entered,

Figure 4-8b

students to find the percentages to be written

the histogram is to find the reciprocal of the

Using our example (Figure 4-8b), in which data

we will find the reciprocal of 14. Then lit =

1 X :071 = 7%

2 X .071 = 14%

3 x .071 = 21%

4 x .071 ='29%.

at the

tote]

from 14

0.071, so

Additional de-Vi for a class histogram canbs found in Chapter 2. The

students were requested to Save thei.4' data which will now mate another

activity histogram
(Reach

'Height'

4.9* Optional Activity - Exercise and Pulse Rate

Here an attempt is Made to show the nature of the statement of a scien-
i

tific problem. Students (and other inexperienced questioners) are often

prone to stating a quelv.iOn in such a sly that it isInearly impossible to

answer.
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Breathing rate would be more difficult because the students often try

very hard to control the breathing, thus decreasing the validity of the data.

Since this has been suggested as an optional exercise, the teacher max

wish to do this as a class demonstration, using two or three studente*oniy

and recording the data on the'board.

There may be some question in regard to all students participating if

there is any possibility that there are heart problems or other physical

restrictions. It is suggested that the teacher check with the school nurse

to be safe. If possible, invite the school nurse to the classroom for in-

struction in pulse taking.

It is also suggested that boxes or platforms of step height be used if

the entire class (including girls) isbt( darticipate. The rate should return

to nearly normal in two minutes.

Ong suggestion--on the day before the activity request the girls to wee:,

full skirts the following day.

Exercise 4-9

Questions 1 through 6 will depend on individual data.

The anver.to Question 7 will be folind in Section 4.4 in the text.

Questions 8 through 11 will depend on individual data.

Questions 12 and 13 depend on class data.

14. Could you say then that the normal rate of increase is known? Why?

Answer; No, "normal" would depend upon a much larger sampling and would

be determined by standardized procedures,mage, sex, weight, height,

metabolic rate, etc.

(1;



ir Sample Test Items

1. In the following set of numbers vnat is the mean?

Answers

(1, 1, 1, 12, 4, 5, 7) 3

2. In the set (4, 9, 8. 9, 5, 1, 2,?) what is the mean? 5

3. In the set (9, 5,11, 12, 4, 3, 13, 1, 8) what is the

median?' 8

4. Find the mean, median, and mode of the following set mean 7

of numbers: (1, 1,3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 11, 11, 13)
median
mode

7
11

S.. What 1s the mn/le of the eet in Problem 1? 1

6. What is the median of the set in Problem 2?
2

7. A junior high school math teacher had 186 pupils in his

classes. The semester grades were 22 A's, 37 B's, .

k.*

-74 C's, 38 D's, 15 F's. Find to the nearest tenth of a

percent the percent of grades that were B's.

8. Given the set of numbers (2, 4, 6, 8, 10 ...),

extrapolate for the 8th term.

9. Given the set of numberd (1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21 ...),

extrapolate for the 9th term.

10. Given the set of numbers (... 18, 21, 24, 27), extrapolate

for the term just before 18.

11. Given the set (5, 14, 9, 8, 12, 3, 4, 15, 2, 7, 9, 5,

12, 7, 10), 45% of the mean is 3.6; the mode is 7.

What numtiers are represented by A and B in the s t?

Construct a. histaram to represent the following data.

Two hexahedrons (dice) were rolled 100 times. The

sums were noted as follows:

77 9 0

19.9%

16

34

15

3,7
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Consider the following group of students:

Student Hair Color

Barbara black

Mary 'blond

Harry blond

Betty brown

David brown

29. What percent are boys?

. 30. ,What percent of the girls have black hair?

31. The' population of a city was 53,000 in 1956. In 1965 its

population was 113,000; what percent as this of the.1956

population?

20%

213%

.32.- If the town mentioned in the last problem had a population

of 104,000 in 1970, what percent would this be of the 1965

. population? 92%

7

r-4J-'0a..;,;:4-41.,,;,.13.,....,,,,,,,,,_.:,,.-,.-,,,-,..',,:,...
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Chapter 5

YEAST METABOLISM: LINEAR' GRAPHING, CURVE FITTING,.

EXTRAPOLATION AND INTERPOLATION, VOLUME OF A CYLINDER

Teacher's Commentary

5.1 Introductidn

An attempt is being made here to point out the unifying biological

themes that are be .g used for these activities: natural variation, growth,

metabolism, 244221stion to environment, and the similarities in all living

things (unity )'.

There are, of covcse, many examples which teachers can glean from

§tudentst experiences which will recall to them the body's requirement fo

faster heartbeat and deeper breathing after strenuous exercise.

The questions are simply for speculation and to leadthe,,thinking into

the; difficulties inherent in answering some of the questions to which one

might want the answers.

5.2 What is Respiration?

The teacher may wish to clarify for the student the twL use of the term

1222112112E. The common unage, i.e., artificial respiration, respiration

rate, refers to what is in this chapter called breathing. The oiochemical

4nterpretation of the term-- oxidation of food (usually carbohydrate) to

release energy, Carbon dioxide, and water ix the the interpretation

that is being used here. This is a further emphasie on tne unity of pattern

in living things.

Students might ask:

1. How do insects 'reathe? They have small openings a, the sides of the

abdomen, called spiracles. These lead into tubules c penetrate to

all parts of the body.

2. Spiders have "book lungs," leaf-like structures which ol' °er a large

surface area to the atmosphere. *

3. Many'water-living organisms have gills, which strain the water, removing

the dissolved oxygen (not from the H2O molecule). This is why

81
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goldfish, etc., need a fairly large surface area in the bowl.

4: Tadpoles have gills; frogs and toads have lungs; hence amphibia.

5. Whales and other water mammals must surface occasionally to breathe

air.

6. Simple birds (which have a very high rate of metabolism) have an extremely

fast breathing rate as well as heartbeat.

7. In general, thasEaller the animal, the higher the metabolic rate.

Anaerobicoxganioms (those that live in the absences are for

the most part microscopic, since this is a relatively inefficient way of

producing energy. However, all cells are capable of 'temporary anaerobic

existence. The process described in the text is often called the "oxygen

debt." There are many degrees of existence varying from the higher verte-

- --..-

brates, which are quite aerobic (the, central nervous system suffers quickly

frOM'oxygen attack), to completely anaerobic organisms, such as some para-

sitic protozoans (one-celled animals) and certain types of bacteria. Clos-

tridium botulinum is a bacteria,which cannot metabolize in oXygen and,

incidentally, is the cause of the infamous food poisoning "Botulism." Yeast

is an example of an organism which can live well in either circumstance. If

held under anaerobic conditions, it utilizes sugar to produce alcohol and

carbon dioxide. When oxygen is available, it oxidizes the alcohol completely

to 'Carbon dioxide and water.

5.3 Activity - Measuring Yeast Metabolism

Materials needed:

1. Disposable plastic aTinges (without needles) one peer team. These

are usually available from your family doctor or a nearby h

if they have a clear undelatanding of your purpose. If ava

the 12 ml. syringe is far preferable to use than a smaller

spitali

lab16,,

ne..

2. Clear plastic tubing to fit the syringe nozzle tightly. Intravenous

(I. V.) tubing is also usually readily available from hospitals, if

one talks diplomatically to the nurses. Most'''. V. tubing comes

with rubber fittings which can b2 adjusted to fit the nozzle.

Aquarium tubing may also fit. You will need approximately 18

inches for each team.

3. l'-inch plastic millimeter ruler, preferably with a groove down the

center. This could be improvised, of couTse.

82
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4. Yeast, either dry or cake. Mix the yeast culture by adding approx1.
1 1

mately package or cake of yeast) and cup of ordinary

sugar to about 2 cups of warm water.

This should be done at least 20 minutes before the first class,

to give the yeast time to become active.

This,culture should last all day, although afternoon readings may

be slower, in spite of somewhat higher temperatures.

5. Sugar -- ordinary table sugar (22- cup).

Food coloring. Red is easily visible. Add 2 or 3 drops to 3 or 4

drops of water.

7. Transparent tape or masking tape.

8. Block with white paper. The purpose of this is to allow manipula-

tions (connecting and disconnecting) of the tubing and syringe

nozzle. Any improvised gadget will work.

White paper--two reasons.

a. Attachment for tape to anchor the apparatus in place.

b. Visibility of drop and rules' markings.

9. Clock or watch for measuring one-minue intervalb.

Procedure

It might be wise to have the students prepare their tables in advance,

perhaps as a homework activity,,,

1. The teacher may find ienedirable.to set up the apparatus for each

team before class to save time. Certainly ell nozzle-tubing con-

ne ions should be checked before issuing.

2. You may also wish to premix the dye and: rovide it in separ to

sma 1 vials or bottles, along with the caps from milk canto s

3:4-5 Partly fill (less than half full) the syringe with yeast cu ture.

You may wish to do this and have it taped to the block befo e

class starts.

6. .This will have to be done by the stUdents; as action should begin

immediately after, attachment.

If ithe drop does not move?, the usuL.explanaiion is a "1,2ak" somq-

wh-ere for gas to excape. Check fittings. If not fittings, yeast

may be stale.
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Also check for ady blockage that might have inadvertently occurred.

7. It is conceivable that the drop could move so fast you would have

to cut-the time to 30-second intervals.

Temperature variation. Yeast should metabolize faster as the temperature

risesroughly twice as fast with each%10° C. increase. There is, of co..irs,.,

a top limit when the yeast would slow then die.

The reason for a second reading (even a third if you can manage the

time) is explained in the text (See Section 5.5.)

Answers to Questions

The moving drop can ,Ice explained only by gas production. however, if

by chance the apparatus slopes downhill; the students, might suggest this

interpretation. Fo, this reason, the apparatus should be level, if not

slanted slightly uphill.

The students are asked later in the chapter to calculate how much as

isproduced per minute. At this time, the teacher should encourage them to

tnink through for themselves possible methods of doing this.

The graph should show a linear rate. This is the major reason for work-

ing with this activity. (See graphs at end of chapter.)

5.4 Graphing the Data

This type of experiment is done to illustrete a physical phenomenon

which gives definite points of reading and yet generates a line. The concept

of, points beiwee points to justify a line is not completely valid of course.

A infinite numb4r cf points so placed would still leave gaps for other
I

ants, but the concept of density establiOes the notion of a line. The

r adings are themselves not exact because ihe ''rop of liquid was moving

( enerating a line) all of the time.
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5.5 Curve Fitting

Many students will be familiar with Zeno's Paradox, but it is introduced

here anyway because of its loose analogous reference to points of time re-

lated to space. If a student believes the paradox, then he must believe that

the man in front in any race will win, regardless of the speed of the other

contestants.

To refute the paradox, it is a good idea to introduce a time factor. If

Achilles can run 1000 yards in, say, 5 minutes, then the tortoise can run

100 yards in 5 minutes. At the end of 10 minutes, Achilles will have run

2000 yards, the tortoise, 200 yards, and Achilles will be 800 yards ahead.

If a student wonders "where" Achilles catches up, you might use this

simple algebraic solution.
.

Since they start at the same time and we "stop" them when Achilles

catches up, each, runs the same length of time. Thus, t = t. If the tortoise

goes x yards before being caught, then whatever "x" is, Achilles runs

x 1000 yards. Putting this information into a table, we ,have:

Achilles _Tortoise

rate 1000 yards per
unit of time

100 yards per
same unit of time

time t = t

distance x-4- 1000 yards x yards

If d = rt, then t = . For each case the relation would be:

Achilles:
x +1000

1000
- ; Tortoise:

100
= t;

but the times are the same. Thus, equating the equations, we have one equa-

tion With one unknown.

x +,1000
1000 100

1000(x + 1000) x(1000)

1000 100

x + 1000 = 10 x Simplify

1000 = 9 x

Multiply both sides by 1000

1000

9

111.1111

Combine terms

= x Divide both sides by 9

86
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When Tortoise

He catches the tort

s A$ 111.111 yards, Achilles runs .1-4 1111.111 yards, and

The curve fitting for the graph is just to be a graphical notion of what

we all do anyway. We tend to fit things into patterns. Our points appear

as a pattern in this gilit$11. The "curve" is just to graphically finalize the

pattern. You might e(plain there are several very involved formulas to use

in curve fitting.* These require a knoWledge of math beyond the scope of this

grade level.

,

5.6 Interpolation and Extrapolation

Prior to this chapter the students have been asked to do some informal

extrapolation. The method of proportional parts for interpolation and extrapo-

lationispresentedinthivsectioi. A second method uses observation'of the!,

plotted points to estimate the best position of the line:-

interpolation by proportional parts is a good drill exercise in the use

of proportion for a practical purpose. A set of math tables will furnish

you with large amounts,of data. Miny tables are not linear and thus if you

call for too great extrapolation, the errcr will be considerable. Math

tables often include a section on proportional parts to aid in the interpo-

lation.

If possible, give your students other opportunities to interpolate. As

they advance through school, they will have many more occasions to use the

knowledge.

ExerLse 5-6a

From Figure 5-6b and line B, answer the following:

1. A width 40 mm. would give an expected length of 48 11311.

2. Find thei ..expected length for a leaf width of 15 mm. -.. 20 Han.

3. If the width is 45 mm., the expected length would be ^-',... 54 nu.

4. If the length is 45 mm., the expected width would be A^-,.. 3. IIIIII .

5. Where does rine B intersect the axis? 3

6. What world be the mathematical interpolation of your answer

to Problem 5?

A leaf with a length of mm. would have a width of zero mm.
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ti§uld the information you have about biology help you to justify your,

Problem
/

-Why? .
..

Yes. It can't happen. Any leaf would have some length and width!

Exercise 5-61a

'(Expanded solutions on the ,following page)

Use the data from the following table to answer the questions in this exercise.

First Term Second Terffi

10 100

20 201

30 ,303

4o 4o6

5o 510

6o 615

70 721,

80 828

go 936

100 1046

1. What would be the second term for the ordered p-.r (30, ?)? 303

2. What would be the first term for the order01 pair (?, 721)? , 70

3. Find the second term for the first term of 45. 458

4. Find a second term for the ordered pair of (63, ?) \ 647

5. Find the second term for a first term of 87.

6. Find the first term for a second termof 252.

7. Find the first term for a second term of 980.

8. The first
i

term is 110. Find the second term.

9. The first term is 103. 1Lnd the second term.

10. The second term is 836. Find the first term.

EXp'and solutions to the preceding exercise (5-61a).

1. 303

2, 70

3. '458
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Second term

510 x = 52; add 52 406 =

t

x = 31.8 or

x = 75.6 or

32; 615 + 32 = 647%

76; 828 76 = 904.

252 is between 201 and 303.

20 and 30.

First term

re-20-0i

110

Thus, the first term is between

Second term

r 201
192 252.J1

303

51

10 102
x = 5; First term is 20 + 5

936----1

44

110 980

10x = 2200; x = 220

936 220 = 1156.

10

13 lOOJ x

L_..?

x 44

Ij. 1TU ;

90 + 4 = 94.

10 10' 771' x = 143; 936 143 .= 1079.



x 8
x .7 1; 8o + 81.

ixercise 5-61b
-77--

1. If the conditIon of your experiment did not change, how far would you

expect the mark in the tube to advance by the eLd of one hour? (Pretend

the tube is of sufficient length.)

'Answer: Depends on student data.

2. Under the same conditions as in Problem 1, what distance could you an-

ticipate-by the ehd of'one week? _ _____ -

Answer: Depends on student data.

3. Given a tube of infinite length, do you think the action shown in'your
.

experiment would continue for one hour?; One week? One month? 'One

year? Why? 'Can be uied as a discussion Eation.
1

Answer: Under room conditions, certainly an hour. Action would probably

cease prior to one week. Typical population explosion problem.' Over-

crowding uses up food supply, etc.

4. Below is a graph of data gathered in a wick experiment. A strip of

chromat raphy paper was calibrated.in centimeters, dipped in a Jar of

water, nd time readings were taken as the water moved up each centimeter

of
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1 2 3f 5

Distance in cm.

(A) Each small square on the d-axis represents-what part of a centimeter?,

Answer: .2 cm.

.(.B) How far did the water move in the first minute? (Give answer in

tenths of a centimeter.)

Answer: About 3.2 cm.

(C) How far did the water move in the first 20 seconds?

Answer: About 2 cm.

(D) How 12n did it take the water to move up to the 5-centimeter mark?

Answer: About 170 seconds.

(E), How long did it take the water to move up 2-2 centimeters?

(F)

Answer: About 35 seconds:

The smooth curve in this graph indicates a continuous functinn.

What does this mean to you regarding vales in betWeen circled

points?

Answer:, The movement of the water up the,''w-lck was a continuous

action, so'all points on the graph line are meaningful.
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This section is included to serve as a review in calculating volumes.

,The-,methad-,-of- calculating the volume-of the rectangular solid is -used to

out the fact that volumes can be calculated using measurements of length

if the units are multiplied to result in units cubed. It is often confUsing
. a ,

. to pupils to talk of cubic centimeters (cc or cm-
.A

) and milliliters as both
. , . c

. .being a 4Rapnre of volume. When tapacities are discussed, it should be
. ,

pointed out that a cylinder such as a tube has a capacity determined by the
.../-

internal .diameter (I,D.), and care shOuld be taken in these measurements.
. .

It is easier to measure the outside diameter (0.D.), and this often turns out

to e,,the measurement taken.

Exercise 5 -7Th

1. Find the volume of a rectangular object that is 4 cm. 'vide, 8 cm. long

and 2 cm. high.

Answer: 64 cm3

2. Given a bottle with flat sides (planes)) a aquae base, and the inside

edges Of the base 1 cm.,' what would be the va ume of livid when

filled to a, depth of:

(A) 1 cm. Answer: 1 am

(B) 2 cm. Answer:. 2 cm3

(C) 4 cm. Answer: 4 cm3

3. Given another bottle with flat sides but with a square base of 2 cm.

on each internal edge, what would be the volume or liquid when filled

to a depth of:

(A) 1 cm. Answer: 4 cm3,

(B) 3 cm. Answer: 12 cm3

(C) 1 em. Answer: 2 cm3
2
1

(D) 2 cm. Answer: 10 cm3
2

4. Given a metal box (parallelopiped), rectangular base with -internal

.measurements of 4 cm. for'length, 2 cm. for width, and 25 cm.

what would be the volume of liquid when filled to a depth oft

(A) 1 cm.

(B) 2 cm.

(C) 5 cm,

(D) 25 cm.

Answer: 8 cm3

Answer: 16 cm3

Answer: 40 cm3

Answer: 200 cm3

high,
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Exercise 5272 *,=.4
A. 0 ''',':)

, ,,, i I 1 '
: Iriforination ig given for five right cylinders. The letters r and h ,

. , ,..=.-

.rethecieasures of the radius of the circular base,and the height of ...

. the .eylinder respectively. Using 3.1 as an approximation for A ,
--finii:'the%/.#olunie of each cytinder. .

The nuierical answers obtea-ded when cOmputing volumes,of '
cylinaers sometimes appear more precise than the indicated .....- . -,.;,..

accuracy of the al tiIal measurements world,justilsy. It 4
, is'-±easonable-to-'round some of the answers. I

.... 1';',,

Cjlinder Radius (r) -- freight (h) Volume

. . A 4 ih. 8 in. 400 in3

Answer':' V ^.1 3.1 x 42 x 8., 9.- 396.8 in3 400 in3

) ?' B = . 8 ft. 4 4 ft. . 790 ft3

Answer: V 3.1 x '82 x 4 =4 793.6 ft37z 790 ft3 4,,

-- -,:1
- _II
. .'$

C 10 cm. 3o cm. 9300 cM3

-,M
Answer: V z 3.1 x 102 x 30 P.'. 900 cm"

a

(D) D 7 yd. 25 yd. 47$ 3800 yd3

Answer: V 3.1- x 72 x 25 3937.5yd3 = 3800 yd3...

(E) E 12 in. 12 in. 546o in3,.or 3.1 ft3.

Answer: V ::: 3.1'x 122 X 12 ::-.... 5356.8 1 n3 z 5400 in3

. Pind the volumes of the right cylinders shown here. Thedimensions given

are the radius and the height of each cylinder. The figures are not
'drawn to scale. (Use T: = 3.1.) .

t'$
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a
about 37 cu in

0

a

151. (a),

'about 40 cu ft

-, about 186 cu ft

25
ft

about 232 cu in O'r'about__0.13 cu ft

r

about,4464 Cu yds

5: A ;i1o._(with

How many cubic

A 3.14.

flat top) 1530 feet high and t& inside radius is 6 feet,

feet of grain will it hold? (What is the volumeg Use

Answer: V 3391'.2 Cu. ft.

4. A cylindrical water tank is 8 feet high.

its base is 1 foot. Find the volume (in

The diamet1er (not radius)\

cubic feet of water which It

can hold. Leave your answer in terms of A. If yo use 3.1 as an

appiblamation for A, what is your answer to the nearest (whole) cnbic

Answer: Volume is eh cu. ft., 6 cu. ft. /
5. There are about 72. gallons in a cubic foot of water,' About how many

gall'ons' will the tank.of'Problem 4 Lid?

Answer: ft 47

6. Finathe amount

,length of pipe

Use A

a plane

Answer:

gallons (or 45 gallons if comgited frOm 6 cu.'ft.)

of water (volume in cubic inches) which a 100-foot

will hold if the,itside radius of a cross-section is 1 inch.

3.14. (A cross;s6ction is the intersection of the solid and

parallel to theplanes of the bases and between them.)
.

V g$s,3768, or volume is about 3770 Cu. in.

914

1
4.J 1.1

et.

cross-
section

I



.."'77.01,71737777777777,
1

.

i

P.F. A min walked one mile south, then one mile east, another one mile
-,', . ,

;north, and found he had returned to his starting point. Where did he start
. .

''irhelyan.south of the equator?

Anawer: :Many students would say the North Pole. This is .one starting point

but not south of the equator. Actually there is an infinite number of,start.:

ing points. They all lie on a circle near the South Pole. There is a circu-
: =

lar path aro the world exactly one mile long (-g3 It- of a mile north of

the
..

Pole). If the man started one mile north of this path then he
.,

.

/- calif:1 walk ohe mile south, one mile st (takkpis hiMaround the 'world), and
7, -..,-t.

one mile north returning him to his starting pant. 40

I- .

'5.13 Volume of Gas Produced 121 Yeast Activity

The data and, questions asked in this section are all based upon an

actual experiment. It is used here just prior to asking the students to

compute volumes in their on experiment. One experiment (done by a biology

instructor) used the following equipment:_

Total capacity of syringes = 12 cubic 'csntimeters (cc)

Diameter (inside measure) of tubing =3 mm.

When started, the -syringe contained 5 cc of liquid and

7 cc of gas (air).

' If the tube is a cylinder with a diameter of 3 mm., what is the area of the
2

base of sucho cylinder? .

How many mm3 are needed to make 1 cm3 ?

If you poured 1 cm3 of liquid into a/ tube of diameter

length would the tube be filled? i

Solving for height in the formula V = nr
2
h, we have

1000 mm3 = 3.14 x 1.5 x h

Answer:

Answer: 1000

3 mm., to what

Answer: 141 mm.

1000 = 3.14 x 2.25 x h

1000 = 7.06 h

141 h

Exercise 5-8a

Using the data snown above and Figure 5-8, answer the following questions.
0

1. The length of tubing from the syringe to the_bubble (drop of liquid)

was 10 cm. What Is the volume of gas (air) in the tubing (answer in

cubic wm.)?

95
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Answ f 10 cm. = 100 mm. a of base was 7,mm. Thus, 700 mm

/
/The.,olume of air in the syringe was 7 cc. Express this as mm3.

Anwer: Volume of air in .the syringe was::-/ cc. = 7000 mm3

What is the total volume of gas at the time the experiment started?

Answer: Total volume of air at the, start of the experiment = 700 +
-

;

7000 = 7700 mm3.

4. goy much gas (in cubic mm) was produced' during the first minute?

Answer: Gas produced in one minute equals the difference between-iiiro--"-

reading and the first minute or 16 mm. of distance (from graph).

Haing V = vr2h, then

V P.; 3.14 x 1.52 X 16

V 3.14'x 2.25 x 16 113 mm3

40'

5% How, much gas was produced/by the end of 2 minutes?

Answer: Gas ducedi in 2 minutes = 36 mm. - 8 mm. .4; 28 mm.

2 '1

V = h

V 3.14 x 2..25 x 28

198 rnm3

6. At the end of the experiment, how much gas (in cubic mm.) has been

produced? 0,

Answer: Total gas produced = 158 mm..- 8 mm1. = 150 mm.

V = rrr2h

V 3.14 x 2.25 x 150 z 1060 mm3.

a.

7. What is the total volume of gas in the system at the end of the experiment?

Answer: Total volume of gas in system = original gas produced gas =

. 7500 + 1060 = 8560' mm3

8. The volume of liquid (expressed in cubic mm.) in our syringe was ?

Answer: Volume1of liquid in syringe was 5 cc. = 5000 mm

9. What is the ratio of volume of liquid to gas produced in 10 minutes?

Answer:
Ratio:

volume of liquid 5000

gas produced 160 "' 4'7

10. If tin, liquid continued to produce gas at the same rate, in how many

minutes would the volume of gas produced equal the volume Of liquid?

I
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Answer: 'A proportion would work well here:
5000 x--
1060 = TO"

rt, 7

If 1060 mm3 'in 10 minutes, then 5000 mm3 in "e minutdb. We have
x1

.already found that
5CCO
1060

4.7; therefore, 4.7 = yo-

:. x ,r-'41 47 minutes. ,

---

. TheoretiCally, _how much as would be produced in our system in 1 hour?

Answer: In one hour the gas produced would be 6 .times.as much as

10 minutes or 1066 x 6 = 6360 mm3.
,

12: _Gangbusters: At the same rate how much gas would be produced in one

year (365 days)? Express your answer in scientific notation and in terms

of cubic,millimeters to two significantdigits.

Ammer:. Gas produced in 365 days would be equal to gas produced in

1 hour. x '24. hours Ix. 365 days,

6360 X 24 X 365 N 55,713 56 million.

(Rendud students of significant digits.)

Answel. in scientific notation: 5.6 X 107 mm3..

13. Express your answer to Problem 12 without scientific notation in cubic
.4',

,meteis.

Answer: 1;000,000 mm3 1 m
3

;

:thus, 5.6 X 107 = 56 x 106 and 106 = 1 million;

therefore, 56 m3.

14. ,Now, go bick to Sections-5.2 and 5.7, first paragraphs, and review the

information given there. Assuming that 20-per cent of the air in the

syringe Was oxygen, at what theoretical point in the generation of

CO
2
by the yeast did respiration cease and fermentation begin?

Answer: Point of time when respiration ceased and- fermentation began

4: would be when the theoretical supply of oxygen was used up. If oxygen

. is 20 per cent of the volume of airthen 20 per cent of 7044=3

1400 mm3. A proportion wou.4 show that if 1060 mm3 was produced in

1.0\minutes, then 1400 mm3 was produced in x minutes.

1060 13.2 minutes

1

Exercise 5 -8b
--=----

The students are asked to use their own equipment and data to answer

these questions. The answers will vary but should be recognize

i

as reasonable

by theetudents.

1. - 7., Depend on student data.
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8. -Oxygen consumption should be approximately equivalent to carbon dioxide

production.

Sample Test Items

Chapter 5

Matching

(d) 1. does not contain chlorophyl a) respiration

(f) 2. without oxygen b) gr2h

(g) 3. data batween two known amounts c) photosynthesis

(j) 4. volume of a rectangular prism d) yeast

(b) 5. ,volude of a cylinder e) aerobically

(h) 6. data beyond a known amount anaerobically

(c) 7. releases oxygen into the air ',g) interpolation

(a) 8. taking in oxygen and giving

off carbon dioxide

h) extrapolation

-(e) 9. with oxygen i) 3.56 cm3

(i ) 10. mn3 j) 1 w h

Use the data from the following table to answer Questions 11 through 15.

First term

5

15

25

35

45'

.55

65-

75

85

95

Second term

100

151

203

256

310

365-

431

488

546

605

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

What would be the second term for

the ordered pair (15,151)2

What would be the first term for

the ordered pair (75,488)2

Find the second term for a first

termof 40. 283'

Find the second term for the

ordered pair (63,534.4)

Find the second term for the first

term of 91. 581.4

A round bottle has the base area of 6.84 cm2. What would be the volume

if it were filled to the following heights:

Answer: (correct number- 14 cm3

Of significant digits)
24 cm3 or

24,000 ram

16. 2.0 cm.

17. 35 mm.

18. 1.00 dm.

98
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19. 2.50 cm.

:,20. 45.000 mm.

I4

Multiple choice

17.1 cm3

30.1 cm
3

or 30,100 m=3

21. How many square decimeters are there in 13 square meters? .

a. 130 b. 1300 c. 13,000, .. 130,000 e. none of these

22. How many cubic decimeters are thern 13 cubic meters?

a.. 130 b. 1300 c. 13,000 d. 130,000 e. none of these

23. What is the volume of a rectangular box
4.3

centimeters long,

3.0 decimeters wide, and 120 millimeters high?

24. What is the volume of a cylinder 12 decimeters high with

a diameter of 10 decimeters? (n 3.14)

99
1

Answer

b

c

21150 cm
3

940 dm3
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Chapter 6 1-4

GROWTH OF MOLD:

RECTANGULAR COORDINATES, ESTIMATION OF AREA

Teacher's Commentary

6.1 Introduction

This third major biological concept which was briefly alluded to in Chap-

ter -2-is here more fully developed, flfzithe resulting graphs should be quite

characteristic. If growth can be measured early enough and late enough ip life

of tht.orgah (such as heart, liver, brain, etc.), organism (total Living thing),
4,,

?

or population, then three phases should be evident in the final graph:

(1) The is a phase, illustrating a slow start, a period of cell or organism

adjustment.

(2) The grand phaie or exponential phase, where the cells are multiplying ex-

ponentially (1 cell-divides into 2, the 2 divide into 4-- 8-- 16 - -32 --

64- -etc., becoming astronomical in number oefore limiting factors begin

to be felt), - and //

(3) The stationarz phase or senescence, a leveling off as a result of a com-

plicated set of limiting factors,-such as metabolism, regulation, food

supply, and relationships of the organisms with each other end with their

environment. -4

Students might ask how one isolates a qingle bacterium, thereby starting

a colony which acts precisely the same as any other population. A bacteriolo:-

gist may have several techniques of isolating a single bacterium. One of these.

is by a method called "streaking." The sterile needle is dipped into a culture

of bacteria, then drawn lightly across a petri dish containing sterile agar

growth medium in one direction three or four times, then across these streaks

perpendicularly several times, and again across the second set of streaks, thus

scattering the bacteria so that colt,.. ?.s arising from an individual bacterium

do result.

100
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individual colonies

should appear here.

.In reference to the story of rabblt44 in Australia, many "controls",

were tried. At first; the people tried herpng6m% together and bludgeoni2g

them to!death as is done in some plains estates to this day. This, however, was

found to be ineffective. Recently ecol ists have started introducing natural

_enemiesiof the rabbit, such as the Red Fox. But it wasn't until the fungus

disease' Coccidio mycosis was introduced that 'the rabbits were brought under

effectilve control.

Since there is little reliable data available on total world popu7

lation over a period of thousands of years, it is difficult to present this

with any mathematical certainty. However, there have been many broad state-,,,

ments Made. In the film Our Mr. Sun, produced by the Bell Telephone Company,

the statement is made that "one out of twenty of all tk people who ever lived
!

the world is alive today." It is from statementand estimates such as this,

as well as data similar to that provided at the end of this chapter that the

term i"population,explosion" is derived. The graph on population in the United

States from 1660 to 1960 is meant to be a climactic ending to the chapter,

so it is suggested the teacher does not refer the students to itjlt this point.

6.2 Coordinates

This section starts out with an informal introduction of identification

of pints in a plane. The idea to stress is that of a reference point and

reference lines. For this set of exercises, our reference lines will be at,

ri ht angles to each other (rectangular coordinates).

II
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Exercise 6-2

Answers will depend upon your classroom seating arrangement.

6.21-- Coordinates on a Line

Identify the terminology of number, coordinate, distance, and direction.

Rationals are used as the domain even though the students may pe aware of_

placing trrationals on the number line.

Ekercise 6-21

1. Draw a segment of a number line 6 inches in length. Mark off segments

of length one inch and place the origin at its midpoint. On the line'

locate the followi4points:

A(-1), B6), C(1), T(0), L(4, P(-2).

L

-3 -2 - o
2

2. ) In Problem 1, how far is it in inches between

and the point labeled L ?

r

(b) Between' P and B ?

(c) Between L and B ?

(d) From the origin to A ?

2 2 3
2

the pofht labled T
1 ,

1
E

,

2

1 "

3. Using a number line with 1 inch as the unit of length, mark the follow-
/.
'ing points:

s(6),-Dc- F(0), D(i).

D

3
-2

"If
-1

F

0 1 3 2 3

3

1Q2,
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If the line segment in Problem 3 were a highway and if it were drawn to

a scale of 1 inch representing 1 mile, how far in miles would it be

between these points on the highway:

(a) F and R ? 1 mile (b) D and E ? 3 miles

5.Drawanumberlineinaverticalinsteadofhorizontalposi.Mark

your number scale with positive numbers above the origin and negative

,nuMbers beloig the origin. Label points to correspond with the rational

numbers 0, 1, 20, -1, -2, -3, -4.

2

-3

Exercise 6-22

1. Given the following set of ordered pairs of rational numbers, locate the

points in the plane associated with these pairs.

((1+,1),,(1,0), (2,4), (4;4), (-1p-1), (-3;3), (4,-3), (-5,3)00,-5),

(-6,0), (0,1))

(24) (440

(-5,3)0 (_3:3)

(0,1)

-6,o) (1,0)

(-1:1)

0,-5)

1031 4 t()

,0



On scplared paper draw a pair of axes and label them-, Plot the points in

the following sets. Label each point With its coordinates. Use a dif-

ferent pair of axes for each set.

Set A'.= ((6,-3), (-7,-1), (-9,-7), (5,-1), (-8:10), (0,0),

(-1,-1), (4,3))

,Set B = ((1,1), (6,-5), (-3,-3), (4,-10, (.79,-6), (-8,0),

. (0,-5), (-2,-5))

(-7, -I) -1, -1

(a) Plot, the points in the following set.,

Set C = C(0,0), (-1,0), (-2,0), (+2,0), (-3,0), (+3,0), (+1,0)

1

"Nr

(b) Do all pf,the points named in Set C seem to lie on the same line?

Yes \

(c) What do'pu notice about the y-coordinate for each of the points?

(d) Are they any points on this line for which the y-coordinate is

different\from zero?

No \

104
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iollbWing set:

1'1(0AL (0; ''')/ (0,,2), (0, 400, 3), (0,72)1

"kr

,At I,

0

(1)) JDó all of the points named in Set D seem to lie

,

. Given the following ordered pairs of numbers, wri
\, )

Yes '
f;

'What do you. notice about the x-coordinate for each of he poinis?

,

/c;

,->/

on thei same line?

x =,0

(d) lire there any paints on this line or which

.different from zero?

No

1

Exercise 6-23a

the x-Coordinate is

0

9 the nuMber of the

quadrants if any in which you find the point,rePresented by

(A number without a sign ieunderstood to be a

each of

these ordered pairs.

sositive number.)

Ordered Pair Quadrant

Iv

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(3,5)

(1,-4)

(-4,4),

(-3,-1)

(8,6)

(7, -1)

(-3,-5)

(0,7)

2. (a) Both numbers of the ordered pair

The point is in ,Quadrant I

of coordinates are positive.

417



.Bpth,nuMbers of the ordered pair of coordinates are negative. The

'POintclazin Quadrant III .

.(g)\ The x-coordinate of an ortered pair is negative and the y-coordinate

is positive. The point.is in Quadrant 'II 4 .

The x-coordinate o4an ordered pair is positive and the y-qtoordinate

is negative. The point is in Quadrant IV .

(a) If the x-coordinate of an ordered pair is zero and the

is not zero, where does the point lie?

On the y -axis, but not at the origin.

.(b) If the x-coordinate of an ordered pair is not zero and

nate is Wheretdoes the point lie?

On the x -axis, but not'atthe\ori in..

.(c) If both coordinates of an ordered pair are zero, where

. located? ,

At the origin:

4
-;

.

4. Points. on either. the ,X-axis or the Y-axis

four quadrants. MhY'not?

y-coordinate

the y-cOordi

is the i4oirit'

1-,
do not lie in any of the'

The Quadrants are defined by the intersection of halt.:

which .do not contain the axes,. Hence, their intersection'dZes

not contain the axes.

Exercise 6-23b "

1. (a) Plot the points of set L = (A(2,1), 2(2,3)).

(b) Use a straightedge to join A to-.B. Extend line segment AB.

(c, Line AB seems to be'parallel to which axis!

i.of 8

(c) the Y-axis .



4K.

.4
.

16:iAil4=pointdof set M = (A(20), B(5,3)).

'Use a:Straightedge to join A to B. Ettend,line Segment AB.

ne, AZ seems to be parallel to which axis?

Plot the points of set N = P.(0,0). B(2,3)).

:Toin. A to B. Attend line Segment B.

Vs line .AB parallel to either axis?

(2,3

(o;d)

A 1

al

4. (a) Plot the points of set. P = (A(4,4), B(2,0)1.

(b) Join A to B. Extendline segment AB.

(c) Plot the points of set Q = (C(6,3),, D(0,1)).

(d) 'Join C to D. Extend line segment CD.

(e)' What is the intersection set of lines AB and CD ?

(c) the X-axis

k

(c) neither axis. AB

is an oblique

line.

(e) ((3,2))



( )--Plot"the points of set R ;((g0,b1), B(6,0), C(3,10) on the

coordinate plime.

(b) Use a straightedge to join A to' B, B to C, C to A.

(c) Is the triangle (1) scalene, (2) isoceles, or (3) equilateral?

. ,

(c)' isoceles

L

6. (a) Plot the points of set S = CA(2,1), B(-2,1), C(- 2, -3), D(2, -3)).

Usg a straightedge to join A to B, B to C, C to D, and D to I.

(c) Is the figure esqaare? Yes. ,
(d) Draw the'diagonalS of the figuresqs
(e) The coordinates of the"point of intersection of the diagonals seem

to be (0_, -I) .

( -2,1) 1 (2,1)

(0,0)
2

t

-3

(-2,-3) (2,-3

7. (a) Plot the points of set T = (A(2,1), B(3,3), C(-2,3), D(-3,1)).

(b) Use a straightedge to join A to B, B to C, C to. D,/and D to A.

(c) What is the name of the quadrilateral formed?

parallelogram

(d) Draw the diagonals of the quadrilateral ABCD. /
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te)- The coordinates of the point.df intersection of the diagonals seem
to be (0,2) .

,s

66.24 Additional Activity with Coo inates - "Living Coordinates"

The following demonstration can be used successfully to enhance and.
,7<e

reinforte ihe understanding of the coordinate system.

_ _

A preliminary introduction should be given first.. Section-672 in the
4

student text wnuld giVe such an introduction.

Living Coordinates involves every pupil in the entireslass in every

problem. Each pupil represents a point on a plane, identified bY an ordered

pair. He must be both attentive and knowledgeable to "stay alive" during this

exercise.

,Arrange the student chairs in rows and columns. Preferebly in an uneven
...

nuMber of rows ana columns, but since most math classes have 36-40 students,

anleven number of rows or columns is acceptable. See Figure 6-28,

Y

I

6----( 2 3)---( 1,3)(0,3)(1,3)(1,3) (3,3)

. ./. 1 / ,1,, 1,,1 /,,,,N 0101 l/1015t, 2,2)---% 1./ C /....( .../ c /*".i ./ / c
I I I I I I,

I---/ 2 1-0,-1,)- (2,)-(3, .
- 1- 1-1

I i II I1-X3 ( 2,0) ( 1,0)- (0,0) (110) -----C2,0)---(3,0) x

1

, 1

I
1 1 I

2----( 2, 1)---(-1,-1)---(0,-1}---(1,-1)-----(2,-1)--(3, -11

'1 e , I /1 % 1 / 1 % t 1 1l----( 2, P) ---k-1,-2}-- -0,-2, ---(1,-2) -=--k2,-2r--3,-2,
_

I

.

I I : 1

._- A B C D E F
.

Figure 6-2a

\'
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o
i _

&plain that the pkipi are a living ecordi*fe ayAem. Draw a diagram

similar to the:seating,chart ogkhe chalk board. Mark the cqordinates of'edch

seat (point) on the phalk board. Be sure each student knoXs what ordered par

he represents.

Bows and cOiumms are written ion the diagram for Purposes of identifying

the correct answer to you. Do not refer to them or write them on the chalk
0

board. If an answer needs to be identified to the class, point to the diagram

on the chalk board. The students should eackheve their own identifying or-,

dered paiwritten on a piece of paper and on their desk, They.will need to

refer k it frequently.

4

//-T!le demonstration consists solely.; in students standingas'a response to

specific questions. The are some sample questions of varying degrees

7f difficulty (not necessarily in order of degree of difficulty). die Ore sure

/the teacher will-thAnk of many more and better questions. -

Sample Questions

'(a)1. (a) All of the students in the first quadrant stand.

The sample coordinate system Iii Figure 6-2a shows these would be

(1,1)1 (1,2), (1,3), (2,1), (2,2), (2,3), (3,1), (3,21, (3,3), not'

those' on the axes.

(b) :t11 of the students in the second quadrant stand.

(c) All of the students in the third quadrant stand.

(d) All of the students in the fourth quadrant stand.

2. (a) The "Y"-axis stand.

These would be from (0,-2) to (013) including the origin (0,0).

(b) The "X"-axis stand.

These would be from (-2,0) to (3,0) including the origin (0,0).

3. i(a) Second and third quadrants stand.

Be sure those on the "X"-axis do not stand (Column 3).

' (b> Third and fodrth quadrants stand.

Watch out for those on the "Y"-axis .(Row C).

(c) First and fourth quadrants stand.

(d) First and second quadrants stead'.

'g 110;
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"X"-exis does not stand.

*)se whose abscissas and ordinates are equal. ,The abscissa is the first

term Of anordered pair; the ordinate is the second term.

A sldping'lAne through the origin from (-2,-2) to (3,3).

Be sure the "origin" stands.

All'irhose abscissas are 1 stand.

Straight Line,' Row- D from .(1,-2) to (1,3).
/.

6." Those whose abscissa is -1 stand.

464 B from :(-1,-2) to (-1,3).,
-

-7. . Thpse whose abscissa is 0.stand.

The "Y"-axis.'

,

8. Those with an ordinate of 2 tand.

Line parailel'to the "X"-axis, Column 5, .from (-2,2) to (3,2)%

9. All those with an ordinate of 3 stand.

A straight line parallel to the "X"-axis, (-2,3) to

10. Those with a negative abscissa stand.

All those left of the "Y"-axis, including part of the "X"-axis.

11.' Those with s positive ordinate stand.

All "above" the "X"-axis. Zero is neither positive nor negative, so the

12. All these whose ordinate is not negative stand.

All those "above" the "X"-axis and the "X"-axis, as zero is not negative.

13. Those whose abscissa and ordiaate have opposite signs stand.

Second and fourth quadrants.

11-1- (a) Allvith an abscissa of 3 stand and remain standing.

(b) All with an ordinate of -2 stand and remain standing.

(c) Those who meet both of thc' previous conditions be seated.

Only (3,-2) should sit down.

15. Those'vith an ordinate of +2 or -2 stand.

Two lines parallel to the "X"-axis (Columns 1 and 5 )



16. All whose sum of abscis a and ordinate is zero stand and remain standing

through instruction 18.

From ( -2,2) through origin to (2,-2).

. 17. All whose sum of abscissa and ordinate is a positive number stand and

remain standing through instruction 18.

A little hard to check; will include some on'the axes and some in

quadrants I, II, IV.

18. All whose sueof.abscissa and ordinate is a negative number stand.

The entire class should be Wafter 16, 17, and 18.

Ladies and gentlemen - be seeted.

19. Those students whose ordinate is less than 2 stand.

The front four columns should stand, last t.n columns have ordinates

greater than or equal to ( > ) 2.

20. Everyone whose abscissa is greater than 3 stand.

No one should stand.

21. All whose sum of abscissa and ordinate is'less than seven stand.

All should stand.

After &n introduction to linear equations and ihequalities (probably first

year algebra) many more living solutions may be graped: Intersections of

lines, and mathematical sentences which require whole regions, or the intersec-

tion of regions to respond. "And, or" situations may be called for also.

Activity - Growing Mold

Materials and Supplies

Aluminum pie or cake tin: approximately nine-inch diameter. One per

team. Students may be asked to bring one from home,

provided it does not have to be returned. At the

end of the exercise these should be disposed of.

Another source would be from a variety store:



1 and =2. The suggestion given in the student text for estimating the growth

of mold is based on the graph paPer having small space units. If "10 X 10

to the inch" paper is used, then each small square will equal one - one

hundredth of a square inch.

3. The data table form it. only a suggestion. Students may come up with a

form that they like better.

The following graph shows the results obtained during five days of growth
°

in an activity carried out according to the instructions text.
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Graph paper: Eight sheets per student plus two extra sheets per team.

The instructions! in the student text are for 10 X.10 to

the inch graph paper. If another kind is used instructions

will have to be altered to fit.

Gelatin: Colorless if possible, such as Knox. One package per

10 - 12 teams.
.

Bouillon, cubes: One cube per 10 -12 teams.

_Saran WI*: One roll.

' Rubber bands: One pep team (large enough to fit snugly around tin).

Marking or masking tape will also hold Saran wrap.

Procedure

1. Marking and cutting the graph paper to be placed in the bottom of the tin

should not be troublesome if directions in st...lent text are followed.

2. Preparation of gelatin-bouillon mix could be.done by one student for the

entire class. Notice instruction in'student text for cold water with

gelatin and hot water with bouillon. The only anticipated problem might

arise when the mix is prepared too far in advance. It sets rapidly. A

very thin layer of mix in each tin is sufficient. Just enough to moisten

the graph paper - pour excess back into container. When the layer is too

thick, reading of squares on the graph paper becomes difficult.

3. The word "contaminate" is used instead of,the term "inoculate" because of

the connotation associated with the latter. The growth medium is not

being inoculated with mold spores by hand and at specific points on the

Medium: but rather is being contaminated or polluted by random falling of '

spores from the air.

k. Mold growth will be most pronounced when the tins are stored in a dark

area and where the temperature is fairly uniform and warm.

5. It is recommended that the tins be prepared on Friday so that mold growth

will be apparent on Monday. This will give five successive days for

readings.
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' Sample Test Items.

1. What is one mathematical name for (2,3)? Answer: ordered pair or set
4 ;4r

2. 210 (2,3) and (3,2) represent the same
point in a plane? no

.

no
3. Would (3,1) Oid-(6,2) represent the

same point ox a plane?

4. What is the name the point which
the axes have in common?

-5. In-which quadrant is the point with
coordinates (9,7)?

'6:- In yhich quadrant .is the point with
docirdihates(5,-4)? iv

7.% Between which quadrants is the pdint'
with Coordinated -(4,0)?. II and III

,

8. .0n the number line how Many units
apart are 14 and 9? 5

9. On the number line how many units
apart are 11 and -7? 18

4

10. If a number line is horizontal, is,
13 to the left or right of 17?

The following problems require co-,
ordinate paper. Would suggest that
the test copy have the coordinates

on it. C

origin

J

left
r

11. On the axis prepared, plot and,
record the following points with
both their letter and coordination
(be neat).

10,11
Bil0,20) 0(-5,10)

E 5,-5)
In Figure A,

12. How many units long is segment AB?

13. Haw many units long is segment AC?

14. Which segment connecting any 2 of

our 5 points would pass through

the origin?

15. Which quadrant has the most points
marked?

20

-20

(-7,-7

10

15

AD

I

Z10

20E
(5,-5)

Figure A
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,-TXpt-the-lollowing sets of ordered pairs. After you have plotted each

;point.. connect it to the point you Plotted last with a line segment:

6 (16,6), ,(15,2)', (27,-1), (27,16), (-27,16), (-27,-1), (-15,2),

,06,6), (L10,6), (-10,0), (-21,-17), (-21,-23), (21,-23), ,(21,-17),
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Second Activity - Growth of Crystals

Some teachers May have used this samp type of solution in their ypUth

on coal or cinders. -The idea is not new. The authors can remember seeidg it

years ago. Several chemistst,' who were friends pf the authors, were con4acted

to determine the safety of its use. They-con,Cluded that the solution ,46ed in

the following sections is a chemical mixture and could be toxic, it taken in-

.ternallY. The growth which develops is u very complex substance believed to

be made up of very small crystals. This too could be toxic and care should be

taken and students cautioned that this material should not come in, contact with 4

The tolerance in the recipe appears to be considerable. No great care

need be taken in measuring. Bluing appears to be the "unknown" ingredient.

Our bluing bottle did not list the chemicals it contained. Acbrding to some

sources bluing is made frOM "Prussian Blue:"

4i4

/11
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The growth will also appear through the edges of the milk cartons.

-Therefore all production should be over paper covered counters cr plastid

topped counters. Pie tins serve well as protective containers of the "over-

flow."

The authors are sure that student ingenuity will discover many alter-

nate uses of the solution. Any porous substance seems to work. Even plastic

',Covered window Screen "wicked" the solution up.

2gg shells are porous. If an egg is %Down" (insides removed) and

filled with the
\

solution an interesting growth nay occur.

The entire activity came about for a need to show rapid growth. This

is of course not,living but it is a growth. Hopefully the student will devise

-other Methods of produCtion which can be measured.

- The following graph shows an area - time relationship of a growth as

described in 6.4.
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notice that very little mathem tics is included in this sectfon.

One reason' no easily measurable method of p uctiL was devised other than

the one.prepared in 6.4. Most math rooms do"ot have devices for weighing or

analyzing material's. One good justification for the activity - tremendous in-

. terest in the hourly and daily growth was expresded by other SMSG writers.

They visited the MALT office frequently to "see what was going'on." If students

want to,"get to their math classroom," just to see what has happened - if some

new enthusiasm for the math period can be generated - then the activity has

justified its existence.

You may decide to have various groups working on the different activi-

ties. As it is a growth do not expect any two experiments to come out the same.

Incandescent lamps will furnish 'heat to aid in the evaporation. A faii

would also aid evaporation but the air currents would probably disturb the

growth.

1.
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Chapter 7

.

SIZE OP CELLS AND kW-ABOLISH;

SURFACE AREA AR!) VOLDME

Teacher's Commentary

,
ThrOUghthe medium of ,the relationship between surface area and volume:,

,z.threada,OfMetibolism, unity, diversity and adaptation are here conilimed.

Ait2be4i4044tt4br'theteacher at this pan' to emphasize a situation

oa-nOt:Yetteen mentioned. It thouldbe obvious thatthehlological

oriation'iihich has been brought out so far has been presented. by necessity

-th-Veriylittle depth. The major biological threads which haVe been woven

*h.iOUgh,the'dhaiters, natural variation, adaptation andmetaboliam,,touh ,
,

)..i.iiiiii-404,three of the major areas of research in biological sciences today.

science has been said to be entering a period of explosive

deTeLlmmentand. breakthroughs comparable to that of atomic physics during the
,

of the century. Progress in molecular biology'during the past few

00,41beeil electriC. DNA (deoxyribo-nucleie acid); RNA (ribo-nualeic acid),

,.1141016hereditary code; ATP (adenosine.triPhosphate): and energy (for ce4

diviiion, protein synthesis, eto.); ecology (biological community relationships,

population itudiea, and wrld biome concepts); and genetics.(again DNA, "the

. Ode'of'life" and population genetics) are areas Under intensive risArch:

They are all so closely inierwovealthat it is impossible to actually separate'
t

-:40m _into categories as indicated above. They all hold so much promise tar

man: elimination of disease, increase of life span, maint nance of vigor into

years, creation of eome simple forms' of living th ngs, replacement of

',defective genes with sound ones, artificial photosynthesis, or even accelera-

of man's evolution.

The excitement of being on this threshold of dramatic and "earth-shaking"

events (even more important to man than the advent or atomic energy) has lured

MiWchemists and physicists into the field of biological research. Discussions

:o those topics have become more and more common in popular magazines such as

Idfe and Reader's Digest. Paperback books on the subject are becoming more and
--_,----

1 -

more plentiful at book stores and newsstands.
. ,

4

Since molecules peculiar and vital to life are throughoft the cell and are

in a constant, state- of "flux,",that,is, the whole cell is dynamic and. con-

r
%-, stantly changing, new materials must reach them constantly. The relationship

12:3,

I 3 ti



Iiii:t*en surface area and volume, then, becomes extremely important. If a

,sell becomes }larger than optimum, its metabolism sloms,,but usually the cell

divides into two before this state is reached. An elephant's cells are, the

same size as those of a mouse. He just has more of them.0 If the students

should bring up the ostrich egg (or any other egg), which is one cell--the

largest known in the 'rorld today--it is important, to point. out to them that

only an extremely minute portion of the egg ilaslive. The restll'stored food,

held there for the developing embryo. shall is porous--to

allay exchange of gases. A chick embryo will die if the shell is coated with

vaieline.

7.2'-ActiVity - Construction ofSolids
.

A regular polyhedron: the cube

The surface area - volume relationship of various sizeeCtibes will be used

later in the chapter. It is suggested that various sizes:be made (i.e., two or

three students each make one size, two or three each make another size, etc.)
,

so that comparative relationships and differences can be seen when a master

table is used for all data. Recommended measure for starting squares of paper

would be 22 in., 20 in., 18 to., 16 in., ... 4 in.
I

Tnper
,St

squares larger than

8 inches per side'can be cut from newspaper. A full double sheet is needed

for the larger squares. It is not anticipated that students will have diffi-

culty in actual folding of models. Students are asked-to,find a relationship

between the measure of an edge of the cube and aMeasure of an edge:Orthe

starting square of paper. They should discover that this relationsid.f'is

'1 to 4, the cube edge being of the edge of the square.
a

Exercise 7-2

Comprring Measures of a,Cube ,

This exercise is.included at this time to help students gain an apprec-

iation of the fact that the rate of decrease cf volume is considerably greater

than the rate of decrease of surface area as the size of the cube is decreased.

This relationship is finally to be compared to cell size and shape.

Complete the following table by filling in calculated values for the

question marks.
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Table 7-2

Surface Area and Volume of a Cube

Edge of
Cube.

(s)'

Surface Area
in square inches

Volume
in

cubic inches
Ratio -

S.A./Volume

12" 864 1728 1 : 2

9" 486 ---------129, 1 : 1.5

6" 216 216 1 : 1

3° 54 27 1 : .5

2" 24 8 3 : 1

1" 6 1 6 : 1

Following the construction of cubes, the students are given an opportunity

to construct other polyhedrons to study the relationship.of area and volume as

these figures approach the shape of a sphere.

7.21 Construction, of Regular Polyhedrons

The five known regular polyhedrons, are included in this chapter for

several reasons:

1. Historical interest.

2. Relative ease of constructing the "nets" (floor plan of the solids,

Fig. 7-21, b and c).

3. Mathematical applications of "net" construction, the use of pro-

trator and ler in construction of 1:entagons and equilateral

triangles.

4. interer., of building some geometrical figures.

Comparisons of surface area and'volume.

Ile regular solids may be constructed with almost any length of euge.

To compare them abzunst ean otner, however, requires either volume or surface

area to be ,::onstant for all of them.- If the following dimensions are used as

edge measures, tt.e volumes arc relatively -cotifent and the surface area de-

creases as the numLer of fa.2es in_reases. For the suggested dimensions, the
_

volumes vary less tnan
1

You may use a constant factor and in-
4

1
,crease all of the edge measures by 1-

2
2 or 3, etc.



As the comparison is between surface area and volume, one proper compari-

son would be to use a given volume for all and then compare the needed surface

area to encompass it. By substituting 1000 cm3 in each volume formula, we

can find the measure of the edge for each solid. Using the measure of the

edge computed 41 the surface area formula we find the total surface area. The

following table does that (maintaining only 3 significant digits).

Volume Surface Area

Tetrahedron

Vo1ume of Tetra m .118s3 if s z 20.4 cm then

1000 cm3 z .118s3 S.A. z 1.732 x 20.42

8474 u 83 x 1.732 x 41.61

20.4 am z s ' 721,cm
2

Volume of Hex = 1.00 s3

1000 cm3 = 1.00 83

10.0 cm = s

Hexahedron

Octahedron

if s = 10.0 cm then

S.A. = 6.060 10.02

= 600 cm2

Volume of Octa z .47163 if s z 12.8 am, then

1000 cm3 z .471s3 S.A. 2 3.464 12.82

2123 2 s3 4 568 cm2

12.8 cm z 8

Dodecahedron

Volume of Dodeca 7.66 s3

1000 am3 m 7.66 s3

130 m s'

5.06 cm a s

if s z 5.06 cm then

S.A. 2 20.646 5.062

z 529 am
2

Icosehedxon

Volume of Icosa m 2.18 s3 if s z 7.71 cm then

1000 cm
3
m 2.18 8

3
S.A. z 8,660 . 7.712

459 s
3

u 515 cm
2

7.71 - s
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Table 7-21

When Volume Remains Relatively Constant

taken from above calculations
-

Polyhedkon

1

Measure of
edge X 3

Total Resulting
Measure of'Edge

Resultin g S.A.

2
mm-

Resulting Volume

(constant)
mm3

Tetrahedron 20.4 mm 61 mm 6,444 26,784

Hexahedron 16 nun 30 mm 5,400 27;000

Octahedron 12.8 mm 38 mm 5,002 25,845

Dodecahedron 5.1 nmr 15 nnn 4,645 25,862

IcAahedron 7.7 mm 23 mm 4,581 26,548

Note decreasing S.A as volume remains relatively constant.

. 7.3 Surface'Area Formulas for Regular Solids

Answers to Table 7-3a: Surface Area if edge measures 2 inches.

Table '7-3a

Regular Polyhedrons

Polyhedron

Number
of

Faces

Number
of

Edges

Number
of

Vertices

Shape
of

Face

Surface Area
when Edge

Measures 2 in.

Tetre' dron 4 6 4 triangle 6.928 sq. in.

Hexanedron 6 12 8 square 24.000 sq. in.

Octahedron 8 12 6 triangle 13.856 sq. in.

Dodecahedron 12 30 20 pentagon 82.584 sq. in.

Icosahedron 20 30 12 triangle 34.64 sq. in.

1

The object lye here is to develop the formulas for areas of these figures

when the measur of the edge is the only data given.

The use of compass, ruler, and protractor is needed in this section.

Some review of their use may be in order.
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ch student should do the constructions of equilate :1 triangles, penta-

'&OPE!, etc.

Some of the formula development may seem to be too in olved for eighth

,:graders. It could. be if pdshed through. After each studen has read through

the material, slowly develoy the formula on the chalkboard. Discuss each step. .

%. Give reasonable justification for each step.

7.1. Pythagorean Property,

The Pythagorean Property is introduced here in order t find the height

of the equilateral triangular faces. The property is not p ven as a theorem.

It is merely recognized and used.

Many students are already familiar .4ith the property d if the entire

class is comfortable with it, the teacher may wish to move on rapidly. If not
/

/

familiar, suggest a student project--have each construct quares of tagboard
/

3" square, 4" squareT and 5" square. When placed toget

'

r they form the fam-

Pythagorean triangle. /

Exercise 7-4a

1. Show for each serthas the square of the f rst number is equal to the

sum of the squares of the other two for'example,in the set of

numbers 10, 8, and 6.

10
2

= 100 =

thus,

(a) 5, 4, 3

(b) 13, 12, 5

Answers:

52 42 32

25 = 16 + 9

25 = 25

(b) 132 = 12
2

+ 5
% 2

169 = 144 + 25

169 = 169

82 + 62 = 64 + 36

102 = 82 + 62.

(c) 25,

(d) 20,

(a) 252

625

625

(d) 20
2

400

400

= 100,

7, 24

16, 12 '

72 + 242

= 49 + 576

= 625

= 16
2

+ 12
2

. 256 + 144

= 400

.4,
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Make a drawing of the triangle with the sides of length given in part (a)

of Problem 1. Use your" protractor to show that this triangle is a right

triangle. (Use cm as the units.)

Answer:

3.
5

3 cm

Draw right triangles,

are: .

(a) 1 and 2

4 cm

the lengths of whose shorter sides (in centimeters)

(b) 4 and 5 (C) 2 and 3

Measure, to the nearest one-tenth of a centimeter if, possible, the

lengths of the hypotenuses of these triangles.

Answer:

(a)
1 cm

(c)

2 cm

2 cm

(b)

4 cm

5 cm

3 cm

4. Use the Pythagorean Property to find the area of the square on the

hypotenuse for each triangle in Problem 3.

Answers:

(a) 5 am2

1
2

+ 2
2

= 5

(b) 41 cm2

4
2

+ 5
2

= 41

(c) 13 cm2

2
2
+ 3

2
= 13



The roof of the theorem by Pythagoras allows us to use it several ways.

It is sometimes difficult fo'r an eighth grader to see the differenae betWen a

theorem and its converse. Some simple illmailmtions will demonstrate that not

all theorems work "both ways."

1. All horses are animals: Are all anfmals horses?

2. All fish have scales. Do all scales have fish (even the scales in

your grocery store)?

Go over the three statements pertaining to the property with the students.
A

The "If-then" should be emphasized.

This approach to square root is based upon an iteration system. Many

text bOOks use this method entirely. If you desire, this is also a logical

place for teaching square root by the traditional algorithm. By iteration, to

find the square root of a number, the student alternates division with averaging.

To find the square root of 20:

(1) Divide 20 by the closest

guessed divisor.

5
F2TD

200

(5) Divide 20 by new divisor.

4.49

4.45 20.0000
17 89
2 200
1 780
--Woo

(2) Average divisor and quotient. (6) Average:

4 f 5 = 9. Average = 4.5

(3) Divide 20 by new divisor.

4.4

4.5 20.0
18 0

2 00
1 80

(4) Average divisor and quotient.

4.5
4.4

4.45

(7) Repeat until the desired number

of significant digits is obtained.
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7.

Exercise 7-4b

When approximate values are used in these problems, use the symbol

in the work and, answers.

1. Use the table of squares and square roots given at the end of this

chapter to find the approximate value of:

Ankwer:

(a) .V5 m 2.236

(b) VW! m 6.403

(c) 117 ...41 3.606

(d) 1i9.592

(e) 17 m 2.646

(f) 1 m 1.732

2. Using the division method described in 7.4 find the approximateksquare

root of the following numbers to' 4 significant digits.

(a) 47 . 5.196 (d) 168.5 8.276

1

(b) 177 . 8.775 (e) , 3.161

(c) 11.39 21 11.79

3. Using the table oQ square roots, find the approximate value of: (3 places)

(a) IT . 4 = 2

(b)

(0' lig . ..2

(d) /76 . . .29

4. Use the Pythagorean Property to find the length of the hypotenuse for

each of these triangles.

la) Length of a is 1"; length of b is 2" .

Length of .a is 4'; length of b is 5' .

(c) Length of a is 2"; length of b is 3"

(d) Length of a is 5 yd, and the length of b is 6 yd.

e) Length of a is P unit and the length of b is 3 units.



(eentinued)

Answers:

. (a) c
2

= a
2

+ b
2

(c) c
2

= 4 + 9

= 1
2

+ 2
2

c
2
-= 13 -_-1

,

45 = 3.606 in.
-:

c = 15 w 2.236 .,

(b) c2 = 42 + 52 (d) c
2

= 25 + 36 't

C
2

= 41
_.... t....fi ..

ro
' ,.

C 6.403 ft.' . c = AT z 7.810 yd. -,

. (e) c
2
,= 1 + 9

C . 46 x 3.162 units

--:.

5. Sometimes the hypotenuse and one of the shorter sides is known. How can
r

.

you find the length of the other side? As an example, use this problem. ,1
i

The hypotenuse of a right triangle is 13 ft. and one side is 5 ft.

Find, the length of the third side.

2
= a

2
+ b

2 ',-=-

13
2
= 5

2
T b

2
Substitute values.for "c" and "a."

7

13
2

- (+5
2
)_= b

2

169 - 25 = b2

144 = b2

12 = b. Therefore, the third side is 12 feet long. Find the

third side of these right' triangles. The measurements are in feet.

(a) c 15, b = 9 !t' c=26, a = 24 ' (c) c 39, b = 15

Answers:

(a) .c2 = a
2
+ b

2
(b) 262 = 2424 b2 (c) 39

2
= a

2
+ 15

2

15
2

= a
2
+ 9

2
676 = 576 + b2 1 1 = a2 + 225

15
2

- 9
2
= a

2
100 = b

2
12 a

2

225 - 81 = a2 10 = b

144 = a2

12 = a

132
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r1,044 is steadied by three guy hires. Each wire is to be

0404 *the pole at a point 15 ft. above the ground and anchored

ii'4#04 8 ft. from the bas

MOdea'to stretch ixwires

which:they are fastened\

c2=saver:

e of the pole. by many feet of wire

from the ground to the point on the pole

a
2
+ b

2

2
c =

C
2

=

C
2

c =

152

225

289

17

+ 82

+ 64

3 x 17 ft. = 51 ft-.total

A roof o9 a house is built as shown. How long should e&ch rafter be if

it eitends- 18 inches over the wall of the house?

Answer:

c2 = a
2

+ b
2

.2' 2
122c 9 + 12

c
2

= 81 + 144

c,7 15 ft.

rafter =\15 ft. + 18 in. = 16 ft. 6 in.

. A hotel builds an addition across the street from the original building.

A passageway is built between the two parts at the third-floor level.

The be&ms that support this passage are 48 ft. above the street. A

crane operator is lifting these beams into place with a crane arm that

is 50 ft. long. How far down the street from a point directly under

the beam should the crane cab be?

Answer: c
2

= a
2

+ b
2

502 = 482 + b2

2500 - 2304 = b2

196 = b2

141 = b. 14 feet
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kgirdin gate is 4 ft. wide and 5 ,ft.high. Ho long should the

brace that extends from C to D be?

c
2

= a
2

+ b
2

c
2

4
2

+ 5
2

c
2

= 16'4- 25

c
2

= 41

c 14i = 6.41 or 6 ft. 5 in.

0

10. How long is the throw from home plate to second base in a softb game?

''The bases are 60 ft. apart, and a softball diamond is square in s pe.

Give your answer to the nearest whole foot. (Ignore the curve or arc of

./the ball.)

Answer:
2 2 ,

+
2

c .= a b
c2 2 2

t)0 + 60-

c
2

= 3600 + 3600

c
2
= 7200

c = IfE55 = 84e8531 (851 to the nearest
whole, foot)

11. Draw a square whose sides are one unit long. Wh t is the length of the

diagonal? Check by measurement. Now draw a right triangle with the

sides 1 unit long. What is the length of the hypotenuse?

Answer:

1

1.4

7.5 Surface Area of an Equilateral Triangle

When an equilateral triangle with 2" sides is divided into two right

triangles, then the line segment represented as b will be 1". (See

Figure 7-5a in student text.) When angle XZY is bisected, and the bisecting

line is extended through edge XY, two congruent right triangles result.

The discussion on construction of formulas is included to enable the

students to arrive at surface areas of the models they have constructed.
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Exercise 1:2

. What is tie area of an equilateral triangle if the measure of its edge

is 3" 7

Answer:. 3.897 in.2 m.3.9 in.2

If an equilateral triangle has an edge with a measure of 4.1", what

would be the area?

Answer: m 7.27873 in.2 m 7.3 in.2

. Given an equilateral triangle with edge measure of

the area?

' -Answer: w 0.027 in.
2

11
what would be

If the area of an equilateral triangle is 10.825 1n.
2
, what would be

te approximate measure of its edge?

Answer: m 5 in.

5. Brain buster, Given equilateral triangle ABC, with altitude CD and

area of 21.2770 in.
2 '1

Ind the measute of AB and CD.

Answer: AB m 7 in.

CD m 6.06 in.

6. A regular tetraheliron with an edge measure of 4 am. has a surface

area of m 27.7 cm2 .

7. Find the surface area of a regular tetrahedron whose edge measure

is 11". m 209.6 in.
2

8. If the surface area of a regular tetrahedron is 339.472 in.2 what

is the measure of its edge? m 14 in.

it

9. Surface Area - Tetrahedron, Octahedron, and Icosahedron.
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Exercise 7-51

Number of
,..Faces Figure Measurement

Area of
Face Total S.A.

:.

-Tetrahedron . ,. 4 Triangle 3 inch 3.897 in2 15.588 in2

HeiahedrOn 6 Square 3 inch 9.000 in2 54.000 in2

Octahedron 8 Triangle 3 inch 3.897 in2 31.176 in2

Dodecahedron 12 Pentagon 3 inch 15.48 in2 15.76 in2

Icosafiedron .20 Triangle 3 inch 3.897 in2 77.94 in2

JF.F. This geometric figure when cut and realigned appears to change area..

It can be put together as two "triangles" 5" x 13". However, the

figures are not triangle? The base is 5" , the angle is a eight

angle and the other side is 13", but the third side is not a straight
0

line. It goes "in" a bit. If put together carefully, the extra square

'inch can be seen in the gap between the sectors.

8" 5"

extra sq. in.

7.6 Surface Area of a RegUlar Dodecahedron

The pentagonal faces of the dodicahearon are constructed with a pro-

tractor and ruler. Some student may ask about construction of a pentagon with

only a compass and ruler. This is an involved construction but can be done.

The reference to trigonometry seemed necessary to develop the formula

for area of a pentagon. In Sections 9-1 and 9-2 of SMSG Mathematics for Junior

High School, Volume II, this concept of trigonometric ratios is presentea very

nicely. Rather than lengthen the section on areas, ufwp choose to use the

information and refer to later studies of trigonometry.
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Exercise 7-6
-,...

--,...-

:-,-;

In regular pentagon with a aide measurement of 15 in., find the area. -,

l3 in.
---

..-----
-:

Wiheside of a regular pentagon has ,a measurement of 7 In.,, find

-_'-teireil: z 84 in.
2 -.!

--:

1
, !With a length of side aff in., find, the area of a regular pentagon.

in.2

ietheierimeterpf a regular pentagon is 40 cm., what would be

.the area? vs-110 cm'

'Thaperimeter of a regular pentagon is 25 in. Find the area.

m 43 in.2,

II the area of a regular pentagon is 208.12 in.2, find the length

of one side. z 11 in.

Find the perirheter pf 'a regular pentagon if the area is 497.08 cm.2.

X 85 Cie

8. A dodecahedron is a regular solid with 12 pentagons as its faces.

Find the surface area of a regular dodecahedron which has an edge frith

a measure of 6 cm. 743 am.2
./

7.7 Volumes of Regular Polyhedrons

The formulas for volume of regular polyhedrons required more mathematics

than would, be at the disposal of eighth graders. The Table 7-7 ia included

for them to use in finding and comparing volumes to volumes, and volumes to

durface areas .
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Exercise 7-7

Use Table 7-7 "Surface Area and Volume of Regular Polyhedrons" for needed

informition.

klemple: If an octahedron had an edge measure of 2 in., its surface

area would be computed by substituting into the formula for surface

area of an octahedron.

3.464 X s2, s = 2 in.:therefore,

S.A. z 3.464 x 22 z 3.464 z 13.86 in.2

Vol. x .471 x 23 R 0.471 x 8 z 3.77 in.3

1. A tetrahedron has an edge asurement of 2 in:-

O(a) Find'its surface ar r (b) Find its volume.

S.A. n 4 x .4330 x

z 4 x .4330 x 4

n 6.928 in.2

vol. Iv .118 x s3

z .118 x 8

4 .944 in. 3

2. Find the surface area of a dodecahedron whose edge measurement is 50 mm.

Answer: S.A. m 20.646 x s2

z 20.646 x 502

Z 51,615 mm2

3. What is the volume of an icosanedron which has an edge measurement

of 3 cm.?

Answer: Volume = 2.182 x s3

m 2.182 x 33

m 2.182 x 27

z 58.914 cm3

4. Find the surface area and volume of an octahedron which has an edge

measurement of 5 cm.

Answer: S.A. m 3.464 x 82

3.,464 x 25 l"

8.6 am2

Vol. m .471 x S3

4 .471 X 125

58.875 cm3
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7., comparison of Surface\Ared and Volume

The cube was returnedto in this section because it

(1) can be used au a good comparison of differences in ratio between

surface area and volume;

(2) the formulas for surface area and volume of a cube are not involved;

(3) the paper folding construction of cubes could be easily made

without glue;

(4) in paper folding, the ratio of area of needed surface to col.struct

a finished surface is a constant.

.t.t4

Table 7-8a

Volume and Surface Area of a Cube (S.A. = 6s!) Vol. . s3]

Measure of the
Edge (inch)

Surface

Area Volume
S.A.

Ratio
DeCimal Equiv.

of RatioVol.

12 864 1728 1 : 2 .50

9 486 729 2.: 3 .66

6 216 216 1 : 1 ' 1.00

3 54 27 2 : 1 2.00

1 6 1 6 : 1 6.00

.5 1.5 .125 12 : 1. 12.00

.1 .06 .001 6o : 1 60.00

.01 .0006 moon 600 : 1 600.0o

.001 .a00006 .000000001 6000 : 1 6000.00

Table 7-ab

Name

Number
of

Faces

Length

of
Edge
(in mm)

Surface
Area
Formula

Surface
Are a

Ann2

Volume
Formula

VolVolume

mm3

Tetrahedron

Haxibedron

Octahedron

Dodecahedron

Icosahedron

,,

t;

8

1

,----

Cl

30

-R
3-

1::

::;

1.732 x s
2

6.000 x s
2

3.464 X S2

20.646 x s2-

8.660 x s2

6444

5400

5002

4645

4581

.118 x s3

1.000 x s3

.471 x s3

7.663 x s3

2.182 x s

26,784

27,000

25,845

25,862

26,548

1;



Table X

Surface Areas and Volumes of Regular Polyhedrons

Number'

of Faces

Tetrahedron 4

Hexahedron 6

Odiahedron 8

Dodecahedron 12

Icosahedron 20

Shape
of Faces

A
0
ZS,

0 ,

21

Surface
Area Volume

1.7s2 .1s3

6.00s2 1.0s3

3.4s2 .8s3

20.6s2 7.7s3

,8.7s2 2.1s3

If we try to see a pattern from the above table, it gives us most incon-

clusive results. The numbers of faces increases from 4 to 6, 8, 12, 20,

but if we use a unit value for s the surface area goes from 1 to 6,

down to 3, up to 20 and down to 8. The volume also goes from .1 to 1,

down to .8, up to 7.7 and down again to 2.1.

Because of this seeming lack of a pattern, a unit volume was chwsen

rather than a unit edge. Give a specific volume, the required surface area to.

contain it decreases as the number of faces increases. (See Table 7-21 in

Teachers' Commentary.) Solids constructed with edge measures suggest'd in

7.21 will have an approximate constant volume and decrease in surface area as

the number of faces increases. .

It has been demonstrated with the calculus, that a sphere is the optimum

shape to enclose a given volume of material. Soap bubbles demonstrate this

fact clearly. A film of soap encloses a given volume of air. Its natural

elasticity causes it to contract and shape itself into the least surface area

for that volume of air it encompasses. Continuing our table to include

spheres, we have.

4 _3
Volume of sphere

3
r-

1000 -4 4.189r3

239 4 r3

6.2 r

If r z 6.2, then

Surface Area 12.57 6.22

Surface Area = 483 sq. cm.

Comparing the surface areas of the 5 regular polyhedrons, we find with a

given volume each in turn requires less surface to enclose the volume. The

converse wouiu also be true. With a given surface area, the icosahedron would

enclose a larger volume of material than the next, and so on.
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Exercise 7-8

1*

30,000

Z 28,000

26,000

24,000

22,000

20,000

8 12 16

Number of Faces

20

0 4 8, 12 16 20
Number of Faces

Graphs of Data from Table 7-F1), Student Text



Exercise 7-8 (continued)

Answer the following questions:

1. Do the points plotted in Graph A approximate a straight line? No

2. Which figu. s has the greatest Surface Area? Tetrahedron

3. Which figure has the least Surface Area? Icosahedron

1i. Do the points plotted in Graph B approximate a straight line? Yes

5. What could you "generalize" from Graph B? Same capacity for all 5 solids.

6. What can jtoL, generalize from Graph A? Decreasing surface area as number

of faCes increases.

7. If a solid had 3 faces, would its surface area be more or less than the

surface-area of a tetrahedron of the same volume? More. "If" is emphasized.

8. Could a solid have 3 faces only? No. 2 faces? No.

9. Ac the nuMber of faces increases, what could you say about the surface

area? Decreases L'

10. uld a solid (not necessarily a regular solid) have more than 20 faces?
Cp

es.

11. Could a solid have an infinite number of faces? Yes.

12. What solid would appear to approach having an infinite number of frees?

Sphere

13. You have a contract for $10,000 to package 1000 cm3 of ambergris. The

packaging material costs $20 per sq. cm. What "shape" package would

you like to use? (You get to keep the money you don't spend on

Packaging.) shere

14. Tough - Using the informatiori\in Problem 13, what is the most amount of

money you could expect to make?

3 n r Volume 1000 ar?4 3
Answer: V =

4
.% 1000 = 3 n r

3
Area of sphere = 4nr2

Z 4 3.14 6.22 ($20)
1000 3 2

4n
= $9656 cost of packag-

ing with a
sphere.

$1000 - $9656 2: $344 max. profit

1.142

I 7.



7.9 Applications to 'Biology

The answers to the problems where students are asked to determine the

ratio between surface area and volume of celli are:

Plant cell, a cube with a side measurement of .002 inches

would have a surrace area - volume ratio of 3000. : 1.

Animal cell with a diameter of .008 inches would have a

surface area - volume ratio of 741 : 1.

Animal cell with a diameter of .016 inches would have a

surface area - volume ratio of : 1.

These results could lead to some very interesting class discussions on

the subject of cell size in various anima's and plants. It is important that

the teacher realize that,, in a discussion such as this, questions may arise

that only a specialist in the field of cell physiology might be able to answer.

If questions of this nature arise, it might be wise to inform the students

that, in today's rapid increase of knowledge, no one individual could be

expected to know all the answers.

,If cells were to continue to grow indefinitely metabolism would become

slower and slower as less and less material reached the center of the cell and

less and less wastes were removed, until ultimately death would result. Again,

the cells in an elephant and in a mouse are the same size, and very nearly

alike. One of the astonishing facts about living things is their basic sim-

ilarity. All of the cell processes (cell dividion, protein synthesis, use of

ATP for energy, etc. ) have been found to be basically alike in all living

things. It is only in specialization that one finds the startling diversity

among single-celled organisms as well as multicellular.

Some examples of specialization. in living things are given in the follow-

ing paragraph.

A Paramecium is one-celled, slipper-shaped, has cilia (tiny hair-like

structures) for propelling itself through water. An Amoeba is one-celled,

constantly changing shape, and propels itself by a flowing motion.% An

Euglena is one-celled, somewhat oval in shape, and has long thread-like

flagellae for locomotion. Euglena also have chlorophyll for food manufacture,

as well as a gullet for food intake. A jellyfish has tentacles for food

capture. An octopus has tentacles also, but is extremely complex compared to

a jellyfish. A starfish ejects its stomach into a bivalve (uch as a clam

or mussel), digests and absorbs the tissues in the bivalve, then withdraws

its stomach. An aphid pierces'the plant cells with its "beak," then sits
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quietly and lets the pressure within the plant pump sap into its body. A

butterfly siphons nectar from a flower through a long tube. A grasshopper

chews grass and other leaves. A snake swallows its food whole. A baleen

whale takes a great mouthful of water, then allows it to flow out through

its "strainer," the baleen, and eats the plankton it has thereby trapped.

Green plants manufacture their own food, but some are tiny (like mosses),

have no true roots and reproduce by spores instead of seeds. Such examples

could go on and on, but the point here is that despite these numerous special-

izations, the cells making up,these organisms are basically alike and dependent

upon the same basic chemical reactions.

In answer to the question pertaining to yeast: 'Metabolic rates vary

according to temperature in what is known as the Q10
ratio. As in some

other chemical reactions, the rate approximately doubles as the temperature

is, increased 10° C. Student tests mIght show this tendency, but probably not

to this degree of precision.

The rate of metabolism in larger animals is in general related to the

surface area available.for heat dissipation. Hence, the smaller the animal

and the greater the surface area per unit of volume, the greater the loss of

heat per unit of volume. For this reason more food must be taken in and the

heart must beat faster for circulation of food and oxygen and removal of

wastes.

Hummingbirds and bees are among the smaller land organisms which demand

a very high rate of metabolism so need either more food or more highly con-

centrated food.

Given:

Sample Test Items - Chapter 7

Surface Area Volume

Formula Formula

Regular Tetrahedron 1.732 x s
2

.118 x s3

Regular Hexahedron 6.000 x s2 1.000 x s3

Regular Octahedron 3.1,',4 x s2 .471 x s3

Regular Wdecahedron 20.646 x s
c 37.u63 x s

Regular Icosahedron 8.660 x s2 2.182 x s3

Sphere 12.56 x r2 4.187 x r3
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Use the above table to fill in the following chart:

at:

5.

Edge' Surface Area Volume

Regular Titrahedron 2TDam.

Regular Hexahedron 10 am.

Regular Octahedron
4 ,

13 am.

Regular Dodecahedron 5 cm.

Regular Icosahedron 7.5 am.

Answer: Surface A. cm2 Volume cm3

693 944

600 l000

585 1035

51.1f. 958

487 921

Use the above irformation to complete the following two graphs:

6. 7.

0
0

0 I 0
0
0

Number of Faces

3.45 j 5 7

Round of to
the nearest
unit

Number of Faces



7. Answer:

1300s

1200

G1
900

h 800
700

600

500
400

300

200

100

2 4 6 8 101214 161320M
0 2 4 6 8 1012 1416 182D 22

No. of faces No. o faces

8. What is the surface area and the volume of a sphere with a radius of

1 cm.?

(3 places) )1 m 3.14

Answer: S.A. = 4gr2 m 4

.

Vol. =
4
- gr

3
= -

4

33

J

3.14 12 = 12.56 cm.2

3.14 1
3

m 4.17 am.
2

9. What is the surface area and the volume of a sphere with a radius

oC 4 cm.? (3 places) Ica 3.14

Answer: S.A. = 4gr2 a 4 3.14 ' 16 . 201 am.2

Vol. =
4
- or

3 4
.- 3 14 64 m 268 cm.3

3

201 am.-

268 am. .

10. If a sphere has a, surface area of 420 mm.2 .and a volume of 1400 mm3

what is the approximate ratio of surface area to volume in decimal

notation (nearest tenth).

'Answer:
420

3 .3
3

r4.
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Use the Pythagorean Property to the of the hypotenuse for4 find length

each-of these triangles. Find answers to nearest tenth (a2 + b2 = c2).

11;

12.

13.

14.

15.

Length of a is 4"; length of b is 6"; 7.2 in

Length of is 13"; length of t is 15"; ..19 8 in

Length of a is 60t; length of b is 601; 84.9 ft.

Aength of a is 7"; length of b is 12"; 13.9 in.

Length of a is 322; length of b is 23t; 39.4 ft.

Find the third side of these right triangles. Find answers to
'tr.--- nearest tenth. (a2 = c

2
- b

2
)

Pi'
1 A

.'t04..

16.. c = 14 ft.;, b = 7 ft.; 12.1 ft.
Z=t-'

1."-2...

17.. c = 128 ft.; b = 13 ft.; 127.3-ft.

W'
4

18. c = 7 ft.; b = 3 ft.; 6.3 ft.

19. c = 9 ft.; b = 2 tt.; 8.8 ft.

20. c = 5 ft.; b = 4 ft.; 3 ft.':.

t :

Firid the area of the following equilateral triangles.
Z :

s..

Urea .4330 x 82). Find answers-to nearest tenth.

11. Length of edge (side) = 5 inches 10.8 sq.in.

12. Length of edge = 8 inches 27.7 sq.in.

13. Length of edge = 11 inches 52.4 sq.in.

Find the area of the following regular pentagons (five equal sides).

Area of regular pentagon x 1.720 X s
2

. Find answers to nearest tenth.

14. Side length = It in. 27.5 sq.in.

15. Perimeter = 50 in. 172.0 sq.in.

16. Side length = 9 in. 139.3 sq.in.
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Find the area of the following dodecahedrons (12 faces) each face a
N-

-!ragular pentagon). (20.646 x s2) Find, answers to nearest tenth.

17. Edge .'13 am.

'Edge = 3 cm.

19. Edge 7 m.

20. Edge,. 2 ram.

Complete the following table:

3489.2 an.2

' 185.8 cm.2

1011.7 m.2

82.6 mm.2

Edge of
/0b&
,(i)._

Surface Area
in sq. 4. es

4 Volume in
Cubic Inches

Ratio-
S-A./Volume

. 24" A 13,824 B :

15" . 1350 C D :3.

12" 864 .1,728 1 : 2

9" , E 729 F : 1

G 150 125 1 :.8 1.2 : 1

H 24 I ,3 : 1

J K . 1 6 : 1
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Answers:

3456

.25

3375

.4

486

.67

5

2

8

6

1



Chapter 8

. GIANT TREES:

FORMULA CONSTRUCTION FOR VOLUME OF CYLINDER A11) CONE,

INDIRECT MEASUREMENT

Teacher's Commentary

8.1 Introduction

The-information on the big trees was obtained from two articles in the

National Geographic and "And the Giants were Named" reprinted from the

Kaweah Magazine and sold as a booklet in the Kings Canyon and Sequoia National

Parks ip California.

The General Sherman tree is neidered to be the largest tree in exist-

ence because of its volume, rot height. It is located in Giant Forest, a part

of Sequoia National Park. James Wolverton named it August 7, 1879, in honor of

General Sherman under whom he had served. Only abodt ko per cent of the live

wood still.has contact with the ground. The trunk does not have the usual taper

of conifers. This fact accounts for its large size. It was surveyed in 1931'

andtfound to have a height of 272.4 ft, a diameter of 30.7 ft, and 0,660

cu ft of volume, excluding the limbs, and containing approximately 600,000

bd_ft. Estimated age, found from borings, is 3500 to 4000 years.

The General Grant tree is the second largest tree in existence. It is

267.4 ft in height, 40.3 ft in base diameter, and contains 5k2,000 bd ft. '

Estimated age is 2500 years. It was named in 1867 after General Grant,'who

was then in command of the Union Armies. In 1926 it was formally dedicated

as the "Nation's Christmas Tree."

The tallest trees are not in the

The tallest are called coast redwoods,

barely 30 miles wide and 500 miles

The world's tallest trees are in

The National Geographic magazine has a

Si "rra Nevada Mountains of California.

Sequoia sempervirens, and grow in a belt

long on the Pacific Coast.

Humboldt County, of northern California.

chart in the July 1964 issue:
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Location i Height in Feet

RedWood Creek grove 367.8

Redwood Creek grove 367.4

Redwood Creek grove - .364.3

. Rockefeller tree,

Redwood State Park

Founders tree,

Redwood State Park

Redwood Creek grove

A few other tall trees are:

Douglas fir,

Washington. State

Eucalyptus,

Tasmania

FUcalyptus,

Australia

356.5

352.6

352.3

324

322

305

The main o ie tives of this entire chapter are:

1. To show the efficiency and value of formula manipulation. Devise a

formula for the.calculation that uses the information most easily ob- .

tained.

"Be lazymathematicians, not just lazy." Seek but the,most efficient

way to do a series of prJblems.

2. To divelop formulas for volumes of cylinders and cones.

3. To introduce board feet as a unit.

4. To introduce indirect measurement as a tool.
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"Ibditect Measurement

fioPie and their shadows ere used as the legs of similar *.dangles.
!

X to

Exercise 8 -2b

8-2a

I. What'is the ratio of the

base to height? g4ii

at 6o mm, what

the measure of ?.

fi = 45 mm

3. xc is ~30 am.

22
1

115111

If xf is is

What is cl ?

4. ej. measures 372 What
2

is the measure of xe? 50 nva.

5: Find the measure of an if

xa = le mm. 72 mm

1. Bob, a man 6 feet tall, has a shadow measure of three feet. &ponderosa

pine tree by his cabin has a shadow measure of 124'. What its the approx-

imate height of the pine?
*

.Answer: 248'

2. The "Rockefeller tree," a coast redwood tree, casts a shadow of 60

feet when a man 72 inches tall casts a shadow of 12". What is the

approximate-heigh of the tree?

Answer: >360'

3. 44. young sugar pine's shadow is 9 feet. Frank, a man eight feet tall (a

"big man" in that part of the country)., standing beside the tree, has a

,shadow 12 feet long. What is the height of the tree?

Answer: 6'
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. John, a hiker, armed with two meter sticks and a level, mgasured the

shadow of a tall tree as 63.36 meters. He then measured the shadow of

one meter stick held vertically to the earth as 72 cm. What was the.

height of the tree?

Answer: 88 meters

5. The shadows of Bill, Pat, and a white fir tree are iwthe ratip of 18,

16, 360 respectively. If Bill is 6 feet tall, how tall are Pat and'the
.

tree?

Answer: Pat is. 514", tree is 1201 ..

6. Choose a tree in the school yard (or 'slagpole if no tree). Working with

a partner, measure your shadow and the treets-shadow (a) before school

(b) at-noon lunch hour and (c) after school. Your height and the tree's

height remain the same. Only the shadow lengths vary.

Solve each separate proportion for the tree height. Find' the average. "

Does this seem like a good way to closely approximate theheight of the

tree? .. .

Answers depend on objects chosen for measurement. -

4

8.3 Volume

This section is a general review of the units of volume based upon area

of the base times the height.

In the Figure 8-3b the dimensions of the base are: length 5 m and.,

width 4 m. The area of the base of the boic would be 20" m
2

.

Fig. 8 -3b

Fig. 8-3c

Filled to a height of 1 m the

volume would be 20 m
3

. 2 14

height would give 40 m3.

In Figure 8-3c, if the area of the

base is m
2

the'volume would

again be computed by finding the

product of:

(area of base) x (height),



8.4 Area of a Circle Given the Diameter

The algebra of these substitution formulas should not be too difficult

for the student to fellow. He is not expected to be able to derive his own

formulas bat merely to follow the development in the text. The object is not

to teach algebra, but rather to show how a different version of the same

formula can be more useful to him.

P..,ercise 8-4

1. The diameter of a circle is 2 feet. Find the area.

g33.14 ft2

2. If the diameter of a circle is 14 , what is the area?

ps123.86 in
2

1
3. Given the diameter of a circle as

2
ft. Find the area in square feet.

s:s .196 ft2

4. If 144 in
2

= 1 ft
2

, give the answer to Problem 3 in square inches.

144 x .196 szi 26.2 in2

1
5. If the radius of a circle is 2-

2
feet,

find the area using the formula

A = .785 d2 .

R$19.6 ft

6. A washer has dimensions as shown in

Fig. 8-4a. Find the surface area of

the shaded portion. (The answer is

not .785.)

Answer: A .

a
A of region .vx

16-r4 -nxt.

= if ( 16.2 )

7
n,+ As 5.5 cm`
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-AM
7. In the Grant Grove of Kings Canyon National Park stands the General Grant

tree with be diameter of 40.3 feet and the Texas' tree, equally tall,

but with base diameter of 22 feet. Wlot is the ratio of the cross

Sectional'areas of the General Grant tree to the Texas tree?

Answer: A of Grant free g.785 X 40.32

Ps1274,9 ft2

Ps.785 x 222

.;u379.9 ft2

8. Gary stepped off the distance around a giant redwood stump. He measured

his step at 30" and it took 38 steps to completely circumvent the

tree. What would be the area of the top of the stump?

Answer: 30 X 38 steps = 1140" circumference

A of Texas tree

1274.9
3.35

379.9

= d, therefore 1140" cir. Ps 363" diatheter fS 30 ft

A 2:306.5 ft2

8.5 Area of a Circle Given the Circumference

Recommendations for development of this section are as follows: go

slowly and easily with the algebraic development; be sure each step seems

reasoilabie to the class; do not expect these formulas to be memorized; if

questions based upon the use of these formulas are included in tests, put all

of the formulas on the chalkboard or on a chart.

- 1
(The common formulas, e.g., A

4=
yr

2

2
, A = bh etc., should be

memorized by students.)

EXercise

1. The.pircumference of a given circle is 2 feet. Find the area.

A P*.08 c
2

Ps .08 x 4 Ps .32 ft
2

2. If the circumference of a circle is 8 feet, what is the area?

2
,.12 ft
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3. The measure of the distance around the trunk (circumference) of the

Colonel Herman cedar at Hume Lake is 23.2 ft. What is the area of

such a circle?

' 43 ft
2

4. Smorgasbord - (Take your choice.)

n
2

A = nr
2

or A = or A..= .7854d
2

or A = .08c
2

n ms3.14

When A = area of a circle, r = radius, d = diameter and

c = circumference

Answers

a. Find A if r = 3 am A= nr
2

or Asti 3.14 x 3
2

orms 28.26 am
2

-

b. Find A if d = 5mm A ms .785d2 or A Fs .785.25 orgs19.6 mm2

c. Find A if c = 9 m A gs.08a2 or A gs.0881 or Ps 6.48 m2

d. If d = 6* find A rA ms.785d2 R$ 28.26 ft2

e. If r = 7" find A A ms 3.14r2 gs 153.86 in2

f. If c = 6' find A A ms.08c
2

W. 2.88 ft
2

Erik, a nine year old, and his 15 year old brother Andy, could just

touch each other's finger tips when they reached around a sugar pine.

Then they measured their combined reach. It was 10.5 feet. What would

be the cross sectional area of the tree?

A gs .08c2 rtt .08 10.52 8.82 ft2

8.6 Volume of a Cylinder

For lumbering purposes, logs are considered to be cylinders. They are

not actually circular at any one point, nor is the diameter constant. A log

would more closely resemble the "frustrum of a cune" (the part of the cone

bounded by the base and a plane parallel to the base).

The volume of the frustrum of a cone =
Figure 8-6

lh(B
1
+ B

2
+ 13577). As loggers

1 2

do not go into this detail, we will not

either. The loss due to bark, slabs,

and saw dust must ,be accounted for by
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using the diameter of the small end; loggers are assured that they do not

overestimate. If a log were measured from the larger end, it would assume a

board could be cut from the entire length. This would not, of course, be true.

Exercise 8-6

1. Find the volume of a log 20 ft long and 4 ft in diameter.

Answer: V P1.785 d2h

.785 x 4
2

x 20

1251 ft
3

2. In Sequoia National Park, a home built in a fallen giant redwood tree has

been named "Tharp's Log." It is not known for sure if Hale Thal.p actually

lived in the tree, but James Wolverton, another early day trapper and

cattleman lived in the log several years. The hollowed-out part is

over ,56' long and varies in height from 8 to 4'. Wolverton had it

furnished with furniture, doors, and a fireplace. Before the tree fell,

it was estimated to be 311 ft tall and with a base diameter of 24 ft.

Assuming it was solid, what would be the volume of wood in the base 40 ft

cylindrical section of Tharp's Log?

Answer: V .785 d2h

z .785 X 242 x 4o

184086 ft3
9

3. Calculate the volume of wood in the bottom 24 ft log of the newly dis-

covered "tallest tree in the world" having a base circumference of 44

feet and a height of 367.8 feet.

V =t,' .o8 x c
2
h ."=.% .08/X 44

2
X 24 k' 3717 ft'

4. Calculate the volume of wood in the bottom 24 ft log of.a Michigan pine

4]ree having a 39 inch base diamete: and a height of 90 feet.

1 2
V .785 d

2
h .785 x 317 x 24 199 ft

3

5. What is the ratio of the volumes of problems 3 and 4 ?

3717
18.7
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8.7 .Board Feet

More discussion may be desired here about board feet. Your school's

wood shop teacher would certainly urge it. It is a good topic for extensive

uses of multiplication and division. "Finding of board feet" for a given

piece of lumber is a good exercise. You may desire to have the students de-

velop their own formulas for converting different sizes of lumber to bd ft.

For e4ample:

A 2"'X 4" twelve inches long would contain 96 in
3

or
2

of a bd ft.
3

Thus to change 18' of 2" x 4" to bd ft, multiply length by 3 . This gives

12 bd ft.

,A 4" x 6" twelve inches long would contain 288 in3 or bd ft.

To change a 4" by 6" to bd ft, multiply length in ft by 2, etc.

Shop teachers often use a formula

length (ft) x width (in) x thickness (in)
Board feet -

12
or

Board feet -
length (in) x width (in) X thickness (in)

1. 4

In this discussion, we omitted dimensions other than feet. Logs would

not be considered otherwise except for the diameter measure. It is suggested

that dimensions given in inches should be changed to fractions of a ft

(decimal preferably).

Work carefully on the chalk board nth ways of solving for the volume of

a cylinder. One problem is impressive but each one becomes more impressive if

the student is required to do it.

A better development of the entire idea would be to have in a student

exercise a series of probiems requiring tne student to do over and over again
1 2.

the same computation. Thus this portion (y 17 12 7%1 would need to be
3

repeated in each computation. This has been reduced to 6.28 in our form. ia.

Exercise 8-7a

1
1. Find the asabae bd ft in a log 181 long and with a diameter of 32

Use both methods es described above.

2
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Answer:

First method Second method

A = mr2h,x 12 x i A 6.28 d2h

7

A 3.14 x()2 x 18 x 12 x i A i:i 6.28 x (-29

2

x 18

40 e, 49
A Z 3.14 x it x 18 x 12 x .

2
.-

A $t 6,2o x T- x 18

A ;:r 3.14 x 2 'x 18 A 1384.74 ft3

A ;:: 1384.74 ft3

2. W. French has six logs on his truck. Three logs have a diameter of

42 inches each; the other three have diameters of 48 inches each.

'They are all 18 feet long. What is the value of the load at $55.00

per thousand usable board feet? Use the short method!

Answer:

Ed ft As 6.28 d2h
2

Pe. 6.28 x (31) x 18 + 6.28 x (4)2 x 18

As (6.28 x 18) 1(31)2 + (4)2]

1
AI 113,04 X 284 x 3 (3 of each size log)

9580 bd ft

9.580 x$55 per m pa $526.90

3. Find the usable board feet in the following logs:

(a) Base diameter 4 ft, length 14 ft;,

(b) Base diameter 14 ft, length 22 ft;

(c) Base circumferen:e 18 ft, length 16 ft.

Answers:

(a) Bd ft f-z% 6.28x 42 x 14 as 1427 Ickft

(b) Bd ft 6.28 x 142 x 22 27,079 bd ft

(c) Bd ft AI 6.28 d2h when d =

Bd ft Ps 6.28 (eh

1826.28 x --2 x 16 242 3302 bd ft
9.
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Answers - Table 8-7

Length In Feet

8 10 12 ..4 . 16
2.13

20

1 50 63 75 88 100 113 126

2 .201 251 '301 352 402 452 502

3 452 565 678 791 904 1017 1130

804 1005 1206 1407 1608 1809 2010

5 1256 1570 1884 2198 2512 2826 3140

6 1809 2261 2713 3165 3617 4069 4522

Exercise 8-7b

Interpolate or emtiapolatc fron Table 8-7 for the following problems.

1. A 16 ft log measures 52 inches in diameter. Interpolate from your

table to determine the usable board feet contained in the log.

Answer:

x
4

48" 1608 bd ft
90

or x 301
172.

52"

60" 2512 bd ft Therefore 52" dia gives 1909 bd ft

2. Compute the usable board feet for the log in Problem 1 by .sing your

formula for the volume of a cylinder, the factor of
2

to account for

saw mill loss and compare your answen to that of, Problem 1.

Answer:

;LI 6.28 x d2 x h bd ft

2
6.28 x (4) x 16

3

6.28 x
9

x 16

V' 1887 bd ft



3 How much difference in dollar and cent value does this represent at

$30.00 per thousand bd ft?

Answer:

1.909 x $30 = $ 57.27

1.887x' $ 30 = $ 56.61

- difference $..66

4. Ifiterpolate fnom your table to datermilie the lumber in an eighteen-foot

lbg 68 inches in diameter. 3655 bd ft

5 Extrapolate from your table to determine-the usable board feet in a log

. 16' 'long by 7' in diameter....

Answer:

5' dis 2512 'bd ft
1 1105

2 x
x = 2210

6' dia 3617 bd ft

7' dia .

Therefore, dia = 4722 bd ft

6. EXtrapolate from your table to determine the usable board feet in a 22'

log which is 5' in diameter. 3454 bd ft

7. Interpolate from your tale to find the usable board feet in 'a 15' log

5-
1

feet in diameter.
2

Answer:

First, for a 141 log, interpolate for 51: ft. Bd ft = 2682

1
Second, for a 16' log

//
, interpolate for 5-

2
ft. Bd ft = 3064

Third, for a 15' log, interpolate

3064 2682

-2682 191

41711 2873 bd ft Answer

191

8. Check the validity of your interpolations or extrapolations in problems

4, 5, 6, and 7 by the use of the formula.

Answers:

Problem 4

Bd ft 6.28 d2h 1

6.28 x (5i) x 18

3630
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Problem 5

Bd ft A$6.28 x 72 X 16

PS 4923

Problem 6

al ft gs 6.28 X 25 X 22

PS 3454

Problem 7
, 12

Bd ft r-r. 6.28 X 0) x 15
2

Ps 6.28 X 30.25 x 15

Iv 2850

6.8 VOlume of a Cone

The article on the tallest living tree is exvllent for class reference.

It is in the July 1964 issue of the National Geographic.

Only the trunk is considered for the volume measure. Many iMbs May have

a large volume, but they are not usually considered usable for lumber.

We have used the geometric shape of a cone in the approximation of volume

of trees. We appreciate that a typical cone, as seen by students, hai a much

.larger base area in relation to the height than a tree.

The final step in the development of the board foot formula for a tree

(cone) is left up to the student in the text. Perhaps some students will not

be able to develop their own but the intent was for all to trz. If after a

reasonable length of time saarecan not, please develop it on the chalk board

for all. It is recommended that Section 8-8 be introduced near. the end of a

period and allow the students to develop the formula as homework.

If .0265 C2h V of cone given circum fence and height

V .0265 C
2
h X 12 Bd ft in a cone

V .0265 c2hx 12 x 2 Usable bd ft in a cone
3

V = .O26 X 12 x C2-n Commutative property of multiplication

[v .212 C2h is the formula for usable bd ft in a tree (cone)

'.iv
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ftercifte 8-8a

Using the formula V IV .0265 C2h, 1 Cu ft = 12 bd ft and -5 loss of
1

total volume at the mill, find the approximate usable bd ft in the following

problems.

1. A sugar pine is 2002 tall and has a base circumference of 300.

Bd ft P5 .0265 X 12 x 3 x 30
2

X 200
2

.212 X 900 X 200 vs 38,160 bd ft

has a base circumference of 141 and a height of 1301.

2
Bd ft R$ .0265 X 12 X X 14

2
x 110

3

Ps .212 X 196 X 110 vs 4571 ,bd ft

3. A ponderosa pine with a height of /2202 has a circumference at the base

of 31/.

Bd ft As .0265 X 12 X 3 x312 X 220
2

As .212 X 961 X 220 vs 44821 bd ft

10-

4. A Jeffrey pine 2 tall has a base circumference of 10/. Find the
3'

usable bd ft.
7)

Dt ft PS .212 x 10
2

X 120 vs 2544 bd ft

5. Norm, a "timber cruiser" (title for the man who estimates the value of

trees), founa a tract of ponderosa pines: five with an average height of

2001 end a circumference of 251; seven with an average height of 100/

and a circumference of '20; fifteen with an average height of 150* and

a circumference of 122. Hoy many usable bd rt of lumber are in the

tract?

Answer:

Bd ft
? =

.212 C
2
h

14 .212 X 25
2-

X 200 x 2 Ps 132,500

sts .212 X 20` X 100 X i Pi 59,360

....
.,.. .212 X 12

2
X 150.X 12 14 68 688

260,548 bd ft in tract.
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C. If a lumber mill bids $ 20 per thousand board feet for ponderosa pine,

how much would be the bid.for the tract described in problem 5 ?

260.548 x 20 R6 $ 5211

For the following problems use this information when necessary.

sugartne $ 30 per thousand ($ 30 per ma)

ponderosa pine $ 20 per thousand ($ 20 per m)

_fir arid cedar 9 per thousand ($ 9 per m)

One thousand acres are open for bids on the timber rights. The following

numbers of trees are marked for the following:

3000 sugar pines- gt an average of 12,000 bd ft each

7000 ponderosa pines at an average of 15,000 bd.ft each

9000 cedar at an average of 8,000 bd ft each

17000 fir at an average of. 4,000 bd ft each

Find the bid on the timber rights.

Answer:.

(Would scientific notation help?)

3000 X 12,000 x $ 30 $3.,o8o,000

7000 x 15,000 x $ 20 82,1o0,000

woo x 8,000 x 4 9 8 648,00o

17000 x 4,000 x $ 9 $ 612,000

s 4,440,000

8.9 The Largest axing Things in the World

Most of the materiel in this section can be amplified by referring to

the National Geographic magazine mentioned, although this particular article

does not discuss the giant sequoias.

Information pertaining to growth rings end water transport in plants is

available in the biology textbooks mentioned in the list of resource materials.

Reemphasized here is the extremely important point that scientific in-

vestigation is constantly proceeding. There are many things still unknown,

areas of knowledge still unexplored, questions still to be answered. It has

been noted that each time one question is answered, many more questions arise

that need to be answered. This is one of the most important concepts in the

world of science today and cannot be too strongly emphasized, regardless of
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the level at which one may be teaching. This idea of "worlds" yet to be ex-

plored can be one of the most exciting challenges a teacher can use.

Sample Test Items-

Indirect measurement Answers

1. Jim's shadow was 50" long while at the same
timr the'shadow of his school flag pole was
50! long. Jim is 5'10". What is the

height of the flag pole?

2. At noon on July 4 my shadow es i of my
height. The shadow of B radar towr at

' the same time (and the same place).ts 63 ft.

_lbw high is the tower?

3. Steve, Sally,.Gary, and Carol lined up, for

a photograph. The ratio of their shadpws
was /42i, 84, 88.8, 816 respectively.'
If Steve is 6217--Tall, how tall are ,

Sally, Gary, and Carol?

4. Given the area Of the base, the formula for
the volume of a it circular cylinder is

V =

70 ft.

315 ft. , ,

Sally 70"

Gary 74"

Carol 68"

Bh

5. Given A (of a circle) a$.785d2 (d=dia)

and y ^-.; 3.14
Find the area of a circle with-die of 14 an 154 cm2

1
6. If the radius of a circleis 3-2 feet, find

the area usng the formula,
A f:3 .785d

7. A circular walk at Roosevelt High School has
dimensions as shown. What is 56'
the area of the walk?
(Use A .785d2.) 40;

Given Am 3.14 r2; A .785d2; A- .080

8. a. Find A when r = 39 mm
b. Find A when d = 25 an

c. Find A when c = 42' yds.

.9. A large Ponderosa pine has its 34,000 bd ft

of lumber. A 75 year old Banzai Pine has

-
1 the bd ft of the Ponderosa.

119,000,000
How many bd ft, in the Banzai Pine?
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Gijelh: V of cyl Pi 3.14 i-2h

Ps.785/d2h .

:o8 c2h

10. Find the volume of a pipe which has an inside
.

3diameter of 3 ft and is 60 ft long- 424 ft

' 11. -The liiiiiiliccelerator at Stanford is approx-
imately 2 miles long. The inside diameter ,
of the tube through which the Charges are
"shot" is 1 inch. what is the voluMe of A
the.tube in.cabic inches ? ;1 99,500 in

3

12.- A heavy concrete irrigation pipe has wails

2" thick. The inside-diameter is 30". Find
-the volume of concrete in a section of pipe r-11 140 cft o; -

100 ft. long. , A$ 241,000 in

13. A corn silo-has an inside circumference of 65t
and a height of 30'. What is the volume?

SAMPLE FINAL TEST ITEMS

1. Measure the length of this segment to the nearest am.

10,140 ft3

(A) 5i an, (B) 6 am, (C) 67 mm,(D) none.of these, CE) 7 cm.

2. Change 3 square feet to an equal measurement having a
different unit. (A) 27 cubic feet, (B) 9 cubic feet,
(C) 1728 square inches (D) 432 square inches (E)none of
these

3. What *unit of measure would be commonly used when
measuring the width of a window to fit glass?
(A) square feet (B) square inches (C) feet (D) .4- inches

(E) meters
4-. If a,leaf had a w// ratio of .o5 end a width of

35 mm, what would be the expected length?
(A) 54 ,m(B) 538 mm (C) 22.75 mm (D)227 mm (E)i85 mm

5. What is the greatest possible error for the fon6y-111g

measure: 2.08 cm ? (A)± .005 an (B)± .04 cm

(C)* 1.04 cm (D)± .16 cm. (.E)none of these
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6. Subtract the following:

65 mm ± 1 =
-32 lam . 1 mm

(1) 97 am * 1 mm

(B) 33 am t 0 am

(C).33 mm t 1 mm

(D) 33 am It 2 mm

(E) none of these

7. The prefix, milli- means
(A)million (B)1000 (C)100 (D)155.5 (E)7555

8. H owmar:3' square centimeters are there in a square e

meter? ( 100,000i (B)10,000 (C)1,000

(D)100 (E none of these

9. How many mm3 are there in a cc.?

(A) 10,000 (B)100,000 (C)1,000 (D)100

(E) none of these

10. The volume of a jar is 352.8 cc. What is the mass
of the welter it can contain, expressed in grams/

(A)352.8 (B)35.28 (C)3.258 (D)3528 (E)none of these

11. Write the following in scientific notation: 1$3687

ii)56.87 x 100 (B)5687 x 104 (c)5.687 x 103

(D)56872 (E)none of these

12. Multiply. Be sure the answer has the correct number of
significant digits: 487 x 5.9 (Assume these are measurements.)

(t) 2973.3 (B) 2900 (c) 2870 (D) 2873
(E) 3000

13. Bob's weight increased during the school year from

72 lbs to 81 lbs. What was the percent of increase?

D

D

B

C

A

C

, x 1
A/11 percent (B)121 percent (C)131 percent ,,

9 2 3

. ^(.8
(D) oo- perdent (EMIT percent

B

9

14. The temperature for each

62°, 65°, 56°, 57?, 64°;

mean temperature. (A)62°

15. The temperature for each

86°, 82°, 88°, 19°, 76°,

(A)82.3° (B)82° (C)88°

day one week was:

62°, and 86°. Find tie

(B)65° (C)86° (D)614 (E)62.5°

day last week was:
82o, 85o.

The mode is

(D)82 (E) none of these
7

D
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16. If the normal pulse rate was 80 and the pulse rate
itoraidiately after exercise was 100, what was the
percent of increase in the pulse rate?
(A)80 percent (B)125 percent (C)25 percent

(D)180 percent (E)none of these

,17. "(23,49) and (27,65) are ordered pairs. Find a

second -tern for (26, ).

(A)12° ,(B)64 (C)61 (D)23 (E)none of these

18. Find the volume of a rectangular object that is
.4 an wide, 8 cm long, and 2 an high.

(A)14 an (B)64 cm3 (C)16 an (D)34 an2
(E) none of these

19.'Findithe volume of the right cylinder. The
dimensiohs given are the

, radius and the height,
3 feet and 5 feet.

(A)15 sq ft (B)30 cu ft
(0)30jt (D).5 cu ft
`(E)hone of these

..20. the volume of gas in the syringe was 6 cc. Express
this as cubic mm. (A).06 mm3 (B).6 ann (C)60

4D,600 nm- (E)none of these

21. What point has been located on this line (x) ?
X

. $ 111 4 l 4

3
. 0

(A)(-1) (B)(i) (c)(i) (D)(4) (E)none of these

22. In which quardant would you find the point represented
by the foll,wing ordered pair: (7,-1)

(A) I (B) II (C) III (D) IV (E)none of these

D

23 An ieosaheiron has how may faces?
(A)12 (1.1)20 (,)8 (D)4 (E)none of these

'24. The tetrahedron has a face with which shape?
(A)triangle (B)square e)pentagon
1:)) lexagon (E)none of hese

A

,25. Use the Pythagorean property to find the hypotenuse
of a right triangle if one of the legs is 9 feet
long` and another leg is 12 feet long.

(A)12 sq ft- (B)15 ft (C)25 ft (D)21 sq ft
(E) none these

26. if the area of en equilateral triangle .4 .4330 x S2
then What is the area of an equilateral triangle if
the measurement of 1 a edge is 5 inches?
(A) 3.987 sq in (B)1.299 sq in (C)2.165 sq in
(D)10.285 sq in (E)none of these .
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27. If the area of a regular pentagon

then what is the area 16f a regular

a side which measures 7 inches?

(A)12.04 in (B)84 in (C)172 in2

(E) 24.08 in

ou 1.720 X S2 !

pentagon with

(D) 96 in2

28. What solid would appear to approach having an infinite

number of faces? (A)cube (B)sphere

(C)icosahedron (D)tetrahedron (E)dodecahedron

29. If the radius of a sphere becomes twice as large
the volume is (A)20 times greater (B)8 times

greater (C)4 times greater (D)twice as large

(E) stays the same
. . ,

30. Plot the ordered-pair.represented by each point:

Point
Point
Point
Point
Point
Point
Point
Point

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Resource Material

Biology

The Sierra Nevadan Wildlife Region
by Vinsoi Brown and Alaert Livezey

Pub'Asher: Nataregraph Co., Heraldsburg, Calif.

The Lore of Living Plants
by Johapnes Van Overbeck

Publisher: Scholastic Book Services, New York e
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Biological Science Molecules to Man (Blue Version)
by Biological eciencea Curriculum Study (WS)

Nublisher: Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston

nib School Biology (Green Version)
by Biological Scipnces Curriculum Study (BSCS)

Publisher:- Rand McNally and Co., Chicago

High School Biology (Green Version)
Student Manual

\ e

Introduction to Plant Physiology
by Meyer, Anderson, Bohning

Publisher: D. Van Nostrand, Inc.

BSCS Newsletter
by BSCS

Publisher: University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.

Plant Growth and Development.
by Addison E. Lee

Publisher: American Institute of Biological Sciences,
D. C. Heath and Co., Boston

National Geographic, Vol. 126, No. 1, July 1964
National Geographic Society, Washington, D.C.

And The Giants Were famed
by Fern Gray

Publisher: Secidoia National History Association,
Three Rivers,\ Calif.

Growth and Age, BSCS Pamphlets 16

by Louis Milne and Margery Milne
Publisher: ALBS - BSCS: D.C. 'Heath and Co., Boston

Van Nostrandts Scientific Enceyclopedia
Publisher: D. Van Nostrand Co., Princeton, N.J.

The Green Plant
by Berner and Goodknit

Publisher: Encyclopedia Brit. Press, Chicago
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Mathematics

Mathematics for Junior High, Vol. I

by School Mathematics Study Group (SMSG)

Yale Press

Mathematics for Junior High, Vol. II

by SMSG
_Yale Press

Mathematics Through Science (Revised Edition)

by SMSG
A.. Vroman, Inc., Pasadena

$ 3.00

$ 3.00

$ 3.00


